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Preface
I’ve been teaching AP Statistics at the High School level for nearly twenty years. Over the course of
the summer of 2018 I spent a considerable amount of time, writing down the things I say and collating the
questions I ask. It’s now a new textbook… sort of. Obviously I have not had the support of a textbook
company and there is much missing here that would have been there in a $100 book. I have no index or
answers or pacing guide. There’s no tests, quizzes, or videos of me explaining questions and not many
worked examples. This book needs a teacher who already knows how to do it to lead you through it. That’s
why it’s priced at the cost of printing. Next summer I’m going to do all that but it’s now late July and I have
to figure out publishing. You would have to be already an experienced teacher and a brave one to gamble
on using my material this year! Nevertheless I hope that my students and I are not going to be the only
ones to look at it.
This book will be interesting to you if you do have some experience and you are interested in the
possibility of a new way of ordering the AP Statistics material. I could say there’s a commitment to slow
growth and appropriate practice. That all the learning takes place after experiences that motivate that
learning and raise questions for the next cycle of curiosity and fulfilment of that curiosity. Except all
textbook writers would believe those things to be true of their babies. The most obvious novelty is that
this is a textbook that has coding embedded in it. But it’s really radical in a lot of ways I invite you discover
and give me feedback on at barraclough_g@sgusd.k12.ca.us. I would sincerely appreciate your input and
am looking for someone else willing to gamble on my materials in their classroom…. maybe next year.
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Introduction: How do Statisticians make Decisions?
1. What is statistics?
Well you can look that up and get a range of answers but it is certainly a word whose meaning has
changed over time. It’s about collecting information from reality and interpreting it. That’s a surprisingly
recent idea. Although it is dangerous to say sweeping things about all of history, it is generally true that in
the distant past nobody knew much about the world in terms of numbers you could collect about it. Kings
didn’t know how many people lived in their countries. Distances were guesses and something as
commonplace today as the unemployment rate would have amazed even the educated people hundreds
of years ago. They would be astonished that we would consider that knowable or worth knowing. The idea
had to be presented to the leaders of countries at one point that there were things in terms of numbers
that kings or leaders of states should know. The word statistics contains the word state without the ‘e’:
that’s because statistics started out meaning ‘things leaders of states should know about them and the
people that live in them’. One of the founders of statistics in this sense is John Graunt if you wish to google
him. But that would certainly be a digression for this book.
Now the word statistics as a subject has changed a little to be more like ‘the math of how we
process data collected from reality’. The technical and mathematical meaning of the word statistic is: any
result from a sample of things you collected. You asked some people something or you measured or
counted some plants, rocks trees or whatever. The number you got from that process is a statistic. The
questions addressed by statistics (the subject) are no longer limited to how much gold is there in your
country, how many peasants have you got but has extended to the data collection that goes on in science,
medicine, politics and industry. Statistics is a big field for people who wish to have technical well-paid jobs.
A buzz-phrase these days is ‘big data’ meaning there’s a flood of information available through the modern
interconnected world and making decisions based on data is the popular idea in many areas of human
activity.
2. p and alpha potato style.
In this course we will start by introducing some ideas in the simplest possible way that are really
the place where the course ends. If all the goals of Statistics is a little hard to define, I’m more willing to
take a shot at what the folks who write the AP Statistics exam seem to think of as the goal. Certainly one of
the main ideas is that you should be able to collect some information we call data from the world and use
it to answer a question: does this data seem to be a good example of that?
The interesting situation is one in which you have a data point: let’s say the weight of an object.
You are trying to make a decision about what the object is, based on that piece of information. Let’s say: ‘is
it a potato?’ We may know something about potatoes from experience: let us say we know from
experience that a potato is about 200g. If the object we have is 2000g then we’ll probably say: ‘it’s not a
potato’. However we’d be fools to demand that it be exactly 200g before we admit the new object to the
potato pile. Something that is 201g could easily be a potato, right? So before we decide ‘potato/not
potato’ let’s make a picture showing a bunch of potatoes and our new guy.
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Here’s a picture of a pile of 100 true potatoes drawn up as a dotplot showing each true potato as
an ‘X’. Now we are going to imagine that there is a new vegetable at L. The decision is going to be: is that a
potato or not? Now if it was smaller than the smallest possible potato it would be an easy call. However
it’s not. It’s right after number 5 of the true potatoes. That number 5 is a measure of how weird of a
‘potato’ it would be if it was one. That number is called p. It should be a percentage or proportion but
you’ll notice I fixed it so there’s exactly 100 potatoes here so you can say 5 and here that means 5%. You’ll
also notice that there is also a decision making boundary here. The person making this decision does not
insist that anything he throws out has to be smaller than the smallest possible potato. This boundary isn’t
saying just something about potatoes it also says something about the person making the decision. This
person gets suspicious about ‘potatoes’ when the vegetable is in among the smallest 10% of true potatoes.
This person will end up throwing out 10% of true potatoes. That could be a problem but because this
person is a rather ‘aggressive’ decision maker he is not going to get very many non-potatoes in his or her
potato pile.
A fairly complete description of this decision is: the p was 5, the ∝ was 10. P < ∝. We say ‘it’s not a
potato’.
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Let’s try a few more of those. I’m definitely going to clarify what p and ∝ are all about here but just hang
with me for a second and see if you can do this as a routine
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2. Type 1 and type 2
Every decision we can easily notice, can go wrong in exactly two ways: we can believe something
that really is a potato is something else or we can believe that a carrot or something else that’s not a
potato actually is a potato. The justice system in the US says that you are innocent until proven guilty. That
means that an innocent man in jail is an example of what we call a type one error. The basic assumption,
that we call the null hypothesis is “he or she is innocent”. If we accidentally reject that when it is true and
think that he or she’s guilty we are making a type 1 error. If, on the other hand, we let the murderer go
free for lack of evidence we are making a type 2 error. In a type two error the null hypothesis is false (he is
really not innocent) and we should reject it but we fail to do so. A type 2 error is failing to reject a false null
hypothesis.

Questions about Type 1 and type 2
For each question state what would be type 1 and type 2 errors
1. The assumption is the machine is working OK

2. The assumption is that the new drug doesn’t work

3. The assumption is the patient is healthy

4. The assumption is the patient hasn’t improved

5. The assumption is the average potato is 200g

5. A teacher’s assumption is that the student does not cheat on tests
What are the type one and two errors and what are the consequences of each one?

4. A survivalist’s assumption is that the mushroom is safe
What are the type one and two errors and what are the consequences of each one?
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3. Making a numerical variable with ‘Hopscotch’

In this course we are going to help ourselves imagine things partly by actually looking at potatoes
when possible but when that fails we will try and make ‘virtual potatoes’. We will be using an app called
Hopscotch that you can get for free at gethopscotch.com.

This program starts with a circle which will copy itself every time you tap the screen. The ‘Check
Once If’ is something that stops the clones from cloning themselves. Only number one copies itself. When
the copy appears it appears wherever your finger is and adopts a random size.
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General rules for hopscotch are: things do what they say they do. Commands appear when you can
use them, so if your finger is some place in the code something can’t go the choice won’t even appear. An
important rule is: you can’t break it. Play around and find out how to work it. Ask your neighbor.
Typed out this program looks like
Circle
When (ipad) is tapped
Check Once If (((Self) Clone Index) = (1))
Create a Clone of This Object
End
End
When (object is cloned)
Set Position to x (Last Touch X) y (Last Touch Y)
Set Size percent (random (50) to (300)
End
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4. Coins
A potato is an example of numerical data. The other main type of data is categorical. A coin toss is
an example because the coin result is either heads or tails. Those results are not numbers. We do create
numbers about categorical data by counting how many heads there were. Other examples are the answers
to any question that gives a word not a number like “What color is the car?” is going to result in categorical
data. Categorical data is reported as frequencies, “how many yellow cars were there?” or relative
frequencies or percentages as in “What percent of voters voted for the candidate?”
An example of a decision making process using categorical data might be, “Does a bottle top, when
tossed, come up each side with equal probability or does it tend to land on one side more often?” You can
see when you are testing the bottle cap that there ‘should’ be about 50% heads. (I’m calling the side with
writing on heads). However it’s not reasonable to expect exactly 50% heads for us to say ‘it’s just like a
coin’. Even coins don’t come up heads exactly 50% of the time on any particular series of coin tosses. So
there’s clearly, as with potatoes, going to have to be an understanding of what is an acceptable amount of
variation from what is the ideal expected answer (maybe 55 out of 100 heads makes us think “that could
be a fair coin”) and then there are going to be situations where the result is so far off what we would
normally expect that we say, “that’s not acting like a coin, at all, it’s not like a coin”.
By the way, we aren’t going to toss coins all the time, I do want to feel like we’ve tossed a bunch of
times really and not just thought about it. How do we do this?
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Circle
When (ipad is tapped)
Check Once If (((Self) Clone Index) = (1))
Create a Clone of This Object
End
End
When (object is cloned)
Set Position to x (Last Touch X) y (Last Touch Y)
Check Once If ((random (0) to (1)) > (0))
Set Color (red)
Increase (Reds) by (1)
End
End
Fan Blade
When (game starts)
Repeat Forever
Set Text to ((Reds)÷((Total Objects)-(2))) color (black)
End
End
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Here’s a chart a made showing the number of heads I got from repeated experiences of tossing
coin 100 times. I’m wondering if it’s true that 50% of voters support Mr Trump. That was the results of a
series of very big surveys done last week but he made a strange and widely criticized speech recently. I
randomly dial 100 US registered voters and they all say they vote all the time and they answer my
question. What would be my conclusion (best math judgment) about the idea that 50% of voters support
Trump if
A) 47 respondents say they do
B) 35 respondents say they do
C) 42 respondents say they do
What you might get out of this initial discussion is that decision-making is a situation that is fundamentally
the same whatever the situation. You make your decision by saying ‘what is the chance of this, if it’s really
a regular coin or a potato or anything and then you ask yourself, what’s better for me.. I accept that
something that weird happened or I think a reasonable response is that this result is too weird for me to
accept it as ‘within the normal variation’ of the regular thing.

5. What is the situation where best math judgment makes a decision?
The idea that there is such a thing as mathematical decision making has always been quite
attractive to me. It means that even vague situations might have best answers. However I don’t mean to
give the impression that mathematical decisions exist and no human element of decision making exists,
necessarily. Math is only critical when making decisions of a certain kind. The math decision making
situation is this:
There’s somebody who has said something that we find to be at least a somewhat credible idea.
However it is also important that that credible idea is not a known fact. We could doubt it and not be
crazy. We test opinions not facts. The best mathematical judgment causes us to say that based on our own
data we disagree with the other person or idea or we don’t disagree with them. The best mathematical
judgment is not always correct but it is possible to explain our decision in mathematical terms to another
person wise in the ways of statistics so that they can see why we decided ‘It isn’t a potato?’ or ‘It doesn’t
behave like a coin’ and understand us.
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5. What’s an appropriate alpha?
There is an important human element to the decision making process because the person making
the decision is you. Your head is full of ideas you have learned and discovered and some of these ideas you
are very attached to and some not so much. Decisions are made not by evidence alone but by the meeting
of evidence with a mind willing to change. You’re not a bad person because you don’t change your mind
about the most fundamental ideas you hold when presented with a little bit of evidence. Or even a lot of
evidence. You could show me a whole lot of evidence that a pig can fly. Maybe a photograph of the event
signed by a 1000 witnesses that it was real. Trouble is my 𝛼 in this situation is precisely 0. I’m not a bad
person that there are some things about which I say when presented with however much evidence for that
you can imagine, ‘I’m sorry but you faked that somehow, I still don’t believe it’. That just makes me human
that some of my 𝛼’s are 0.
Your ability to decide that it is or is not a potato has to do with your belief that it may in fact be or
not be a potato. If you are absolutely convinced that the thing in the bag is a potato you’ll accept it no
matter how large or small it is. There’s no decision to make, really. On the other hand if you are easily
persuaded that things presented to you in brown paper bags by your teacher are not potatoes, you’ll say
‘Aha! It’s not a potato’ about things that are big things but perhaps not outrageously so.
So if your willingness to be persuaded is inevitably part of an organized decision-making process it
should be possible to describe it as a number. “Willingness to be persuaded” that’s not zero means you are
ready to gamble a little. You are ready to make a few type 1 errors as well as type 2 errors. If the objects
that count as ‘too big’ for you amounts to things that resemble the top 5% of the true potatoes, you have a
‘5%’ decision making process. This number ‘5%’ is called as we have said, ‘alpha’.
If you are looking at a potato wondering if you should throw it out you have to measure how weird
of a potato it is. You do this by counting what percentage of potatoes you know about is greater than the
object you are considering as a possible potato. The number is called the ‘p-value’. If you think about this
carefully perhaps while looking at some diagrams you’ll realize that p<α means it’s judged to be not a
potato and situations where p>α are situations where we think that thing could really be a potato.
I hope you have a better idea now about what p and alpha are, at least better than when I
introduced them and said ‘hang with me’. It is important to know that alpha is the probability of a type 1
error. Type 2 errors are different for every true value of an object that is not a potato and we’ll get to that
much later.
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1. Which one feels more like you’re persuadable of that? (α is high)
A) Government underestimates unemployment rate
B) Government covers up alien invasions

2. Which one feels more like you’re persuadable of that? (α is high)
A) I know enough about the stock market to make better profit than the market
B) I have a great betting scheme that always wins at roulette

3. Which one feels more like you’re persuadable of that? (α is high)
A) Scientists lie to steal your money
B) The temperature of the world is increasing due to carbon dioxide

3. Which one feels more like you’re persuadable of that? (α is high)
A) The death penalty reduces crime
B) Widespread gun ownership reduces crime

As you can see, how you’re going to react to data depends on who you are. We cannot, sadly
perhaps, say that when we all possess the same data we’ll all make the same decisions. That’s not actually
true. We make different decisions because we’re different people. What we can do is say, ‘this is how
some data changed or didn’t change this more or less cherished core belief of mine.’ Understanding each
other’s decision making process is an achievable goal even though that doesn’t lead to all of us making the
same decision, whether that’s a good or bad thing!
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6. Dangers of using probability to determine plausibility of the null hypothesis.
I’m not even sure I can express precisely what is wrong with the following… a piece of a very
common type of nonsense from the internet where someone with a dim understanding of probabilitybased decision making has used it to persuade themselves and possibly others of something clearly not
true.

.. But the point must surely be that actually everything in life is impossibly unlikely. That you got up this
morning and put on that particular shirt and sat next to that particular person and said those particular
words to your mom. Statistical decision making does say in general that if something that happened is
extremely unlikely, as an event in a certain world-view then we should question that world-view. But we
must find a way to discriminate between events that are unlikely in a meaningful way from events that are
unlikely because every specific event is unlikely and when there’s billions of people crazy things are going
to happen. Nobody knows enough about what’s possible in human behavior from personal experience to
say it’s impossible that someone should do that. You don’t understand how they could do that. You
wouldn’t do that… but you should be open-minded enough to believe that someone else might do it
anyway. Statistical decision making is powerful if..
1. There’s a beginning to the study where you made a prediction: ‘I’m now going to toss this coin,
which you say is fair, and get six heads in a row’
2. You don’t do the above experiment 64 times, in which case that one time you did get six heads
in a row belongs appropriately to a pattern and doesn’t mean anything…in fact
3. When called upon to repeat the experiment as in part 1 it works again, even as it is done by a
different person. The scientific community respects results that have been confirmed over and over in
different experimental circumstances.
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The problem with the reporting of scientific conclusions in the media is often that initial
investigations that turn up associations… particularly between some aspect of diet and health are not
confirmed and repeated before a bunch of people get the idea it’s true and start making money.

Here’s a picture of 100 daily averages of measurements of my good blood enzymes
Here’s a measurement of my results after a researcher had me take lemon juice for a month
What is my best mathematical judgment?

Lemon

Then I find out that this researcher has been doing this sort of thing for 50 years and has tried pretty much
every fad food, herb, spice, vitamin and dietary supplement out there giving him these 100 results for the
100 substances he tried
White wine
Black Tea Oatmeal
Coffee Sea water
Cane Sugar
Vitamin B Strawberry Calcium
Green Tea
CigarettesBlueberry Quinoa
Kale Iodine
Beer Elderflower
Cabbage Celery MInt
Pistachios
Wheatgrass Flouride
Tomatoes ZInc Aspirin
Cauliflower
Cherry Acai LIme
Vitamin K Pears
Salt Vitamin A
Iron TurnipsBroccoliRaspberry
Orange Silver Ginseng Niacin Almonds
Cider
Melon Saffron Pepper Radiation
Ginger Mangoes Sandalwood Chamomile
Riboflavin
Potatoes Prozac Beets Buttercups
Anise
Vitamin E
Pineapple
Copper
Cumin
Cannabis
Dill
Cashews
Dandelion
Coconut
Vanilla
Thyme
Cocaine
Opium
Cinnamon
Zucchini
Peanuts Carrots
RosemaryAllspiceMandrake Charcoal
Lemon
Cumin
Arsenic
Cardamom
Strychnine
Milk
Butter
Vitamin C Chocolate
Apples Vinegar Tarragon Yeast
Mulberries Nutmeg
Parsley Vitamin D Magnesium
Turmeric
Licourice
Daisies

Does that change your assessment?
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This researcher is in the position of someone who tosses a coin all day until he finally gets ten heads in a
row and says ‘look I have magical powers to toss heads because the chance of that is 1/1024!’ The
amazingness of the event is tied to the fact that you did it once with a specific prediction for that moment.
That would really mean something.
Now I’ve gotten fairly philosophical I’m going to admit that not much of the AP concerns this sort
of ‘deep background’ sort of thinking. Though sometimes it does. So whether or not you feel you really
mastered that I’m going to put it aside and move on to some more matters about how to process your
data.
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Chapter one: Data Types and Measures of Center
1. Mean of Continuous Numerical Data
Collecting data means you got a bunch of numerical data and we start out a long journey by
figuring out a single number that captures something about the objects we’ve been looking at. Most
obviously my best answer to how heavy are a bunch of rocks is the number at the center which is either
the mean (average) or median. Median is more of a chapter two thing so first concentrating on the mean.
Let’s make some values
Circle
When (ipad is tapped)
Check Once If (((Self) Clone Index) = (1))
Create a Clone of This Object
End
End
When (object is cloned)
Set Position to x (Last Touch X) y (Last Touch Y)
Increase (SumX) by ((Self) X Position)
End
End
Triangle
When (game starts)
Repeat Forever
Set Text to (round((SumX) ÷((Total Objects) – (2))) color (black)
End
End
End
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One thing you can notice is that if you add one more member to the group: if that new member is
bigger than the mean so far it will make the new mean bigger and if the new member is smaller it will
reduce the mean somewhat.
Here’s the numbers for the potatoes:
124

166

178

210

254

What is the mean (the average)?
What would be the new mean if I added the number 266 to the data set?
What’s the new mean if I didn’t add the number 266 to the data set but replaced the number 254 with the
number 266?
If these are your potatoes: 124, 166, 178, 210, 254
There are potentially 15 different sums of two potatoes you could find by sampling 2 potatoes and adding
them together. Find them and put them in a chart
124

166

178

210

254

124
166
178
210
254
Plot them.
What is the mean of the sample totals? How is that related to the mean of the potatoes?

Now create a chart showing means. Fill it in with the average of the row and column number
124

166

178

124
166
178
210
254
Plot them
What is the mean of the sample means?
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210

254

When you make a mean even of just two examples from a population, the result is likely to be
closer to the true mean. You might guess that the effect you see from a sample size of two will be even
stronger when the sample size is bigger
Another thing to notice is that since the mean is the total divided by the number of members of
the group you can ‘go backwards’ and find the total by multiplying the mean by the number of members of
the group. To combine the means of two different sizes you multiply the mean of each subgroup by the
number of members that subgroup has and add all of this together. Now divide by the total members of
both groups added up. That’s a weighted mean.
1. The class got an average of 80 and there were 30 students in the class. How many points did the class
score altogether?

2. The potatoes are an average of 200 grams. There are 15 in the bag. How much did the bag weigh?

3. One class of 24 students has an average of 70. A class of 32 has an average of 80. How many points did
each class score in total? How many points did all the 56 students score? What was the average of all the
students?

4. One type of potato has an average of 200 and there’s 15 in the bag. Another type of potato has an
average of 150 and there are 20 in the bag. What is the average potato from the whole group?

2. Dice: an example of Discrete Numerical Data
Potato weights are an example of a numerical variable that is continuous. Between any two
possible potatoes it is possible to imagine a third one that is between them. The weights could be
represented by an endless string of decimal places going to infinity. I guess there is in fact no such thing as
two potatoes that are exactly, exactly identical. The potatoes are in a patch that exists as a section of the
number line.
A die is an example of a numerical variable that is discrete: only certain numbers are possible, the
whole numbers from 1 to 6 and there are gaps between them. You can’t score 1.5 or 2.378.
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Let’s make a die, or three
Circle
When ((ipad) is tapped)
Check Once If (((Self) Clone Index) = (1))
Create a Clone of This Object
End
End
When (object is cloned)
Set ((Self) Random) to ((((random (1) to (6))+ (random (1) to (6)))+ (random (1) to (6)))
Set Position to x (((Self) Random) x 60) y (Last Touch Y)
Set Text to ((Self) Random) color (black)
End

If you add the outcomes of multiple dice, it’s still discrete but the more dice you add the more
different values are possible. The mean of a bunch of dice added up is going to be the mean of one dice
multiplied by how ever many dice you added. Even just three dice gives you results between 3 and 18
which is 15 different values instead of the 6 on a regular die. It’s actually true therefore that the more
different examples of a discrete variable you add together the more it tends to occupy many different
points on the number line and start to resemble a continuous variable. The boundary between discrete
and non-discrete is made even more fuzzy by the fact that when you write down the value of a continuous
variable like the weight of a potato your probably only going to write down whole numbers of grams so
you just turned the continuous variable into one with only certain values. So don’t stress too much about
what’s discrete and what’s continuous… the details actually don’t matter much.
3. Means of random variables
A dice with a 0, two 1’s, two 2’s and a six will have a mean of 0 + 1 + 1 + 2 + 2 + 6 = 12 divided by
six because there are six values, which gives 2. It is also true that an alternative method works just as well
and always gives the same result: it is to multiply each value that is possible by its probability and add the
results of those multiplications together.
It helps to show a list of values possible and the probabilities that go with them like this:
0
1/6

1
2/6 or 1/3

2
1/3

6
1/6

The other way to calculate the mean that works and is in some ways more elegant is
0 x 1/6 + 1 x 1/3 + 2 x 1/3 + 6 x 1/6 which again = 2. This process can be described as the formula ∑ 𝑥𝑖 𝑝𝑖
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1. The dentist sent out 20 bills for $100, 5 bills for $200 and one for $1000. What was the average bill?

2. The bag has blocks of wood. 20% are 200g, 30% are 100g and 50% are 50g. What is the average weight
of the block?

3. There are several different bags of apples
weight
frequency

5
6

10
4

20
2

What is the average weight of a bag?

4. Linear transformation for means
If you have a variable like the weight of a potato or the value on a dice it is true that if you change
every value in the distribution by some process that is a combination of the basic arithmetic functions add,
subtract, multiply and divide then the mean and the median will also follow that recipe whatever it is.
1. The lottery gives you the following points
Points
Probability

10
.2

20
.7

50
.1

What is the mean number of points?
If each point can be traded in for $5. What is the average value of a ticket?

2. Here’s the weights of the artisan chocolate bar
Weight (ounces)
frequency

5
10

8
8

12
7

What is the average weight?
What is the average price of a bar if the chocolate is sold for $2 an ounce?
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20
4

3. Here are the measurements of the temperature on five days: 70, 75, 73, 79 and 78.
There has been a mistake and all the temperatures were recorded three degrees colder than they should
have been. What was the true mean?

4. The artist is selling his pictures for the following prices: $30, $40 ,$50 and $80. What is the average
price?
If you buy a frame with it, that costs an extra $15. What is the average price of a picture with a frame?

5. Probability Density Functions
A variable can be represented graphically by a line or a series of bars, whose height corresponds to
how likely the variable is to take the x-value at that point. We can say that the line, which may be
expressed as some kind of equation such as y = 1/2x (for x between 0 and 2). In the equation the area
under the line or curve between two values of x is the probability that the random value is for the variable
is between those two x-values.
Circle
When (game starts)
Set Position to x (80) y (40)
Repeat Forever
Draw a Trail color (purple) width (10)
Set Position to x (((Self) X Position) + (10)) y (((Self) X Position) x (0.5))
End
Check once if ((random (1) to (800)) < ((Self) Y Position))
Create a Clone of this Object
End
End
End
When (object is cloned)
Set Invisibility percent (50)
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Set Size percent (30)
Set Position to x ((Original Object) X Position) y ( random (200) to (600))
End
When ((Self) bumps (Edge)
Set Position to x (90) y (40)
End

Try this Position line:
Set Position to x (((Self) X Position) + (10)) y (*******)
Step 1: (

) + (500)

Step 2: (

) ÷ ( - 800)) + (500)

Step 3: (

) ^ (2)) ÷ ( - 800)) + (500)

Step 4: (

) – (700)) ^ (2)) ÷ ( - 800)) + (500)

Step 5: ((Self) X Position) – (700)) ^ (2)) ÷ ( - 800)) + (500)

6. More on Categorical Data
To return to categorical data to show a little more about the basic data types. I wish to conclude
the chapter by showing a dice with the following sides
side
Probability

Two eyed adult
penguin
½

One eyed adult
penguin
1/3

One eyed baby penguin
1/6

In this case the categories are aspects of being a penguin. In this case you can see it two ways.
Either the penguins are three types, or you could say that there are two decisions to be made, is the
penguin a two-eyed or one-eyed version and then secondly there are adults and baby penguins.
You could make mathematical facts about this by saying that ½ of the penguins are one or twoeyed and then one third of the one-eyed penguins are babies.
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Circle
When (ipad is tapped)
Check Once If (((Self) Clone Index) = (1))
Create a Clone of This Object
End
End
When (object is cloned)
Set Position to x (Last Touch X) y (Last Touch Y)
Set (Random) to (random (1) to (2))
Set (Random2) to (random (1) to (3))
Check Once If ((Random)=(1))
Set Image (hexagon)
Check Once If ((Random2)=(1))
Set Color (red)
End
End
End
End

7. Games
To finish the chapter we’ll return to numerical discrete variables with probabilities and play a few games.
1. Would you play a game where you have a 25% chance of winning $12 otherwise lose $4?

2. Would you play a game where you pay $1 to play and you have a 25% chance to win $4?
What are the possible outcomes and what are they?

3. You have $6 in your pocket. Would you play a game where you have a 75% chance to make $2 or
otherwise you lose everything?
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4. Would you play a game where you get $20 for rolling a six on a dice, otherwise lose $6?

5. Would you play a game where you get $15 for picking a club from a deck, otherwise lose $4?

6. Would you play a game where you have a 30% chance of winning $10 but it costs $2 to play?

7. Would you play a game where you have a 20% chance of winning $20 but it costs $5 to play?

8. You have $10 in your pocket. Would you play a game where you have a 75% chance to win $8 otherwise
lose everything?

9. You have $8 in your pocket. Would you play a game in which you have a 40% chance to win $10
otherwise lose everything?
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Chapter 2: Measuring Center and Spread with percentile-based Observations
1. Two Basic Plot Styles
This chapter has quite a lot of graphic representations in it, so here’s a starter. Can you make this
dotplot into what’s called a histogram? There’s an example on the left. I’m not sure I need to articulate
this, I might just confuse you. But the height of the pile above a range on the x-axis is the quantity of the
values in that section of the x-axis.

2
1

Make the dot plot into a histogram
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2. Percentiles
So our course is about variable numbers. If you have a bunch of values from a data set they can be
lined up. Any particular value has position in the distribution that can be measured a few different ways. A
very popular way to answer the question “Where are you in the pattern?” is to say how many of the other
people you beat and that’s usually reported as a percentage expressed with the “%” sign or a proportion.
You make a fraction with ‘how many people you beat’ on top and all the people there are on the bottom
and how have a sense of where you are in the distribution. This is commonly done when you get the
results of some test like the SAT. They send you your result and show you your percentile.
There are a couple of issues with this that are genuinely confused in the sense that Excel and
Microsoft decide what your percentile is a little differently than Apple does in its Numbers app. Different
versions of this math exist based really on whether you count yourself or half of yourself as a person you
beat. If you don’t count yourself and you’re last of all you beat nobody and you are at the 0th percentile.
Which is fine, but it does seem a little odd that you can be the 0th %-ile but if you beat everybody but you
still didn’t beat yourself you’re not the 100th %-ile. So if you calculate this way there’s a 0th %-ile but not a
100th %-ile. This is never going to make a difference on the AP exam (by the way) but I have to explain why
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your TI calculator might give you a very slightly different calculation than you get by doing the formula
ℎ𝑜𝑤 𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑦 𝑑𝑖𝑑 𝑦𝑜𝑢 𝑏𝑒𝑎𝑡
ℎ𝑜𝑤 𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑦 𝑎𝑟𝑒 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒

Find the percentiles of the following points
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Cumulative Histogram
One way to explain position graphically is to use a cumulative histogram.
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If you graph so that your pile making a histogram is a pile whose height is not the number of values at that
point but the number of values in that zone and all zones to the left of it. The percentile of any point will
be the y-value of the top of the pile or to be a little more precise rather the points in that x-axis zone
occupy all the percentiles from the top of the previous pile to the top of the current pile.
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7

3. Ogives
One important way to set up a visual for a numerical variable is to compare the values to the
percentiles in a graph we call an ogive. In an ogive the value of the variable is the x and the percentile is
the y.

100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%

1

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

A) Make the ogive with the following 11 values:
Value
%ile

1
0%

2
10%

3
20%

3
30%

4
40%

4.5
50%

5
60%

100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%

1

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

A) Make the ogive with the following 7 values:
Value 1
%ile
0%

4
6.5
14% 28%

7
8.5 9.5
42% 57% 71%

11
86%
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14
100%

6
70%

8
80%

11
90%

14
100%

Let’s make a Hopscotch to think more about percentile rank..
Circle
When ((ipad) is tapped
Check Once If ((((Self) Clone Index) = (1) and ((Last Touch Y) >(400)))
Create a Clone of This Object
End
End
When (object is cloned)
Set Position to x (Last Touch X) y (Last Touch Y)
End
When ((Star) is pressed
Check Once If ((Self) X Position) < ((Star) X Position)
Wait (100)
Increase (Rank) by (1)
End
End
Star
When (game starts)
Repeat Forever
Check Once If ((Last Touch Y)>(400)
Set Position to x (Last Touch X) y (Last Touch Y)
End
End
When ((Self) is tapped)
Set Rank to (0)
End
End
Fan Blade
When (game starts)
Repeat Forever
Set Text to ((Rank)÷((TotalObjects)-(2)) color (black)

End
End
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4. Median, Quartiles and IQR
If you do line everything up in order, one common thing to do is to pick the one in the middle as
your measure of center. If there are 9 values the middle will be number 5 in the row. The value in the
middle is called the median. If there are 10 values the median will be between #s 5 and 6. You can average
these two to get your median. The median is defined as ‘the 50th percentile’ although that will slightly
depend for its exactitude on choice of method for calculating percentile. It’s always at least very nearly
true. You can also pick the middle of all the numbers less than the median to be an important value. This
value is the lower quartile. The middle number of all numbers greater than the median is the ‘upper
quartile’ or Q3
The median is a measure of center. Percentile is a measure of position. The lowest value of a
distribution is called the minimum and the highest the maximum. If you subtract maximum – minimum
you get a value called the ‘range’. The range is the first of an important category of measurements that
measure something called ‘spread’. I hope it seems reasonable to you that the second most important
thing about a set of measurements after ‘Where is the center?’ is ‘how spread out are these values?’
Oftentimes you see a data set where there are one or more ‘outliers’. An outlier is a weird result
that’s a super rare exception. The existence of an outlier can make the spread of the distribution measured
by the range seem larger than you would expect. For example in the distribution 1, 2, 3, ,3 , 4, 5, 5, 6, 40,
the range is 39 but that’s a little misleading. Apart from the 40 the spread is really not much at all.
A slightly more sophisticated measure of spread uses the idea that the range of the middle 50%
might give a better idea of what the spread-out-ness really feels like. We are going to measure not the
difference between the very top person and the very bottom person but the difference between the
person who is really pretty good in that they beat 75% of the others and the person who’s pretty weak in
that they beat 25% of the others. To get this measure of spread called the “Interquartile Range” just
subtract the Q1 from the Q3.
5. Boxplots
Another picture that uses percentiles to make a graphic is a boxplot. There’s a thin rectangle that
starts at the Q1 and ends at the Q3. There are lines extending out from the box to the minimum and the
maximum. The Median is a vertical line through the box. It is a convenient display that allows you to easily
see the range, quartiles, Median and IQR.

10
60
20

26

38

This boxplot shows a distribution with a minimum of 10, lower quartile of 20 Median of 26 upper
quartile of 38 and maximum of 60.
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Make boxplots. The problem here may be averaging middle points
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)
F)
G)
H)

3, 4, 5, 5, 6, 8, 9, 11, 14, 17, 20
1, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 14, 16, 17, 19, 20, 25
3, 12, 15, 17, 18, 20, 22, 23, 24, 25
2, 4, 4, 6, 7, 12, 13, 17, 18
1, 3, 5, 5, 8, 10, 12
7, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 12, 12, 13, 19
5, 6, 6, 7, 8, 8, 9, 10, 12, 16, 18, 22, 28
1, 6, 9, 12, 13, 13, 14, 14, 15, 16, 16, 17

Make boxplots. The problem here may be key values are on top of each other
A)
B)
C)
D)

1, 1, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 8, 9
15, 20, 20, 20, 29, 30, 33
4, 4, 4, 4, 8, 10, 11, 14, 14, 14, 14, 14, 15, 16, 17
1, 7, 7, 7, 7, 12, 16, 17, 24, 24, 24,

E) 6, 6, 6, 8, 9, 9, 9, 20

Here’s a probability density function that shows median and quartiles

Circle
When (game starts)
Set Position to x (50) y (200)
Set Speed to (100)
Wait milliseconds (2)
Repeat times (120)
Draw a Trail color (purple) width (10)
Set Position to x (((Self) X Position) + (10)) y ((((Self) X Position) x 0.5) + (200)
Check Once If ((random(200) to (1000)) < ((Self) Y Position)
Create a Clone of This Object
End
End
End
When (object is cloned)
Set invisibility percent (50)
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Set Size percent (((Original Object) X Position) ÷ (5)
Set Position to x ((Original Object) X Position) y (random (200) to (600))
Repeat Forever
Check If Else (((Self) Clone Index) = (round(((Total Objects) – (1)) ÷ (2)
Set Color (red)
Bring to Front
Else
Check If Else (((Self) Clone Index) = (round(((Total Objects) – (1)) ÷ (4)
Set Color (yellow)
Bring to Front
Else
Check If Else (((Self) Clone Index) = (round(((Total Objects) – (1)) x (3) ÷ (4)
Set Color (yellow)
Bring to Front
Else
Set Color (blue)
End
End
End
End
End
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I would like you to be as flexible as possible while making graphics. That means the picture you see
is something you see through to what is behind it. You can tell if you’re doing that because switching back
and forth between different ways of doing the graphic is a breeze. Can you switch from a dotplot or
cumulative histogram to a boxplot?

Make the dot plot into a boxplot
there are 19 points
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The trick to converting cumulative histograms to boxplot is to realize that you go half way up the y-axis and
over to the right to find the media. One fourth of the way up the y-axis is the lower quartile and three
fourths of the way up the y-axis is the upper quartile.
Make the cumulative histogram
into a boxplot

Upper Quartile

Median

Lower Quartile
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6. Linear transformation
It is a common situation that you find yourself doing the same math on all of the numbers in a
distribution. If you restrict yourself to the basic arithmetic of addition subtraction multiplication and
division there’s some simple rules about the consequences of doing these processes.
If you were measuring the temperature of some water that varies in temperature over time.
Supposing you suddenly realize your thermometer is off by three degrees. That would make the real
temperatures all three degrees more than what you first wrote. OK, add three to all your numbers. Does
that change the median: Yes. Does that change the quartiles?: Yes they also get 3 degrees bigger. Does it
change the measurement of spread called interquartile range: no. Why?.. because if you make two
numbers both bigger by three then subtract them the threes disappear.
By contrast multiplication changes median and IQR and for that matter mean and range… basically
multiplication changes all measures of center and all measures of spread. But not even multiplication
changes a measure of position like percentile.
1. Here’s some values
a) 2, 3, 5, 7, 10, 11, 13, 17, 19, 30, 45
What is the interquartile range?

b) Multiply all the values by 2 and add 3.
What happened to the median?

c) What happened to the interquartile range?

d) The value 7 has a percentile of 25% in the original distribution. What is the percentile in the transformed
distribution?

2. Here’s some values
0,0,0,0,5,7,10,10,15,15,16,17, 20, 20 , 20 , 20 , 21, 25, 29
a) What is the interquartile range?
Multiply all the values by -3 and add 50.
b) What happened to the median?
c) What happened to the interquartile range?
d) The value 20 has a percentile of 75% in the original distribution. What is the percentile in the
transformed distribution?
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7. Outliers
Outliers are extreme values. It means a value that is far away from the middle, but how do we
measure ‘it’s a long way from the middle’. That measurement must surely depend on how the values are
naturally spread out. If there’s a high spread-out-ness to the pattern then you would have to be further
away from the middle to be exceptional. To be an outlier you must surely have to be at least more than Q3
or less than Q1 but you must also be out there by a quantity that depends on the IQR, the spread. There is
a convention that is not deeply meaningful in a mathematical way but just something widely agreed upon
that says “an outlier must be at least 1.5 IQRs either below Q1 or above Q3
Outliers are > 𝑄3 + 1.5 × 𝐼𝑄𝑅
Or < 𝑄1 − 1.5 × 𝐼𝑄𝑅
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8. Percentiles for discrete random Variables
The discussion so far has been about numerical variables because it doesn’t make sense to assign
percentiles to categorical data: does yellow beat blue? We can’t line up categorical variables. However we
should pay attention to the difference between continuous random variables like the weights of potatoes
and rocks and those random variables that take particular values only.
If you have a set of ten blocks and there’s 4 small ones 5 medium ones and one large one, you
could put stickers from 1-10 on the blocks and then use a random digit generator to pick them. Another
way to ‘simulate’ selecting the blocks would be to assign the numbers 1-4 to represent ‘small’.. the
numbers 5-9 to be medium and the number 10 to be large. You don’t actually have to stick the stickers on
the blocks.
What about percentiles with random variables that are discrete, not continuous? We are recording
the probability of a data point that can be 5, 10 or 20 with the following probabilities.
Value
Probability

5

10

20

.4

.5

.1

The value 5 occupies all the percentiles from the 0th to the 40th . The value 10 occupies percentiles from 40
to 90 and the 20’s occupy the remaining percentiles from 90 to 100. In this case the median which is
defined as the 50th percentile is a value in the 10’s column somewhere and the 1st quartile is in the 5’s and
the third quartile is also in the 10’s.

40

30%
20%
15%

15%
10%
5%

1

2

5%

3

4

5

6

7

8

1. a) What proportion of the distribution is less than 4?
b) What proportion is more than 6?
c) The value 2 occupies the ….th to the …th percentile of the distribution
d) Where is the median?

25%
15%

15%

15%

10%

10%

5%
11

5%
12

13

14

15

16

17

2. a) What proportion of the distribution is less than 13?
b) What proportion is more than 15?
c) The value 13 occupies the ….th to the …th percentile of the distribution
d) Where is the median?
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18

25%
20%
15%

15%

15%
10%

10

20

30

40
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3. a) What proportion of the distribution is less than 40?
b) What proportion is more than 30?
c) The value 70 occupies the ….th to the …th percentile of the distribution
d) Where is the median?

30%
25%
15%

15%

10%
5%
120

130

140

150

160

170

180

4. a) What proportion of the distribution is less than 170?
b) What proportion is more than 180?
c) The value 130 occupies the ….th to the …th percentile of the distribution
d) Where is the median?
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190

9. Sampling two rocks for means. IQR of one rock. IQR of samples of two
We are going to pause here to consider an important distinction. I have spoken about what
happens if you take a rock and multiply its weight by something. For example you would be doing this if
you decided to change the measurement units from ounces to grams or the other way round. Just for
simplicity’s sake I’m going to assume you are going to record a value that’s double the weight of all the
rocks and record that as a new variable. The spread as measured by IQR is going to double.
Here’s a hugely important question: What if instead of taking all the rocks and doubling them I
took two different rocks and added them together? Is that the same thing? No. The consequences to the
measures of center are in fact the same. Doubling all the rocks will double the median and double the
mean. However the spread will change differently. Two different rocks added makes a distribution which is
less spread out that all the rocks one at a time doubled.
This does raise the question: how do we get pairs of rocks randomly assigned to each other. The
proper process for random sampling is this.
Step one: give every rock in the population a number by chalking a number on it.
Step two: use a random digit generator like your calculator’s Math/Prob/5: randInt to get two
numbers in the range you’re interested in
Step three: pick out the rocks with those numbers to be the sample
Ref #
0
Weight 100

1
250

2
350

3
450

4
480

5
500

6
520

7
580

8
600

9
660

10
800

The Interquartile range of one rock is #8 - #2 which is 250. The interquartile range of every rock doubled is
500. What is the interquartile range of 11 samples of two rocks randomly selected by you?
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Chapter 3 Sampling and the Binomial distribution
1. Sampling: clustering and stratifying
In statistics we have an ideal method of sampling called the simple random sample. The three
steps are as we have described just now at the end of chapter two: give everybody a number, get an
appropriate number of random numbers, choose the people or rocks or whatever with those numbers to
ask a question or to measure in some way. Simple random sample methods can be used to decide who to
survey or who to give the medicine to if we wish to randomly assign patients to get one treatment or
another.
We, in this math class, like Simple Random Sampling (SRS) because it’s mathematically simple not
necessarily because it’s actually the best in all real-life circumstances. If you are wishing to study what
peoples’ reactions are to a commercial or something like that, it might be a good idea to make sure that
your sample has representatives of various age groups, ethnicities or genders. If you are worried that your
sample for a political survey might give you a misleading answer if you accidentally sampled all old white
females in your sample you can deliberately make sure you sample from certain subgroups. That’s
stratified sampling. A friend of mine works for a company that uses statistics to come to decisions about
what trailer film-makers should show to get people to actually go to the movie. They buy lists of volunteers
from a company whose business it is to go get sets of volunteers that are appropriate representatives of
the US public.
Stratified sampling solves a certain kind of problem. A quite different problem has a different but
comparable solution. You might also find that if you are doing a survey on say, how many light bulbs are in
an average person’s home or what color people paint their kitchens, you will need to actually go
someplace and if you randomly sample all of the USA this could get expensive in terms of plane tickets.
You could reasonably decide to go instead to a few different cities randomly chosen but then visit a sample
of twenty homes from each of your cities. You are gambling that this trade of convenience versus strict
randomness is worth it. That’s called cluster sampling.
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1. Here are five tables in the cafeteria. The students at this school fall into various stereotypes
defined by my choice of a few clip art things I found. Some students are political science enthusiasts,
others lady golfers etc. How can we select a sample of five here by some convenient method that ensures
representation of all these types? What did you notice about the situation that enabled you to do this
efficiently?

2. Here are five tables in the cafeteria. In this school you can see everybody hangs out in cliques. How can
we select a sample of five here by some convenient method. What did you notice about the situation that
enabled you to do this efficiently?

Which of the two methods suggested on this page is ‘clustering’ and which is ‘stratifying’?
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Here are 100 results of freshmen on a test of logical reasoning. In this school all classes consist of ten
students. All freshmen are in one math and one English class. There are ten of each kind of class. How
convenient!
English English English English English English English English English English
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Math
0
Math
1
Math
2
Math
3
Math
4
Math
5
Math
6
Math
7
Math
8
Math
9

28

34

33

37

41

36

37

38

30

31

37

40

39

42

41

44

41

40

41

36

39

43

42

48

46

45

42

43

46

45

43

49

42

55

46

46

49

45

48

47

48

51

49

56

50

47

50

47

48

50

51

53

49

57

50

49

50

47

50

50

51

60

51

58

54

54

51

48

50

52

58

60

54

58

55

65

55

53

52

54

65

63

55

60

60

69

56

54

55

57

75

69

65

66

61

70

63

63

56

68

You also have information on the freshmen English and Math placement. It looks like freshmen are
randomly assigned to their English class but they end up in different math classes according to some sort
measure of ability or experience.
You don’t have time to measure this whole population so you’re going to take a random sample
Use randInt(0,99) to find your ten subjects. So if you get 43 that means you picked the person in row 4 and
column 3. That person scored 56.
The true mean of all these numbers is 50. What is your sample mean?
One thing you might notice is the top row is different from the bottom row. Go down the rows picking one
from each math class. Use randInt(0,9) to find your ten subjects.
Congratulations you just did stratified sampling. Was your result more accurate?
One thing you might notice is that all the columns are kind of the same. Use randInt(0,9) to pick one
English class to find your ten subjects.
That’s cluster sampling.
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2. Pascal’s triangle
Toss a set of five coins a bunch of times. Why is two heads out of five more likely than one? It’s
because there are more ways of getting two heads than one
For two heads you could roll:
HHTTT, HTHTT, HTTHT, HTTTH, THHTT, THTHT, THTTH, TTHHT, TTHTH and TTTHH (10 ways)
For one heads only five
HTTTT, THTTT, TTHTT, TTTHT, TTTTH
Let’s look at many sets of five coins being tossed:

Circle
When (ipad) is tapped
Check Once If ((Self) Clone Index = (1))
Repeat times (5)
Create Clone of This Object
End
End
End
When (object is cloned)
Check If Else ((random (1) to (2)) > (1)
Set color (red)
Else
Set color (green)
End
Check Once If ((((Self Clone Index) % (5)) = 2)
Set Position (Last Touch X) y (Last Touch Y)
End
Check Once If ((((Self Clone Index) % (5)) ≠ 2)
Set Position to x ((Last Touch X)+(((Self) Clone Index) – (2)) % (5)) x (50)) y (Last Touch Y)
End
End
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The results that are more balanced are more common than the results where there are mostly heads or
mostly tails and that’s because there are more ways to write nonsense words with the letters HHHTT than with
HTTTT. (I could have spent more time on this upcoming explanation but I’m just going to do a short but complete
version and move on because this is a little bit more detail than you need anyways.) But what are the numbers of
ways of writing these nonsense words exactly? If all the letters were different there would be n! different

words. Since there are r heads and n-r tails this reduces the number of variations by r! and (n-r)! So the
formula for the number of ways to get two heads out of 5 tosses is

𝑛!
where
𝑟!(𝑛−𝑟)!

n is 5 and r is 2. You may

have seen this notated nCr in some previous math course. In statistics for some reason (I cannot explain)
𝑛
this is notated somewhat differently as ( ) where we are choosing k successes out of n tries. Don’t ask me
𝑘
why it’s r in Algebra 2 and k in statistics, it just is.
Notice that if you add an extra coin there’s now a total for r of ‘1 less than r’ + a heads and ‘r
already’ + tails. You could think about it for a while before it’s obvious that this explains why the numbers
for how many ways of scoring r successes in a row of n tries can be found in the well-known arrangement
of numbers called Pascal’s triangle where any number is the result of adding the two immediately above it.
1
1
1
1
1
1

5

1
2

3
4
10

1
3

6

1
4

10

1
5

1

Each row starts with the number of ways of scoring 0 heads out of however many tries and that’s
always 1. The number of ways of tossing 1 heads out of 4 is 4 and the number of ways of tossing 2 heads
out of 4 is 6 and the number of ways of tossing 2 heads out of 5 is those two added up, which is 10. If you
start at the top with 1 as the 0th number in the 0th row you add in this special way to create the triangle.

A

B
Draw as many pathways as you can down through the dots from A to B
You must always go down either down left or down right
Each pathway should therefore be 5 steps exactly
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Circle
When (game starts)
Repeat times (32)
Create a Clone of This Object
End
End
When (object is cloned)
Set Size percent (50)
Set Position to x (500) y (random (300) to (500)
Set Invisibility percent (50)
Repeat times (5)
Check Once If ((random (0) to (1) = (1)
Set color (red)
Move Forward (60)
Else
Set color (green)
Move Forward (-60)
End
Wait milliseconds (50)
End
End
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Here's five coins. Assign heads or tails to them in any
way that gives two heads and three tails. How many
different ways to do that are there?

a) how many ways are there to arrange the letters ABCDE?
b) how many ways are there to arrange the letters BBCDE?
c) how many ways are there to arrange the letters BBCCC?

There’s actually quite a lot of fun ways to illustrate the binomial with Hopscotches. Hope I didn’t
overload with too many of these. I guess the next two are skippable if you really just want to get on with
what you need for the AP.
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Circle
When (game starts)
Repeat Forever
Wait milliseconds (1000)
Increase (Count) by (1)
Check If Else (((round((Count)÷(1))) % (2)) = (1))
Set Color (red)
Else
Set Color (green)
End
End
End
End
Circle 2
When (game starts)
Repeat Forever
Check If Else (((round((Count)÷(2)))) % (2)) = (1))
Set Color (red)
Else
Set Color (green)
End
End
End
End
Circle 3
When (game starts)
Repeat Forever
Check If Else (((round((Count)÷(4)))) % (2)) = (1))
Set Color (red)
Else
Set Color (green)
End
End
End
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End

If you want to go across some particular row of Pascal’s triangle you start at one. Multiply that by
the number of the row and divide by 1. Now to get the next number you multiply by one less than the row
number and divide by one more than one. Each time you move across the row a step you multiply by one
less than the number you started with last time and divide by one more than the number you divided by
last time.
How do you get the formula for the new number form the one to the left of it
𝑛!
𝑛!
𝑛 − (𝑟 − 1)
=
×
(𝑛
𝑟! − 𝑟)! (𝑟 − 1)! (𝑛 − (𝑟 − 1))!
𝑟
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Triangle
Triangle 2
Square
When (triangle) is tapped
Set (Denominator) to (1)
Set Text to (Denominator) color (black)
End
When (triangle 2) is tapped
Set Text to (Denominator) color (black)
Increase (Denominator) by (1)
End
Square
When (triangle) is tapped
Set (Numerator) to (random(4) to (9)
Set Text to (Numerator) color (black)
End
When (triangle 2) is tapped
Set Text to (Numerator) color (black)
Increase (Numerator) by (-1)
End
Square
When (triangle) is tapped
Set (Latest) to (1)
Set Text to (Latest) color (black)
End
When (triangle 2) is tapped
Set (Latest) to ((Latest) x (Numerator)÷(Denominator))
Set Text to (Latest) color (black)
End
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4. Simple binomials
Now we might have multiple ways of finding the value for the number of ways.. we can go ahead
and predict the probability of a specific number of successes from a particular number of tries. Part of it is
𝑛
the number ( ) then we have the probability of any one arrangement.. one way of scoring two heads and
𝑘
three tails is ½ times ½ for the heads and ½ times ½ times ½ for the tails. Or more generally if the chance of
‘heads’ (which may really be tossing a coin or it could be any other process with two answers and a
𝑛
consistent probability) is p then that number ( ) is multiplied by p to the power of k to represent the
𝑘
probability of k successes and then also (1-p) to the power of (n-k) to represent the chance of the rest of
the n tries turning out to be failures.
This process of finding out how what is the chance of a number of successes out of a number of
tries with a consistent probability is a very common thing to do and a big part of our course. These
probabilities are called ‘binomial’ probabilities. The complete formula:
𝑛
( ) 𝑝𝑘 (1 − 𝑝)(𝑛−𝑘)
𝑘
This is one of the formulas on the AP Statistics formula sheet.
Now would be a good time to be clear if I haven’t already with what is the binomial situation. You
could think of the binomial as having three essential components:
1) A decision to be made that is yes or no, success or failure however you wish to name it just not
three or more choices.
2) A consistent probability of success on a number of trials
3) A fixed number of trials
You’ll notice that the last two conditions are just a way of specifying that you must have an n and a
p. So it’s no surprise because these are the numbers that are key and present in all the binomial formulas.
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1. If 30% of voters voted for senator Smith, what is the chance that 4 out of a sample of 8 voted for
him

2. If 20% of adults smoke cigarettes, what is the chance that out of a sample of 9 there are 2 smokers

3. If 70% of the trees have elm disease what is the chance that out of a sample of 8 there are 4 trees
with the disease

4. If 30% of the rolls turn up red, what is the chance that 3 out of a sample of 10 turn up red?

5. If 20% of used cars are Toyotas, what is the probability that 3 out of a sample of 7 are Toyotas?

6. If 40% of all marriages end in divorce, what is the chance that 6 out a sample 10 will end in
divorce?

7. If 10% of parts are defective, what is the chance that 2 out of a group of 9 are defective?

8. If 60% of flowers are pink, what is the chance that 6 out of a sample of 10 are pink?

9. If 8% of tumors are malignant, what is the chance that 1 of a sample of 5 are malignant?

Your calculator will do a random result from a binomial with MATH/PROB/7:randBin
You input the value for the number of trials (we call it n) and the probability of success on one trial p.
Your calculator will also answer one of the questions on the previous exercise. The method is in 2nd
VARS (DISTR)/ A: binompdf (n, p , x). The n and p are the number of trials and the probability while the x is
the number of successes you are looking for.
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5. Appreciate binomial distributions
You can helpfully picture a binomial distribution by making an x-axis that shows all the various
possibilities of how many successes you could have out of n tries… the numbers 0 to n. Then each possible
value has a bar above it whose height shows how probable this outcome is. This is a complete distribution
because it shows all the things that could happen and it’s not possible to have more than one of these
outcomes at once. So the heights of the bars have to add up to one. We can describe the probabilities of
something like ‘less than two successes’ by adding one or more of the bars.

Here is Binomial (9, .2).
a) What is the probability of 2 or less?
b) What is the probability of less than 4?
c) What is the probability of more than 1?
d) What is the probability of at least 3?
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Binomial cdf
We often ask the question what is the chance that some range of the number of people saying yes
to a question was the outcome. What is the chance 3 or less out of 8 say yes? What is the chance that at
least 6 out of 12 say yes? You could add up a bunch of individual results or you could use something like
the calculator function ‘cumulative density function’. Cdfs read from the left.
For Binomial (10, .7) Use binomialcdf(n, p, x)
The meaning of bcdf is “the chance of up to and including x”
The meaning of 1 – bcdf is “everything except up to and including”

a) what is P(5 or less)?

Bcdf(10, .7, ….) =

b) what is P(less than 7)?

Bcdf(10, .7, ….) =

c) What is P(more than 7)?

1 – bcdf(10, .7, …) =

d) What is P( at least 9)?

1 – bcdf (10, .7, …) =
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0.35
0.3
0.25
0.2
0.15
0.1
0.05
0

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Series1 0.028 0.131 0.261 0.29 0.194 0.077 0.017 0.002

8

9

10

11

12

0

0

0

0

0

This is B(7, 0.4)

State in Binomialcdf form and give the exact value for

a)Less than 4

b)At least 5

Check that you are at least approximately correct with the probabilities given on the chart.
0.35
0.3
0.25
0.2
0.15
0.1
0.05
0

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Series1 0.058 0.198 0.296 0.254 0.136 0.047 0.01 0.001 7E-05

This is B(8, 0.3)

State in Binomialcdf form and give the exact value for

a)Less than 2

b)At least 4
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9

10

11

12

0

0

0

0

1. 90% of trees are healthy. What is the chance that at least 28 of 30 randomly selected trees are
healthy?

2. 40% of customers are satisfied. What is the chance that 15 or less out of 30 are?

3. 25% of students graduate in four years. What is the chance that more than 3 out of 8 do?

4. 70% of patients show improvement. What is the chance more than 20 out of 30 do?

5. 30% of prisoners end up back in jail in 2 years. What is the chance at least 5 out of a random group
of 10 do?

6. I’m guessing a multiple choice test with 20% chance of getting it right. What is the chance that I
guess less than 3 out of 20?

7. 60% of traffic accidents involve alcohol. What is the chance that more than 12 out of 18 do?
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6. Conditions for binomial distribution
Real life situations are rarely completely binomial. The tossing of coins is not quite like asking
people a question because you could toss the coin forever but you would eventually run out of people. A
condition for the math to work here is that the probability of success is consistent as you toss the coin or
ask the people. However this isn’t really true if you are asking Americans. For example you could be asking
people if they support the president and actually 40% do. Your chance of randomly choosing an American
who supports the president would be something like 120,000,000/300,000,000. But now if you asked the
first one and he said yes your chance that the second one says yes is now 119,999,999/299,999,999 which
is slightly slightly slightly different. You can imagine that we feel comfortable ignoring that. In fact we
ignore the issue of whether or not the probability is slightly varying based on who we select in the first part
of the selection process altering what is left as long as the sample we pick (we use the symbol n) is less
than 10% of the whole population (we use the symbol N for the whole population we are studying).

1. 20 wild rabbits live in an area. 14 are brown and 6 are black.
We are going to catch a random sample of 5.
n is 5, k is 4 and the p is .3. Also N is 20
What is the chance there will be exactly 4 black ones.
Is it binomial? Calculate as if it is

5
( ) . 34 ∙. 71
4

Is this more exact version going to result in a really different value?

5 6 5 4 3 14
( ) ∙ 20 ∙ 19 ∙ 18 ∙ 17 ∙ 16
4

2. 60% of voters support property tax reform. What is the chance that 5 out of 7 randomly selected voters
support property tax reform?
What are n, k and p. No exact value is given for N. About how much is the population here?

3. There are 60 trees in the park. 20% are oaks. Should we use the binomial distribution for a sample of 30?
How would you answer the question if there were 40trees in the park?
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7. Decision making with bcdfs
I’m going to pause here and point out that we make decisions all the time. You don’t need all the
apparatus of binomial math to make some decisions. The mathematical version of decisions is not
supposed to replace your common sense but refine it and make your process transparent to others. Before
we do it formally here’s some decisions that I believe we can agree on without much actual math.
1. A salesman claims that 20% of his leads turn into sales. However a random sample of 100 of his
leads reveals only 3 sales. What do you think? Do we believe the salesman anyway?

2. A tourist resort claims that every day in the 100 day tourist season there is no more than a 5%
chance of a cloudy day. Assuming that this year’s 100 days is a random sample of all days, what
would you think if there were 7 overcast days?

3. A stock market expert predicts correctly whether the market’s about to go up or down for 80 out
of a hundred days. Do you think that could be just luck? Could it be just random variation from a
base rate of 50%?

4. I took a multiple choice test (each question is ABCD) in Hebrew. It was 50 questions and I got 15
right. That’s more than 25% guessing. I never studied Hebrew. Should I claim I have some sort of
intuitive grasp of the language?

5. The bus company claims that 80% of its buses are on time within three minutes. Out of a random
sample of 30, 10 were on time. Should I dispute the company’s claim?

6. I took a survey of 500 people to find out if the public support for the president’s latest action is
rising from the level of 40% we found last month. 205 people said they viewed his action
positively. Should we revise the 40% figure upward?
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Bcdf’s and 1-bcdfs are like p-values in that they collect a series of results weirder than the value we are
considering. They can be used to make a decision. We find something comparable to ‘there was a
vegetable that was suspiciously big because it was in the top 5% of true potatoes’ in the statement ‘there
was an object that was behaving suspicious not like a coin because the chance of 70 or more out of 100
heads is less than 5%’
1. The cereal company says 30% of its boxes of cereal have prizes. I got 2 out of 25. Do you find it
plausible, what the company says? At the 5% level.

Do fifty runs of randBin(25, .3) and combine them with a partner to get 100 results

2. The government says 20% of people have been unemployed at some point in the last five years.
You think it’s more and get a sample of 50 where 13 say they were unemployed. Is that a reason to
argue with the gov?

Do fifty runs of randBin(50, .2) and combine them with a partner to get 100 results

1. A pet food manufacturer says that 70% of cats prefer its product. In a sample of 10 cats, 3 prefer the
food. Is this a reason to doubt the claim?
Example: Here we would say bcdf(10, .7, 3)<0.05. Therefore, yes, I would doubt the manufacturer’s claim

2. A high school claims that 90% of students graduate. In a random sample of 12, 9 have graduated. Is this
a reason to doubt the high schools claim?

3. A company claims that 40% of its customers rated their experience as very satisfactory. In a sample of
200, 60 said that they were very satisfied. Is this a reason to doubt the claim?

4. A political organization claims that their candidate has 80% of the vote. In a random sample of 1000
voters 790 said they supported him. Is this reason to doubt the claim?
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5. A website claims that 75% of the visitors to the site bought something. If 80 of 120 randomly sampled
visitors bought something, is that a reason to doubt the claim?

6. An environmental organization claims that 30% of frogs have lead poisoning. If a random sample of 600
frogs shows that 175 have poisoning, is that a reason to doubt the claim?

How to write bcdf on the AP exam
The best way to write bcdfs to use summation notation with the capital sigma ∑ . We need to
𝑛
add up a bunch of versions of this formula: ( ) 𝑝𝑘 (1 − 𝑝)(𝑛−𝑘) where we know n and p. But k is going to
𝑘
change from a start point (‘0’ for less than, or ‘4’ for at least 4) to an end point (‘3’ for ‘3 or less’, whatever
number is n for ‘at least’). We’ll put the start and end points for the k on bottom and top of the ∑ and
write the formula, keeping k as a letter.
𝑠𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑛𝑔

∑
𝑘=𝑠𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑛𝑔

𝑛
( ) 𝑝𝑘 (1 − 𝑝)(𝑛−𝑘)
𝑘

What is the chance of 3 or less successes out of 10 trials with a probability of success of 40% would be
3

10
∑ ( ) . 4𝑘 . 6(10−𝑘)
𝑘

𝑘=0

What is the chance of at least 6 successes out of 8 trials with a probability of success of 70% would be
8

8
∑ ( ) . 7𝑘 . 3(8−𝑘)
𝑘

𝑘=6

This is the most complicated thing you may feel obliged to do because the AP graders don’t like ‘TIspeak’. If you can do it this way, do it this way. However as always in the AP exam it’s far better to do a
method which is incomplete or less than ideal but correct (such as writing ‘bcdf’) than it is to go ahead and
do something more ambitious but which contains a mistake.
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I would like to take a minute and show you a picture of potatoes from chapter one and see if
memories of that can blend together with this decision making with bcdf we have been doing to make a
combined picture that makes your understanding of both ideas stronger

X's are
real
potatoes
K

We are considering the possibility that K might be too large to be a potato.
What appears to be the p-value of vegetable K?
What is the  of this decision making boundary.
What decision does this person make about K?
What is the appropriate sign p......

The X's are outcomes from
randBin(30, 1/4)

A

B

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

10
9

11

12

13

C

14

A geneticist has been told that a particular trait is passed on to 25% of the offspring of some particular
parents. They have thirty seeds of the hybrid.We simulated with random binomials
What would you think about the results A (during the actual experiment 10 seeds germinated with the
trait), B (14 did), C (16 did)
Would the geneticist support the 25% theory?
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8. Details
I’d like to make a small point here about answering paper and pencil questions. Making decisions
means the statement in the question you are making a decision about is an opinion. Make sure you don’t
make a decision about the facts stated in the questions and start arguing with the question. That’s not a
good idea. Compare these two:
1. The true proportion of cats that prefer super kitty cat food is 70%. I found 3 out of 10 cats preferred
superkitty in a random sample. Bcdf(10, .7,3 ) is 1%. Which is the most complete answer?
A) Something weird happened
B) Something weird happened: the best mathematical judgment is I should disagree with the 70%

2. The company says “The true proportion of cats that prefer super kitty cat food is 70%.” I found 3 out of
10 cats preferred superkitty in a random sample. Bcdf(10, .7,3 ) is 1%. Which is the most complete answer?
A) Something weird happened
B) Something weird happened: the best mathematical judgment is I should disagree with the 70%

A favorite AP question asks what is the chance that ‘at least one’ of a certain number of trials
comes out a certain way? 1 – bcdf(n, p, 0) is considered overkill for this question. At least one success can
be thought of much more simply as all the possibilities except all failures.
The probability of at least one success of n trials is 1 − (1 − 𝑝)𝑛

1. The chance of getting a six is 1/6. What is the chance of getting at least one six in ten tries

2. The chance a randomly selected lawyer is female is 30%. What is the chance that there is at least
one female in 7 randomly selected lawyers?

3. The chance that a randomly selected house for sale is a foreclosure is 10%. What is the chance that
a randomly selected group of 14 houses for sale has at least one foreclosure?
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One last Hopscotch
Circle
When (game starts)
Repeat times(200)
Create a Clone of This Object
Wait milliseconds (200)
End
Wait milliseconds (2000)
Clear
End

When (object is cloned)
Set Size percent (40)
Set Invisibility percent (50)
Set Position to x (600) y (900)
Repeat times (15)
Draw a Trail color (some color) width (10)
Set Angle (((random (0) to (1)) x (90)) – 135)
Move Forward (50)
End
End

…. the second more fancy version
Circle
When (game starts)
Repeat times(200)
Create a Clone of This Object
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Wait milliseconds (200)
End
Wait milliseconds (2000)
Clear
End
When (object is cloned)
Set Size percent (40)
Set Invisibility percent (50)
Set Position to x (600) y (900)
Repeat times (15)
Draw a Trail color (some color) width (10)
Set Angle (((random (0) to (1)) x (90)) – 135)
Move Forward (50)
End
End

Turn degrees (random(0) to (360))
Set Size percent (((Self) X Position) ÷ (10)
Set Speed to (((Self) X Position) ÷ (2)
Set Invisibility percent (92)
Set Color (blue)
Repeat Forever
Move Forward (100)
End
End
When ((Self) bumps (Edge)
Turn degrees (180)
End
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Chapter 4. Standard Deviation
1. Find standard deviation
In chapter 2 we summarized a distribution with two measurements: the median for the center and
the Interquartile range for the spread. These two measurements form a nice pair because they work in the
same style: line all the values up, make some simple observations about rankings and do some very simple
arithmetic for the IQR.
You may have noticed that this discussion has side-lined a measurement for the center which is
very common and sometimes gives a quite different value than the median and that is the mean. The
mean while not all that complicated: add up all the values and divide by however many there are: is still a
lot more math than simply observing who’s in the middle. The mean does take into account all the values
because it uses a formula that has a place for each value

∑ 𝑥𝑖
𝑛

. That means if we change any value the mean

changes. It is an interesting fact that if we add one huge value to a data set it will influence the mean to
the point where the mean will be attracted to that value and may even leave the area where most values
are.
The mean therefore is looking for a partner: a way of measuring spread that really takes into
account every value exactly. To do this we start by considering what the mean is and how far away each
individual point is from that mean. How far away is represented by subtraction so (𝑥𝑖 − 𝜇) is the distance
from each point to the mean or |𝑥𝑖 − 𝜇| the absolute value if you want to keep the distances positive. You
might reasonably guess that the spread-out-ness of the data might be given by a formula that simply
averages all the distances to the mean
Maybe ∑

|𝑥𝑖 −𝜇|
𝑛

: that’s certainly a good try but the folks who invented all this were to some extent

astronomers. I’m not a historian of math or science but I like to think the inventors of this math were
thinking about the fact that a planet twice as far away from the sun does not have twice the energy (if the
same speed and mass) but four times. They decided, maybe because of this or maybe because of
something else, to give extra importance to faraway elements by the following move: you don’t average
the distances to the center, you average the squares of the distances to the center and then square root
the result. The correct formula for the measurement of spread that ‘goes with’ the mean as measure of
center is
∑(𝑥𝑖 −𝜇)2

√

𝑛

the square root of the averaged squared distance from the mean

The name of this is standard deviation
The name makes sense because ‘standard’ means typical and ‘deviation’ means how far off the
normal you are.
For people before the age of calculators actually doing this was a chore so they realized that there
is a useful algebra based shortcut for doing the math which is
∑

(𝑥−𝜇)2
𝑛

=

∑ 𝑥2
𝑛

∑𝑥 2

−(

𝑛

)

I don’t need you to understand or memorize this: I’m just showing you because I’m going
to use this shortcut in the Hopscotch coding.
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Your calculator will give you the standard deviation as part of a group of results it will give you all
at once if you put a bunch of numbers in a List, most likely list one and hit STAT/CALC/1-Var Stats.
The results from a calculator gives you two versions of standard deviation. One is called ‘sigma’ or
the symbol 𝜎. This one is the one to use if you are sure that the set of values you got is all the values there
are. If you want to know the standard deviation of the salaries of people employed by a company you
might be able to get all the numbers for all the people’s salaries and then you will calculate the version of
standard deviation called ‘sigma’. One the other hand, maybe the company is so big that you are
attempting to measure the standard deviation from a random sample of 50 employees of this company
but the company actually has thousands of employees. Here you have to be wary of the fact that the
formula
√

∑(𝑥𝑖 − 𝜇)2
𝑛

…contains the value 𝜇. You should be honest and admit that 𝜇 is a value for the true mean of
everybody but the mean you are using is from the sample you got. In fact that symbol shouldn’t even be a
𝜇 it should be an 𝑥̅ (‘x-bar’) which is the symbol also called a mean but reserved for situations where you
have calculated the mean from a sample and you know that it’s not the true mean for everybody. Now if
you calculate the standard deviation using a number that’s not quite right for the mean this
∑(𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥̅ )2
√
𝑛
… is likely to be smaller than it should be. So, some mathematician way smarter than me came up with a
way to compensate for that which I am going to admit is something about statistics that I don’t quite
understand. That compensating factor is the alteration in that denominator of the n to an n-1. I have
played around with this enough to be sure it’s a good idea to do this but I still can’t prove to you why this
works even I thought it was a good use of your time. So the second version of standard deviation we are
going to use is called the standard deviation of the sample or s (not sigma) and it has the formula
∑(𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥̅ )2
𝑠=√
𝑛−1

Find the standard deviation (𝜎) of
A) 1, 2, 4, 5, 8
B) 3, 7, 8, 12, 14, 16
C) 2, 4, 4, 6
D) 3, 5, 5, 7
E) 1, 4, 7, 8, 10, 18
F) 30, 50, 50 70
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G) 21, 26, 28, 29
H) 31, 36, 38, 39

Make a triangle that does nothing

Circle
When (game starts)
Repeat times (15)
Create a Clone of this Object
End
End

When (object is cloned)
Set Position to x (500) y (random(100) to (500))
Repeat Forever
Move Forward (random (-5) to (5)
End
End

When ((triangle) is tapped)
Increase (ipad Total) by ((Self) X Position)
End

Square
When ((triangle) is tapped)
Set (ipad Total) to (0)
Wait milliseconds (1000)
Set (ipad Mean) to ((ipad Total)÷(15))
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Set Text to (ipad Mean) color (whatever)
End

Now add this to the Circle
When ((triangle)) is tapped
Increase (ipad Total) by ((Self) X Position)
Wait milliseconds (1500)
Increase (ipad Variance) by ((((Self) X Position) – (ipad Mean))^(2))
End

And add this to a new square
Square
When ((triangle) is tapped)
Set (ipad Variance) to (0)
Wait milliseconds (2000)
Set Text to (√((ipad Variance)÷(15))) color (whatever)
End
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Coin and dice added
While thinking about why the standard deviation is the formula √
seeming and easier ∑

|𝑥𝑖 −𝜇|
𝑛

∑(𝑥𝑖 −𝜇)2
𝑛

instead of the sensible-

I tried the following interesting experiment. If you roll a dice with numbers 0,

1, 1, 2, 2, 6 it has a mean 4 and standard deviation about 1.91. If you toss a coin with -1 on one side and +1
on the other it has a mean of 0 and a standard deviation of 1. It’s an interesting fact that if you toss the
dice and the coin at the same time the results are possibly: -1, 1, 0, 0, 2, 2, 1, 1, 3, 3, 5 or 7. That
distribution has a result for ∑
∑(𝑥𝑖 −𝜇)2

correct formula √

𝑛

|𝑥𝑖 −𝜇|
𝑛

which is 2.7 just like the distribution 0, 1, 1, 2, 2, 6. However the

give a higher standard deviation for the second distribution which is now 2.16. I

think that makes sense: the coin does add spread-out-ness I believe. What’s more, it does so according to
a very simple rule. The result of 2.16 for the combined standard deviation is
√𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑑 𝑑𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑒 2 + 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑑 𝑑𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑖𝑛2
This is an extremely important idea that I’m going to get back to later..
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2. Zone rules
Sometime after World War two, industrial production in Japan become known throughout the
world for its accuracy and consistency. One of the reasons for this was that they adopted an idea called
statistical control. Sometimes people making stuff try and check every object that the process produces.
This is sometimes not very realistic and never very efficient. Statistical control of industrial production
means you take samples coming out of every machine every so often and you measure the sample to
make a decision as to whether the machine is working. All modern production is measured that way.
People who don’t have to be all that educated about statistics are given a sheet to fill in called a
control chart. The control is looked at to see if it provides evidence the machine is out of whack. If any
object is more than 3 standard deviations away the machine is stopped for fixing. Or if there are 2 out of
three more than two standard deviations etc. The genius of this system is that it doesn’t try too hard to be
perfect. It says ‘stuff we make is going to vary just a little bit, we know how much that little bit is and we
are going to detect when that little bit of acceptable variation is getting too big’. We detect, not by looking
at everything but by sampling. As I’m writing this in the early 21st century I’m wondering if this piece of
theoretical genius that made some manufacturing much more reliable in the late 20th century will actually
be in a history book in the next generation. ‘Big data’ means we live in a world now where we do try to
measure everything. Statistics in the future may be less about taking samples, but for now, taking samples
is what we do
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Zone rules

The most important of the Western Electric rules are the zone rules, designed to detect
process instability—and the presence of assignable causes.[5] There are four basic rules that deal with
appraising runs of observations within the various zones:
Rule

Description

Chart Example

Rule
1

Any single data point falls outside the 3σ limit from the
centerline (i.e., any point that falls outside Zone A,
beyond either the upper or lower control limit)

Rule
2

Two out of three consecutive points fall beyond the 2σ
limit (in zone A or beyond), on the same side of the
centerline

Rule
3

Four out of five consecutive points fall beyond the 1σ
limit (in zone B or beyond), on the same side of the
centerline
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Rule
4

Nine consecutive points fall on the same side of the
centerline (in zone C or beyond)

Data satisfying any of these conditions as indicated by the control chart provide the justification for
investigating the process to discover whether assignable causes are present and can be removed.
Note that there is always a possibility of false positives: Assuming observations are normally
distributed, one expects Rule 1 to be triggered by chance one out of every 370 observations on
average. The false alarm rate rises to one out of every 91.75 observations when evaluating all four
rules.[6]

Thank you Wikipedia for this summary of the zone rules
2.
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C

C

C
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C

B

B

B

A

A

A
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3. Coefficient of variation
People who have studied a little bit of statistics and got confused by it often say ‘I never really
figured out what standard deviation is’ like ‘what’s the purpose of it, why is it necessary’. Well let’s say I
just got back from the planet Mars and I met some Martians and I say to you, ‘Martians are on average 10
feet tall’. Maybe that’s useful information to you but it seems to me there’s still something important
missing. It doesn’t tell you what to expect from some particular Martian, I mean ‘How short is a short
Martian’. Maybe the average Martian is 10 feet and a short one is 5 feet and a tall one is 15 feet. That
could be true or maybe the average Martian is 10 feet tall but they are all much closer together than the
possibility we just considered. Maybe actually a short one is 9ft and a tall one 11 ft. That’s why we need
standard deviation, a measure of spread.
One thing you can do with mean and standard deviation is add them 𝜇 + 𝜎 is a big one. Or
𝜇
𝜇
subtract them 𝜇 − 𝜎 is a smaller. You can even divide them . If is big then the standard deviation is a lot
𝜎

𝜎

𝜇
𝜎

smaller than the mean and it will seem like the objects are kind of the same-ish. On the other hand if is
small it means the things vary a lot compared to what they are and small ones will seem much smaller than
big ones. This value is called the coefficient of variation.
On planet w the dominant species has a mean height of 10m with standard deviation 2m
On planet x the dominant species has a mean height of 5m with standard deviation 2.5m
On planet y the dominant species has a mean height of 10m with standard deviation 5m
On planet z the dominant species has a mean height of 5m with standard deviation 1m

a) On which planet are you most likely to randomly pick a dominant species person who is 15 m tall?
b) On which planet are you most likely to randomly pick a dominant species person who is 2 m tall?
c) On which planet are you most likely to randomly pick a dominant species person who is between 4 and 6
m tall?
d) On which planet are you most likely to randomly pick a dominant species person who is between 9 and
11 m tall?
e) For each planet, calculate the coefficient of variation which is the mean divided by the standard
deviation
What does the coefficient of variation tell you?
f) On planet q the dominant species has a mean height of 5m with standard deviation 10m. Is that even
possible? Why would that be totally weird?
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Consequence of multiplying and adding on standard deviation
You might remember from chapter 2 that the measure of center which is the median responds to
the addition and multiplication you do if you change all the variables in a set by the same process. On the
other hand the measure of spread which is IQR only reacts to the multiplication. Now we have this new
and more sophisticated team of measurements of center and spread we would like to know if there is a
general approach to finding out if the measurements change if I do the same arithmetic on all members of
the set.
A little exploration should convince you that if you add, subtract, multiply or divide in any order
the mean of the new data set can be converted from the mean of the old one by following the whole
recipe whatever it is. That’s because mean, like median, is a measurement of center and measurements of
center follow the whole recipe. On the other hand if you multiply and add to all the members of a set the
standard deviation will only respond to the multiplication. If you add the same number to all the members
of a data set it won’t spread them out any more it will simply move the pattern up. The tendency not to
react to addition is typical of any measurement of spread whether that’s range, interquartile range or
standard deviation.
4. z-scores
The measurement of position that seems related to the median and IQR is the percentile. All of
them rely on thinking of the position as percentiles. There is a measure of position used by mean and
standard deviation as a team and that is the z-score
𝑧=

𝑥−𝜇
𝜎

This is the distance from any point to the mean divided by the standard deviation. It is the answer to the
question “How many standard deviations away from the mean are you?” and has a different value for
every different value in the data set. Z-scores can be negative if the value you are z-scoring is below the
mean and positive if the value is above the mean. Since you are answering the question ‘how many
standard deviations away from the mean am I?” the z-score for the mean is zero.
Some fun facts about the z-score are that the average z-score is 0 and the standard deviation of
the z-scores is 1. The z-score describes position in a pattern and it won’t change unless you change the
pattern. If you do the same arithmetic to all the members of a group they will continue to have the same zscores. Z-scores are sometimes called ‘standardized scores’ and can be used to compare results that
belong to different distributions.
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1.

1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 16.

The mean is 7 and the standard deviation is 4.5. What is the z-score of the value 1, 6, and 16?

2.

3, 10, 17, 19, 21, 23, 24, 27

The mean is 18 and the standard deviation is 7.4. What is the z-score of the value 3, 21, and 27

3. There is a distribution with mean 10 and standard deviation 2. What is the z-score of the values

a) 8

b) 14

c) 10

d) 4

e) 12

4. There is a distribution with mean 30 and standard deviation 7. What is the z-score of the values

a) 23

b) 16

c) 51

d) 30

e) 37
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Circle
When ((ipad) is tapped)
Check Once If (((Self) Clone Index) = (1))
Create a Clone of This Object
End
End
When (object is cloned)
Set Position to x (Last Touch X) y (Last Touch Y)
Increase (Sigmax) by ((Self) X Position)
Increase (Sigmaxsq) by (((Self) X Position)^(2))
Repeat Forever
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End
End
Triangle
When (game starts)
Repeat Forever
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Set Text to (Mean)
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End
End

Triangle
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End
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1. The patterns below are four pairs of patterns, can you pair them up?
A letter may pair up withWhich
another
letter or a number with a number or a letter with a number
patterns 1, 2, 3, and match which A, B, C, D?
1

A

B
2

3

4

C

D
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5. Mean and std deviation of random variable
If you have a random variable it’s kind of a theoretical thing in the sense that it has certain values
and instead of numbers of results it has probabilities of results. For a random variable there’s no meaning
for s. There is only 𝜎. If you remember previous experience with the mean of a random variable: instead of
adding all the values and dividing by how many there are, we multiply the individual values by their
respective probabilities instead
𝑥𝑖
𝑛

Not ∑

but ∑ 𝑥𝑖 𝑝𝑖 . The formula for standard deviation changes in a way that should seem like an

appropriate continuation of that pattern
∑(𝑥𝑖 −𝜇)2

Not √

𝑛

but √∑(𝑥𝑖 − 𝜇)2 × 𝑝𝑖

This is potentially a lot of work so it is recommended you do it on the calculator. Put your x-values
in the List one and the associated probabilities in List two. If you have a newer or more expensive version,
when you press STAT/CALC/1:1-VarStats you get a screen that invites you to put something in the List: and
then maybe something in FreqList. Up until now we have been leaving this blank, but if you put List two in
this spot it will calculate mean and standard deviation of the random variable defined by both values and
probabilities. If you have a cheaper or older version then you just put 1-VarStats L1, L2
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Find the mean and standard deviation and put them on the diagrams
30%
20%
15%

15%
10%
5%

1

2

5%

3

4

5

6

7

8

25%
15%

15%

15%

10%

10%

5%
11

5%
12

13

14

15

16

17

18

20%
15%

15%

15%
10%

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

30%
25%
15%

15%

10%
5%
120

130

140

150

160

170
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180

190

30%
20%
15%

15%
10%
5%

1

2

5%

3

4

5

6

7

8

1. a) What proportion of the distribution is less than 4?
b) What proportion is more than 6?
c) The value 2 occupies the ….th to the …th percentile of the distribution
d) Where is the median?
e) What is the mean and standard deviation?
f) What proportion of the data is within one standard deviation of the mean?
25%
15%

15%

15%

10%

10%

5%
11

5%
12

13

14

15

16

17

2. a) What proportion of the distribution is less than 13?
b) What proportion is more than 15?
c) The value 13 occupies the ….th to the …th percentile of the distribution
d) Where is the median?
e) What is the mean and standard deviation?
f) What proportion of the data is within one standard deviation of the mean?
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18

25%
20%
15%

15%

15%
10%

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

3. a) What proportion of the distribution is less than 40?
b) What proportion is more than 30?
c) The value 70 occupies the ….th to the …th percentile of the distribution
d) Where is the median?
e) What is the mean and standard deviation?
f) What proportion of the data is within one standard deviation of the mean?

30%
25%
15%

15%

10%
5%
120

130

140

150

160

170

180

4. a) What proportion of the distribution is less than 170?
b) What proportion is more than 180?
c) The value 130 occupies the ….th to the …th percentile of the distribution
d) Where is the median?
e) What is the mean and standard deviation?
f) What proportion of the data is within one standard deviation of the mean?
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190

6. z-scores and percentiles
Now we have 2 ways to represent position we may think of them as having a relationship. Of
course negative z-scores go with low percentiles, big z-scores with high percentiles. It is sometimes true
that the z-score of 0 belongs to the data point at the 50th percentile but this requires the distribution to be
symmetrical. For data sets that are stretched out on the low end the mean can have a percentile less than
50% and for one with outliers on the high end the mean can have a percentile higher than 50%.

30%
20%
15%

15%
10%
5%

1

2

5%

3

4

5

6

7

8

1. a) Find the z-scores of all the points
b) what is the z-score of the 16th %ile?
c) what is the z-score of the 50th %ile?
25%
15%

15%

15%

10%

10%

5%
11

5%
12

13

14

15

16

2. a) Find the z-scores of all the points
b) what is the z-score of the 16th %ile?
c) what is the z-score of the 84th %ile?
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17

18

25%
20%
15%

15%

15%
10%

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

2. a) Find the z-scores of all the points
b) what is the z-score of the 2.5th %ile?
c) what is the z-score of the 50th %ile?

30%
25%
15%

15%

10%
5%
120

130

140

150

160

170

4. a) Find the z-scores of all the points
b) what is the z-score of the 2.5th %ile?
c) what is the z-score of the 84th %ile?
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180

190

Lastly another Hopscotch showing z-scores
Circle
When (ipad) is tapped
Check Once If (((Self) Clone Index) = (1)) and ((Last Touch Y)<(400))
Create a Clone of This Object
End
End
When (object is cloned)
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Increase (Sigmax) by ((Self) X Position)
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End
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Repeat Forever
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End
End
End
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Increase (Sigmaxsq) by (((Star) X Position)^(2)
Set (Mean) to ((Sigmax)÷(N))
Set (Variance) to (((Sigmaxsq)÷(N)) – ((Mean)^(2)))
Set (Z) to ((((Star) X Position) – (mean))÷(√(Variance)))
Increase (Sigmax) by (((Star) X Position)x(-1))
Increase (Sigmaxsq) by ((((Star) X Position)^(2)x(-1))
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Set Text to (Z) color (black)
End
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Chapter 5. The Normal Distribution
1. Z-scores for normal distribution (whole numbers and whatever)
The relationship between z-scores and percentiles can vary quite a lot depending on the ‘shape’ of the
distribution. If you have a probability density function that’s defined mathematically that means you know
from finding the area under a curve between two values what the probability of getting a result in that
range is. In such cases you should be able to figure out a precise relationship between the percentile and
the z-score. In this course we have a few examples of such relationships but by far the most important is
the normal distribution. In this case the chance that a result lies between to values with certain z-scores is
2

proportional to the area under a curve with the basic form 𝑒 −𝑧 . That’s sometimes called the bell curve.
A comparison of standardized scores actually makes a little more sense when we are aware that
the distribution has the same shape for each variable. Which is a better score?: answer the question by
calculating two z-scores and finding them on the normal distributions.

90

a 65 on a test that is N(50, 10)
or a 80 on a test that is N(75, 5)?

70

65

30

50

40

70

60

75

80

85

-

Which is bigger for its species?:
a 500lb pig (pigs are N(550, 90)
or a 840lb cow (cows are N(900, 50).

850

800
370

460

550

640

730

900

950

1000

-

Which is the remarkably rainy month?:
a 5 inch July in England when the rainfall is N(4, 1.5)
a 1.4 inch July in NY when the rainfall is N(0.9, 0.4)

1

800

0.1

0.5
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0.9 1.3

2.5

4

1.7

5.5

6

-

2

Details of 𝑒 −𝑧 are of no more important to statistics at this level than how exactly somebody gets
the value of a sine you got from your calculator is to a geometry student. But I will say in a paragraph what
is reasonable about this math form when you’re trying to get a bell shape that is highest in the middle and
fades out to nearly nothing but nothing negative on the ends. You’ll notice that since there’s a square on
the z in the exponent the exponent is always negative and it’s symmetrical around z=0. Also when you
have a negative exponent that means the result gets smaller as you go out in either direction from the
middle but a negative exponent that’s very big can make a number very very small but not actually
negative. The curve does, in theory, go on forever but for most practical purposes we are not going to be
very interested in the probability of z being more than 4 or 5 because that’s so incredibly rare.
Normal distributions occur a lot in nature. Data representing the weights, heights, speeds,
lifespans of living things tend to adopt the shape of the normal distribution. Test scores, the outcomes of
industrial and chemical processes and the way scientific measurements of things that are difficult to
measure vary around the truth tend to adopt the bell curve shape or something near enough that the bell
curve is a useful approximation to what we see. Even when things are not ‘normal’ exactly they are often
in a distribution that is something powered to a normal that is the normal is in the exponent of a number
to create the probability density function. The normal distribution is also a huge part of the theory of later
in the course that I will explain when we get there.
It helps to have a few basic benchmarks for the normal are:
68% of a normal distribution is within 1 standard deviation away from the mean
The percentile of z= -1 is therefore 16% because the ‘tail’ is half of 1-the middle
The percentile of z = 1 is 1 – 16% which is 84%
95% of a normal distribution is within 2 standard deviations away from the mean
The percentile of z= -2 is therefore 2.5% because the ‘tail’ is half of 1-the middle
The percentile of z = 2 is 1 – 2.5% which is 97.5%
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16%

one 'tail'

the middle
68%

2.5%

95%
0.15%
99.7%

-3

-2

-1

percentiles

1

2

3

4

50%
84%
97.5%
99.85%

Things that are not recommended to memorize but that might be worth noting and knowing for
today is that the percentile of z=-3 is 0.015. That means about one in a thousand people are better than 3
standard deviations above the mean or worse than three below. Only one or two people in your high
school might be like this. Better than 4 standard deviations above the mean happens to one in some tens
of thousands. One person in a small town is this different. Then there’s 5 standard deviations above the
mean which is a person who is the best in a small state or large city and 6 standard deviations above the
mean puts you in with a chance of being among the best small handful in the world. Something 10
standard deviations above the mean basically doesn’t exist. At least you have to be talking about one in
the number of grains of sand on all the beaches of the world at least I would guess. But I am guessing,
wildly. What I know is that the TI-84 believes the normal curve is equal to the x-axis at that point.

1. a) What proportion of a normal distribution is between z = ± 3
b) What proportion of a normal distribution is between z = ± 1
c) What is the percentile of z = -1
d) What is the percentile of z = 2
e) A normal distribution of ml in a medicine bottle has µ=80 and σ=4. Draw the distribution.
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5

6

2. a) What proportion of a normal distribution is between z = ± 2
b) What proportion of a normal distribution is between z = ± 1
c) What is the percentile of z = -2
d) What is the percentile of z = 1
e) A normal distribution of ml in a medicine bottle has µ=50 and σ=6. Draw the distribution.

3.
A) A normal distribution of the number of pages for a book on the bestseller list has µ=250 and σ=50.
What proportion of the distribution is between 150 and 350?

B) A normal distribution of the harvest from a field of potatoes has µ=80 and σ=20. What proportion
of the distribution is between 60 and 100?

C) A normal distribution of the volume of sound made by an orchestra during a concert is µ=120 and
σ=20 . What proportion of the distribution is greater than 140 ?

D) A normal distribution of the number of uber drivers working in the entire USA at any time is
µ=80,000 and σ=10,000. What proportion of the distribution is greater than 60,000?

E) A normal distribution of sales per week at a chain of auto dealerships has µ=360 and σ=60. What is
the percentile of 240?

F) A normal distribution of temperatures inside a pressure cooker (in C) has µ=150 and σ=12. What is
the percentile of174?
Which of these distributions is most likely to actually be normal, which probably not?
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4.
A) A normal distribution of incomes in a state in $1000 has µ=35 and σ=7. What proportion of the
distribution is between 21 and 49?

B) A normal distribution of miles driven per year by a sample of drivers in a small town (in 1000 miles)
has µ=9 and σ=1.5. What proportion of the distribution is between 7.5 and 10.5?

C) A normal distribution of weights of a bird species in g has µ=80 and σ=9. What proportion of the
distribution is greater than 89?

D) A normal distribution of lower division class sizes at a college has µ=100 and σ=25. What
proportion of the distribution is greater than 75?

E) A normal distribution of sales per week at an auto dealership has µ=36 and σ=6. What is the
percentile of 24?

F) A normal distribution of temperatures inside a pressure cooker (in C) has µ=150 and σ=12. What is
the percentile of174?
Which of these distributions is most likely to actually be normal, which probably not (there are
some definite noes in here)?
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Your calculator will find the area between two boundaries on the normal curve with 2nd
VARS/2:normalcdf. You put in 2 z-scores so ncdf( - 1, 1) is .68. Since the calculator insists on two inputs, if
you are looking for the probability that a z-score is less than -1 you must begin with a number that is so
extremely small that the calculator does not know that there is anything below that. A suitable boundary
to represent an absurdly low value is -10. So if you want the chance of a value from a normal distribution
being less than 1 standard deviation from the mean then you should input ncdf(-10, -1) and if you would
like the chance of a value from a normal distribution being above 1 standard deviation below the mean
you should input ncdf( -1, 10)

1.
A)
B)
C)

Mice weights are N(20, 4)grams. What is the probability that a randomly selected mouse weighs
Less than 15 grams
More than 23 grams
Between 19 and 20 grams

2. Scores on the Graduate record exam for math are N(600, 30). What is the chance that a randomly
selected student scores
A) Less than 590
B) More than 670
C) Between 570 and 620

3. The pressure in the tires are measured at N(28, 5)lbs per sq inch. What is the probability that a
randomly selected tire is
A) Less than 22
B) More than 32
C) Between 31 and 32 lbs/inch²

4. The daily temperature in April in Seattle is N(65, 8). What is the probability that a randomly
selected day has a maximum temperature of
A) Less than 62
B) More than 74
C) Between 59 and 63 degrees
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2. Inverse normal
Sometimes a question about the normal distribution will require you to ‘go backwards’ in the
sense that it will say what is the value of the 11th percentile of a normal distribution with mean 50 and
standard deviation 6. For this there is a TI-84 function which is 2nd VARS/3: InvNorm.
This function takes a single input which is the percentile and gives you the z-score at that point.
1. a) There is a distribution of running times that is N(20,4) seconds. What is the 8th percentile of this
distribution?

b) There is a distribution of times taken to assemble a sub-component by workers that is N(4, .5) minutes.
What is the 98th percentile of this distribution?

2. a) The cars driving on the freeway have a mean speed of 55 mph. The 18th percentile of the distribution
is 50 mph. What is the standard deviation?

b) The weights of the lemons have a mean of 150g. A lemon that is 190g is at the 90th percentile. What is
the standard deviation?

3. a) the cholesterol in a person’s blood has a std dev of 15 and a person at the 5th percentile has 120.
What is the mean?

b) The circumference of the eggs has a standard deviation of 8 mm and an egg at the 99th percentile has a
circumference of 56. What is the mean?

4. There is a distribution of money taken by a business per week that is N(8000, 900). What is the 20th
percentile of the distribution?

5. A distribution of heights of corn plants has mean 70 and the 3rd percentile is 61 cm. What is the standard
deviation?
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6. A distribution of pressure in a helium tank is normal with a standard deviation of 10 if 86 is the 60th
percentile, what is the mean?

3. Single coin flip
I’m going to use the formula for the standard deviation created in chapter to evaluate the standard
deviation for the random variable which is a single coin flip. Imagine the coin with 0 on one side and 1 on
the other. It might have any probability of coming up a ‘1’. We’ll call that probability p. The standard
deviation will be √𝑝(1 − 𝑝)
3/4
1/2

1/2
3/4

- 1/2

0

1/2

- 1/4

0

3/4

5/6

2/3
1/6
- 1/6

0

5/6

1/3
- 1/3

0

2/3

q
p

−𝑝

0

q

Note p + q = 1

For a moment I will introduce to you a little experiment which shows something about random
behavior so wonderfully simple and so widely useful that I wasn’t at all sure where to put it. The
astonishingly simple and also plausible rule is that if you take a random walk going N, S, E or W for a
number of steps we call n then the typical distance you will end up from your starting point is going to be
√𝑛. If you walk 25 random steps you’ll end up about 5 steps from where you started.
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Circle
When (game starts)
Set Position to x ((Width)÷(2)) y ((Height)÷(2))
Set Size percent (20)
Repeat times (63)
Create a Clone of This Object
End
Set Color (red)
End
When (object is cloned)
Set Size percent (20)
Repeat Forever
Wait milliseconds (10)
Set Angle (random (1) to (4) x (90)
Draw a trail color (some light color) width (10)
Move Forward (10)
Check Once If (((Self) Clone Index) = (2)
Increase (Count) by (1)
End
Wait milliseconds (50)
End
End
End
Triangle
When (game starts)
Repeat Forever
Set Text to (((Last Touch X) – ((Width) ÷(2))÷(10)) color (black)
End
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End
Triangle2
When (game starts)
Repeat Forever
Set Text to (Count) color (black)
End
End

4. Normal approximation to the binomial
You may experience the connection I’m about to make as clearly logical or it may be a little
obscure and kind of a way to remember it but the point is that tossing a coin a bunch of times is ‘like’
taking a random walk. The distance away from where you were expecting to be, the number of coin tosses
different from what you were expecting, is going to be about √𝑛 × √𝑝(1 − 𝑝). For example when you toss
a coin 100 times √𝑛 × √𝑝(1 − 𝑝) with 100 in the n spot and 0.5 in the p spot gives you 5. That means that
although you expect 50 heads in your run of 100 coin tosses, it wouldn’t be surprising if you got anything
between 50 -5 and 50 + 5. 50 is the mean and 5 is the standard deviation. Try it with MATH/PROB/ 7:
randBin (100,.5)
Back in most of the 20th century and before, people didn’t have access to powerful calculators.
That means that the binomial calculations we met in chapter 3 were in many cases basically impossible. If
you want to figure out the exact probability of scoring between 45 and 55 heads in 100 coin tosses we
would have to start out be calculating 100!. That’s going to take a week. Instead people said that between
45 and 55 was about 1 standard deviation above and one standard deviation below the mean therefore
the probability of that is about 68%. This shortcut is called the normal approximation to the binomial and it
is a neat trick and also a very important theoretical idea.
You see the binomial taken to extremes is the mathematical equivalent of the normal distribution.
If you look at a sequence of pictures of binomial distributions with bigger and values of n you’ll realize that
it’s starting to look a lot like the normal distribution. All the little bars that make up a discrete distribution
like the binomial distribution … well there’s starting to be so many of them that they are starting to blur
together and make a pixelated curve.
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This is B(30,.5)
a) Find the mean using the formula   np
b) Find the standard deviation using the formula   np1  p 
c) Mark on the diagram µ+σ and µ-σ

0.16
0.14
0.12
0.1
0.08
0.06
0.04
0.02
0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

This is B(16,.3)
Do a) through c)

0.25
0.2
0.15
0.1
0.05
0
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9
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10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

This is B(100,.65)
a) Find the mean using the formula   np
b) Find the standard deviation using the formula   np1  p 
c) Mark on the diagram µ+σ and µ-σ
0.09
0.08
0.07
0.06
0.05
0.04
0.03
0.02
0.01

1
4
7
10
13
16
19
22
25
28
31
34
37
40
43
46
49
52
55
58
61
64
67
70
73
76
79
82
85
88
91
94
97
100

0

This is B(40,1/3)
Do a) through c)

0.14
0.12
0.1
0.08
0.06
0.04
0.02
0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30
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There’s a rule of thumb you should know for when it’s a good idea for a person to use the normal
approximation to the binomial: it’s when the expected number of heads and the number of tails or the
number of yeses and noes, successes or failures or whatever your binomial categories are both greater
than 10. The expected number of success is the number of times you try multiplied by the chance of
success on one try: that’s np. And the number of expected failure is the number of times you try times the
chance of failure that is n(1-p).
Both np>10 and n(1-p)>10 have to be true for you to use the normal approximation to the binomial.

5. Decision making with normal approximation to the binomial
If we wish to make a decision with the normal approximation it helps to know that the smallest 5%
of a normal distribution is below z=-1.645. If you want to know if a binomial result is suspicious and you
should disagree with a claim about a proportion you need to demonstrate that the probability of your
result if the claim is true is less than 5%.

Solve these using the formula

:𝑧 =

𝑥−𝑛𝑝
√𝑛𝑝(1−𝑝)

1. The railroad company says 5% of its cars are overloaded but I took a random sample of 200 and 16 were
overloaded. Is that a reason to challenge the company’s claim?

2. The company says only 20% of employees quit in a year but I found 25 out of 100. IS that a reason to
dispute the company’s claim?

3. The scientist predicts that 60% of the seeds are infertile but we suspect it may be more. Should we
dispute the claim if we find 58 out of 80?
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Here’s a Hopscotch to look at the way Normal distributions emerge over time from processes that are
fundamentally binomial
Circle
When (game starts)
Repeat times (31)
Create a clone of this object
End
End

When (object is cloned)
Set Invisibility percent (60)
Set Position to x (random(100) to (1100)) y (random(100) to (900))
Repeat Forever
Wait milliseconds (50)
Grow by percent (random(-5) to (5))
End
End

Change the When object is cloned to this

When (object is cloned)
Set Invisibility percent (60)
Set Position to x (random(100) to (1100)) y (random(100) to (900))
Set Speed to (400)
Turn degrees (random(1) to (360)
Repeat Forever
Grow by percent (random(-5) to (5))
Set Speed to (((Self)Speed) x (random(90) to (111)÷(100)
Move Forward (1000)
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End
End

Add this
When (Self) bumps (ipad Edge)
Turn degrees (180)
End
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6. Log normal distributions
What do statisticians do when a distribution is not normal. One approach is to look at the possibility that
the distribution is some kind of math variation of the normal. We start out with a bunch of numbers that
aren’t normal then we do something to them that makes them normal. This is right at the edge of the
curriculum but I’m going to put a toe into the water like this:
1. Make an appropriate display for the diameter of a sample of 17 dust particles from a mine.
0.9

0

5.1

5.9

4

1

8.7

1.3

2

1

2.7

0.1

1.2

4

3

1.9

5.6

1.8

3.4

7

6

5

1.2

1.1

4.2

8

9

Now log the values. Make a new display

-0.6

-0.3

0

1

0.7

0.3

1.3

2. Make an appropriate display for the diameter of a sample of 19 dust particles from a mine.

1.5
8.1

0

13.5
9.2

4.2
3.2

1

1.9
1.7

2

3

8.6
1

0.9
0.6

4

5.7
3.3

5.8
8.8

7

6

5

1.2
0.6

3.1

8

Now log the values. Make a new display

-0.6

-0.3

0

0.7

0.3
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1

1.3

9

7. Before we leave this subject there have been a few examples on AP exams of situations where a
binomial and normal distribution exists in the same question, like these..

A. A class test scores are N(70, 5) what is the chance that exactly 3 out of 7 score above 72?

B. A mouses lifespan is N(3, 0.6) what is the chance that exactly 2 out of five live less than 2.7?

C. A carrot has weight N(5, 1.2) what is the chance that exactly 3 out of 8 weigh more than 6 ounces?

D. The apples are N(10,2) what is the chance that at least one of 6 is over 12?

E. The accountants make N(80, 15) thousand dollars. What is the chance that at least one of 10
makes over 100?
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Chapter 6 Basic Probability
1. P(A and B) = P(A) x (B|A)
A starting point for many students who are ready to discuss probability at an AP Statistics level is
that there is some kind of multiplication rule for probability. We know that the chance of heads on a coin is
½ while the chance of a six on a dice is 1/6. If you want both of them to happen at the same time you can
multiply the probabilities. The chance of both a heads on a coin and a six on a dice is 1/12. If you don’t find
this immediately plausible you can imagine all the equally likely possibilities (1, H) (1, T) (2, H) (2, T) (3, H)
(3, T) (4, H) (4, T) (5, H) (5, T) (6, H) (6, T). The one you are looking is 1 out of the twelve options.
However simple this idea seems it comes with an important check. The generic multiplication for
‘and’ in probability only works in situations we call ‘independent’. The coin mustn’t have an influence on
the dice, which of course we realize that it doesn’t. However there are lots of situations where the first
event we are thinking about does influence the second.
Here’s a situation that’s not independence, it’s the opposite which we call ‘associated’: imagine
that there is a 3% chance you have a disease and there is a test for it that gives positive results in 4% of the
population. I mean the red cross or however is administering this test sends out letters to 4% of the people
who take this test saying ‘while you were donating blood you just tested positive for something, mention
this next time you see your doctor’. It’s not true that your chance of having the disease and testing positive
are independent. Independence would mean that 4% of the people who have the disease test positive and
4% of the people who don’t have the disease test positive. That should sound wrong to you. A worthwhile
test will indicate that some huge (like 99.something%) of people with the disease test positive and it may
also be true that a certain percentage of people who don’t have the disease test positive: ‘false positives’.
That happened to me once and it’s quite common for people who take something called a screening test,
intended to look for diseases in large numbers of people most of whom don’t have symptoms, to end up
with a large proportions of the positives being false positives.
So the reason this situation is associated is that the probability of testing positive if you have the
disease is different, a lot higher, than the probability of testing positive if you don’t have the disease. That
could be reported as P (Testing positive given you have the disease) ≠ or > P(Testing positive given you
don’t have the disease) or P( + | D) ≠ P( + | ~ D). In this situation the existence of different probabilities for
diseased and non-diseased people means we need a symbol for that: the vertical stroke‘|’ read ‘given’
means this probability only applies to a certain sub-group of the people you started with. The symbol ‘~’
means ‘not’ so ‘~D’ means people without the disease.
Now we’re ready to write a multiplication rule that works for all situations not just independence. It is
P(A and B) = P(A) x P(B|A)
I think of this as saying: ‘the chance of two events both happening is the chance of one of them
happening times the probability of the second one happening ‘if’ or ‘given’ the first one happened.
If the events are independent you can use
P(A and B) = P(A) x P(B)
So there is another way of being aware as to whether you have independence or not, which is that
in independence P(B) and P(B|A) are the same thing and also the same as P(B|~A). That would be saying
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that there is no special probability for B that only applies when A has happened. B has the same chance of
happening whether A happened, didn’t happen or we never even thought about whether it happened or
not. That’s independence. This Hopscotch is associated though we should try and convert it to
independence.
Circle
When (ipad is tapped)
Check Once If (((Self) Clone Index) = (1))
Create a Clone of This Object
End
End
When (object is cloned)
Set Position to x (Last Touch X) y (Last Touch Y)
Set (Random) to (random (1) to (10))
Set (Random2) to (random (1) to (10))
Check If Else ((Random)<(3))
Check If Else ((Random2)<(8))
Set Image (hexagon)
Set Color (red)
Else
Set Image (hexagon)
Set Color (black)
End
Else
Check If Else ((Random2)<(4))
Set Image (donut)
Set Color (red)
Else
Set Image (donut)
Set Color (black)
End
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End
End
End

2. Segmented bar charts
A visual way of thinking about independence is to make something called a segmented bar chart.
You can see in a segmented bar chart whether or not P(B|A) is = to P(B|~A) or not because independence
is made visually obvious by the fact that in independence the bars are divided in the same propotions.
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3. Probabilities within probabilities
Animals
Birds
Owl

A simple way to develop the math necessary for basic
probability is to think of the situation I call the fried egg in a
frying pan. This is three circles a small one inside a medium one
inside a big one. There are three possible fractions
𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑢𝑚
𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑢𝑚,
𝑏𝑖𝑔

𝑎𝑛𝑑

𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑙
.
𝑏𝑖𝑔,

It’s the algebra of fractions that tells

you
𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑢𝑚
𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑙
=
×
𝑏𝑖𝑔,
𝑏𝑖𝑔
𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑢𝑚
Let’s imagine some animals in the zoo. There are all the animals,
that’s the big category, the birds: a category within the animals and the owls a category within the birds. If
there are 37 animals altogether 13 birds altogether and 2 owls, there are three probabilities: the
probability an animal is a bird P(B|A), the probability the bird is an owl P(O|B) and the probability the
animal is an owl P(O|A).
P(O|A) = P(B|A) × P(O|B)
Since we are not talking at all about things that are not animals in the zoo it’s common to omit the
condition ‘|A’ since it’s not adding anything we already know, so maybe it’s more typical to see
P(O) = P(B) × P(O|B)
Since all owls are birds, I’m going to say what you might expect from the above formula, that is
should begin with P(O and B). The words the probability it is an owl and a bird should strike you as a
slightly silly thing to say… of course it’s an owl and a bird if it’s an owl because there’s no owls that are not
birds.
You can tell from the last two paragraphs beginning with the word ‘since’ that doing probability
questions at this level requires you to be thinking about it at a sufficiently common sense level that you are
not just applying formulas without an accompanying very clear picture of what’s going on either as a
picture or a graphic or a clear narrative going on in your head along with the calculations. Try and
understand all this very clearly. We should be very careful about memorizing things that don’t seem
obvious already.
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(All owls are birds. All birds are animals). Answer the question. State if the process you used was
multiplication or division.
1. The chance a bird is an owl is 3/11. The chance an animal is a bird is 11/24. What is the chance an animal
is an owl?

2. The chance that an animal is a bird is 13/29. The chance that an animal is an owl is 4/29. What is the
chance that a bird is an owl?
(All nikes are sneakers. All sneakers are shoes)

3. The chance that the shoe is a sneaker is 12/ 40. The chance that the sneaker is nike is 5/12. What is the
chance the shoe is nike?

4. The chance that the shoe is a sneaker is 8/ 17. The chance the shoe is a nike is 3/ 17. What is the chance
that the sneaker is a nike?

(All Camrys are Toyotas. All Toyotas are vehicles)
5. The chance a Toyota is a Camry is 5/ 16. The chance a car is a Toyota is 16/ 31. What is the chance that a
car is a Camry?

6. The chance that a car is a Camry is 8/60. The chance that a car is a Toyota is 21/60. What is the chance
that a Toyota is a Camry?
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Can you use algebra with words to complete the missing pieces?

1.

gold medal winners gold medal winners
=
x
winners
medal winners

2.

speeding sports cars
=
cars

3.

happy married people
=
x
married people
people

4.

Hispanic Trump voters Hispanic Trump voters
=
x
Trump voters
voters

5.

quick condo sales
=
sales

6.

4th  grade girls who like pink
=
x
girls who like pink
girls

x

sports cars

condo sales

x

winners

sports cars

condo sales

In these questions the if separates the numerator from the denominator

7. P (barking white dog if dog) = P (…………………………….……if white dog) x P (white dog if dog)

8. P (oak with beetles if tree) = P (oak with beetles if …………) x P (oak if …………….)

9. P (got better on drug A if patient) = P (on drug A if patient) x P (………………. if …………….)
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Sometimes you find questions where the solution is based on a multiplication of probabilities. It is
important to use the probability that contains ‘if’ and not the generic one that might also be presented.

1. At a college 25% of the students are math majors. 60% of the students get jobs related to their majors.
80% of the math majors get jobs related to their majors. If there are 800 students in the graduating class,
how many are math majors with jobs related to their majors?

2. An ice cream parlor sold 40 ice creams. 30% of the sales were vanilla. 50% of the ice creams were sold as
cones. 75% of the vanilla ice creams were sold as cones. How many of the ice creams were vanilla in a
cone? Is it 6 or 9?

3. 20% of the cars on the freeway are sports cars. 30% of the cars on the freeway are speeding. 60% of the
sports cars are speeding. If a cop observes 500 cars, how many speeding sports cars will he see? What
proportion of the cars on the freeway are speeding sports cars? What number do you ignore? Which two
numbers do you multiply?

4. 40% of the class are girls. There are 25 kids in the class. 36% of the kids prefer pink. 80% of the girls like
pink. How many are girls who like pink? What proportion of the class is girls who like pink?

5. 40% of stars are red. 15% of stars are giants. 25% of red stars are giants. What proportion of stars are
red giants?

6. At the airport, 30% of days are icy. 20% of days have flight delay issues. 60% of icy days have flight delay
issues. What proportion of days are icy days with flight delay issues?
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4. Completing two dimensional tables
To upgrade the ‘fried egg’ a little I’m going to propose the next level as one where there are A’s
and B’s. There are things that are both, things that are neither, and things that are both sorts of one but
not the other. Freshmen and sophomores, students who prefer cats and students who prefer dogs. There’s
sophomores who prefer dogs and freshmen who prefer dogs and sophomores who prefer cats and
freshmen who prefer cats. Everybody is exactly one of freshman or sophomore and those same people are
also exactly one of person who prefers cats and person who prefers dogs. That’s a situation that needs a
chart.
From the chart we can read the possibility of being P(F and C) that’s one cell out of the total
number of individuals. There’s also P(F|C) which reduces the sample space to just one column or row, the
one that contains those who prefer cats and puts that number on the denominator and the cell content is
the numerator. How do we see independence on a chart like this? Just as with a segmented bar chart there
is perfect independence if the fractions in one column match the fractions in the other column.
Independence doesn’t mean particular numbers match and it certainly doesn’t mean numbers are all out
of control being whatever they like… what matches is the fractions made by numbers in one column or
row matches fractions made by the same numbers in another column or row.

1. A sample of 100 voters is taken. 40% of them are democrats. 55% of them support gun control.
Democrat
Republican

In favor of gun control
35
20

Against gun control
5
40

A) What proportion of Democrats are in favor of gun control?
B) What proportion of those in favor of gun control are Democrats?
C) What is the chance you’re in favor of gun control if you are a republican?
D) What is the chance a person in the survey is in favor of gun control?

2. There are 50 cars in the parking lot. 60% of the cars in the parking lot are Toyotas. The rest are Hondas.
30% of them are white. Here they are:
Toyota
Honda

White
9
6

Not white
21
14

A) What proportion of Toyotas are white?
B) What proportion of white cars are Toyotas?
C) What is the chance a car is a Honda if it’s white?
D) What is the chance a car is a Honda?
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3. A sample of 80 birds is taken. 35% of them are Greenbirds, the rest blue. 62.5% of the birds were
observed in the lake the rest in the forest.
Forest
Lake

Greenbirds
18
10

Not greenbirds
12
40

A) What proportion of Birds in the forest are green?
B) What proportion of green birds are in the forest?
C) What is the chance a bird is not green if it’s in the forest?
D) What is the chance a bird is not green?

4. Here is a table of results of 150 patients getting therapy for their anxiety. 60% tried yoga. 40% showed
improvement.
Yoga
Meditation

Improved
20
40

No improvement
70
20

A) What proportion of yoga patients improved?
B) What proportion of improved patients took yoga?
C) What is the chance a patient improved if they took meditation?
D) What is the chance a patient improved?
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Drug
No drug

Improvement
20
10

No improvement
15
30

5.
A) What was the proportion of all the people in the experiment who both took the drug and improved?
B) What was the proportion of all the people in the experiment who took the drug?
C) What was the proportion of just those who took the drug who also improved?

Shade
Light

Made flowers
5
20

Didn’t make flowers
11
18

6.
A) What was the proportion of all the plants in the experiment that were in the shade and made
flowers?
B) What was the proportion of all the plants in the experiment that made flowers?
C) What was the proportion of just those that made flowers that were also in the shade?

Bus driver Smith
Bus driver Jones
3.

Late
26
14

Not late
19
33

A) What was the proportion of all the buses that were buses driven by Jones that were late?
B) What was the proportion of all the buses that were driven by Jones
C) What was the proportion of just those driven by Jones that were late?
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Is it easy to fill in a table where there are pieces missing? You may find yourself answering a question
which requires you to know things that are not explicitly stated but one simple step away from what you
have been told.
Rabbit
Dog

Boy
15

Girl
12

30

50

1. Complete the table about pets and their owners

Sunshine
On time
Delayed
15

Rain
9

21

16

2. Complete the table about plane flights that are delayed or not based on the weather
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Which picture best represents independence, which represents association?
On the left we have a survey on boys and girls answering the question is history your favorite subject?
On the right we have a survey of Democrats and republicans answering “do you wish to lower taxes?”

Boys

Republicans

Democrats

Girls

Which of these pairs of events are independent, which is associated?
A) The probability you show improvement for your disease on drug A is 20%. On drug B it’s 60%
B) The probability a freshmen answers yes to “Do you like the lunch?” is 40%. For sophomores it’s also
40%

Use the charts to figure out which one shows independence
Is rolling a dice and picking a card independent or associated?
Is owning a car and being over 21 independent or associated?

got
heart
picking
card
rolled
six
on
dice
rolled
more
than
six

4

20

got
something
else
picking
card

is over
21
owns
a car

12

doesn't
own a
car

60
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15

10

is not
over 21

6

20

5. Multiple variables in experiments and observational studies
Association is way more interesting than independence. If you invented a test for a disease and
somebody came to you and said that they had studied your new test and found that disease status and
test result were independent you would be crushed. It is hard to think of researcher who would be
pleased to find out that their data showed independence. You think violence has something to do with
video games so you spend five years studying the subject. At the end you discover violence in
adolescents and video game habits are independent. What a waste of time that was!
Sometimes people look for associations in a number of variables. There’s sometimes a tangle of
variables with some sort of association. An interesting guy I met named Pete Blair works on the subject
of sudden infant death syndrome. Sometimes little infants just suddenly die without any obvious cause.
It happens to hundreds of babies a year in the UK where Pete works. So researchers look at everything
else that is going on in the lives of the babies. One point of debate among medical people trying to
prevent babies from dying this way is ‘should it be recommended to parents that they do not sleep with
their babies?’. The data shows an association between co-sleeping and sudden infant death however
parents from some cultures don’t like to be told not to sleep with their infants and the advice not to is
often ignored. The situation gets more complicated however when you realize that there are other
variables that should be considered. Some parents are (sadly) consumers of alcohol. This factor too
should be considered. When you include this the picture changes so that parents who fall asleep after
consuming alcohol with their babies are the ones likely to experience the tragedy and the best advice
may well be ‘Don’t fall asleep with your baby, unless you’re sober.’
How do we make sure that we have thought of all the things that could matter and have sorted
out what causes what among the things that are associated?
Medicine 500 years ago was of course almost complete gibberish. You can try if you like to read
the old authority Avicenna who is credited with at least trying to find out what caused what.
Unfortunately mostly what he thought of as categories of symptoms ‘hot fever’ ‘yellow bile’ aren’t really
symptoms and his categories of disease aren’t even diseases recognized today. Nevertheless he did try
and come to some conclusions about what thing (that’s not really a thing) causes this other thing (that’s
not really a thing.) Besides that problem however he didn’t really know much about how to create a
plausible connection between causes and effects.
So without any further dissing of Avicenna we may as well fast forward to the person credited
with establishing the first genuinely effective process that demonstrated how to cure a disease. In the
1700s a disease called scurvy was common on ships. It was the era of long-distance voyages on sailing
ships that would go to sea for months. One Captain Anson went round the world in the 1740s and came
back with half his crew dead from this disease. Nobody knew what caused the problem but there were
people who claimed you could cure or prevent scurvy with various things. One was a daily drink of
seawater itself, another was stuff called barley water, also vinegar, vitriol (an old name for sulfuric acid)
and there’s apple cider and also lemon or orange juice.
The founder of modern experimental design, a man named James Lind, took all these things
with him on a voyage during which some sailors fell sick with the dreaded scurvy. He divided 12 sick
sailors into 6 groups of two on the boat and gave each pair of sailors one of the treatments, The ones
treated with the citrus promptly recovered and thus Lind knew what the cure was. Why did he know
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when nobody else did? He did comparison. Comparison is one of the key elements of good experimental
design. Ideally you are not just doing something to people and presuming that what happens next is
‘because’. You should have different groups taking different treatments or alternatively a good idea is to
have one group taking the treatment and another group taking nothing. The group taking nothing is
called the control group.
The key element was that Lind tried all the treatments under the same conditions. Prior to Lind,
two captains meeting in a bar might have had a conversation where each one said their sailors had
made it home because the captain wisely gave sulfuric acid or barley water to everybody but neither of
the captains thinks to mention that they also stopped at various islands for fresh veg along the way. Not
realizing that good regular food can have the effect of a preventive medicine (at this time no one had a
clue about such things as vitamins) they haven’t even considered that factor. It’s also key that Lind tried
the treatments on more than one sailor, not just one sailor per treatment. The repetition clearly makes
his result more persuasive.
Before Lind captains may have had their pet treatment that they thought of as the winner but
nobody could compare their experience with another in a fair manner. If two voyages produced
different outcomes with regard to scurvy who could say that the treatment given for the scurvy was the
critical factor in why one group did well and the other not so well? There would be many differences
between the two voyages any one of which could have been the important difference. If you try to
compare the scurvy treatments on different ships you are not going to have much luck. When one group
of subjects (the sailors) have other factors distinguishing them other than the treatment (the barley
water, etc) those other differences are said to be confounded with the treatment. So confounding
variables that would exist for captains comparing their experiences before Lind would be where you
went how long was the voyage, etc. etc. Lind, by doing the comparison of different treatments on the
same boat, controlled the variables: where did you go, what was the weather like, what wood was the
ship made of, how clean was it, did the men do lots of exercise or not very much etc. He did, in fact,
what we call ‘direct control’ by doing the experiment on one ship he made sure all the other variables,
potential causes or cures of scurvy, were the same.
Researchers like the opportunity to test people who are all living under what are largely the
same circumstances. Discoveries have been made in medicine by testing people living in prisons and
boarding schools and nunneries as well as on board ships (more than once). However that’s not always
the greatest idea. There have been at least one plainly unethical abuse of power in the study on the
effectiveness of penicillin conducted on prisoners in Guatemala for which Bill Clinton officially
apologized decades later.
The main alternative to direct control is a process called randomization. If you can’t have people
all living the same way in your experiment you should at least try to have a treatment group not
obviously different from the control group you compare it to. You can do this be making sure that those
who are assigned to get the treatment are randomly assigned from your volunteers.
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Hopefully you will remember the process of randomization that we discussed in chapter one. It is
Step one: give every volunteer a number
Step two: Use a random digit generator to get the right number of numbers between one and however
many volunteers you have
Step three: the volunteers you assigned those numbers in step one are your treatment group or
treatment group number one.
Out of the three most important things to get right in experimental design James Lind actually
did two of them: Comparison and repetition. The third is randomization. I don’t believe there’s a record
of how he decided how to assign the treatments to sailors. He should therefore have done
randomization and only scored 2 out of 3 for his experimental design. Really great for the time though.
I mentioned that this is an experiment. Experiment is a word that has an opposite as a concept.
There are two types of study and something a researcher does has to be one or the other and cannot be
both. The two types of study are observational study and experiment. It’s an experiment if you, the
experimenter decide who does what on the basis of a decision-making process that is ideally
randomization or something that’s one of a few appropriate alternatives. If you assign volunteers to
smoke cigarettes or not based on random assignment and come back in twenty years to see who got
cancer you did an experiment. However if you merely watched people smoking or not smoking based on
their own decision to do it or not you did an observational study. The difference in the outcome in the
case of the observational study could be confused by a confounding variable. Maybe all the smokers got
cancer but you didn’t notice that smoking was a habit typical of miners and the smokers got cancer
because smokers tend to be miners and mining gives you cancer. With an observational study you have
to carefully rule out all other possible explanations before you come to the conclusion that the cause
really causes the effect. As far as the AP is concerned you should certainly state that demonstrated
cause-and-effect is something that is generally done by well-designed experiments and observational
studies cannot do that as well or only with a considerable amount of extra investigation.
Two other experimental designs that are appropriate even though they are not strictly simple
random sample style randomization are blocking and matched pairs. Blocking is where you have a
variable you think is important and you try your experiment twice or more under more than one version
of a condition that within the block is directly controlled. If only two people are in a block this is called
matched pairs. Mathematically identical to this design and therefore another kind of matched pair is
when every subject gets both treatments.
Placebo is the tendency for all treatment to be reported as working because people want to
believe that a treatment works on them. Patients are often blinded, that is: they don’t know if they got
the treatment or not. This controls the placebo effect so we know that the group that got better didn’t
just get better because they thought they were in an experiment, they got better than another group
who got less better but establishes by their improvement what is the amount of improvement
experienced by people just because they are in an experiment is. If you see what I mean.
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What do you think?

This is a fairly small sample which is a reason not to make a judgment with certainty but let’s ignore that
issue for the moment and say, based on the survival data alone, who appears to be the better doctor?

a) What is the confounding variable? Can you report the data in such a way that that is controlled?
b) Could there be a confounding variable that’s not mentioned already? What could it be?
I admit I’m being tricky here because I’m asking you to speculate fairly widely about aspects of the real
world not even mentioned in the question.
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Case 1
Case 2
Case 3
Case 4
Case 5
Case 6
Case 7
Case 8
Case 9
Case10

Case 1
Case 2
Case 3
Case 4
Case 5
Case 6
Case 7
Case 8
Case 9
Case10

Case 1
Case 2
Case 3
Case 4
Case 5
Case 6
Case 7
Case 8
Case 9
Case
10

variable
A
violin

variable
B
rich

variable
C
vanilla

Response
Harvard?

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
N
N
N
N

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
N
N
N
N

Y
N
Y
N
Y
N
Y
N
Y
N

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
N
N
N
N

variable
A
Violin

variable
B
Rich

variable
C
Vanilla

Response

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
N
N
N
N

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
N
N
N
N

variable
A
Violin

variable
B
Rich

variable
C
Vanilla

Response

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
N
N
N

Y
N
N
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
N

Y
Y
N
N
Y
N
Y
N
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
N
N
N

N

N

N

N

In the tables to the left we see the results of an
observational study to see if playing the violin
at a young age, being rich or liking vanilla ice
cream works for getting you into Harvard
One of them has variables B and C directly
controlled – it is clear that the response is
associated with variable A

One of them has variables B and C more or less
controlled by randomization – no pattern exists
connecting B or C with the response

There’s also one that suffers from a serious
confounding problem. One of the variables B or
C has as much of a reason to be associated with
the response as the variable A which is the
treatment we’re interested in.

Which is the right description for each table.
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1. A study shows an association in older people. It turns out that people who drink more alcohol are
more healthy
What is a reasonable conclusion?
a) old people drink more wine because they are healthy
b) old people are more healthy because they drink more wine
c) You can’t tell: association is not causation

2. I randomly select 100 old people to drink wine and track 100 randomly selected old people who are
not given the wine. It turns out that after six months the ones who got the wine are more healthy.
Which is a reasonable conclusion?
a) old people drink more wine because they are healthy
b) old people are more healthy because they drink more wine
c) You can’t tell: association is not causation
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Chapter 7 More Probability with Tree Diagrams
1. Tree diagrams
A style of mapping exists in two-dimensions for chance events and this mapping style is called a
probability tree diagram. You start on the left and work over to the right describing a sequence of
choices yes or no to some question or some other version of alternatives. There could be three or more
choices causing three or more branches to come off the starting point. It’s important that the branching
at any point is really a choice that has to be made in the sense that you’ve got to go one way or the
other and you can’t go both or more than one. So for example if I’m making a tree diagram for a student
body who are required to take exactly one foreign language Spanish or French (they can’t take two),
once they are taking this language or that there are then two outcomes: they pass or don’t pass. The
branchings are first Spanish or French then pass/no pass. You’ll never make progress by the mistake
there’s two events take Spanish and pass so my branching makes one way Spanish and the other way
pass: that’s actually not a choice it’s a horrible mess that’s just going to increase your confusion. Don’t
make four branches Spanish, French, pass, and no pass. Do hook up two copies of the pass/no pass
choice to the two ends you got from Spanish/French. It’s OK that there’s two copies. They may or may
not be different in terms of the probabilities there. It could be that both courses have the same pass
rate or it could be that they are different. If the P(Pass|Spanish) = P(Pass|French) that would imply that
your chance of passing does not depend on which language you chose. That’s independence.

Good

Not wrong but not helpful

Pass

Wrong

French

French

French
Not Pass

German

Pass

Pass
German

Not Pass

Not Pass
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Pass

Examples
1. Draw a tree diagram to represent the sample space of following situation.
Picking two cards that may be Clubs, diamonds, hearts, spades
This one branches four ways
Clubs
Diamonds
Hearts
Spades

2. Draw a tree diagram to represent the sample space of following situation two different ways.
Clubs

Tossing a coin and picking a card

Diamonds

Heads
Clubs

Hearts

Tails
Heads

Diamonds

Heads

Tails

Hearts
Spades
Tails

You’ll notice: it doesn’t matter which way you do it there’s still eight outcomes
3. Draw a tree diagram to represent the sample space of following situation.
Picking a card. If I pick a diamond then I toss a coin
A diagram doesn’t have to be symmetrical
Clubs
Heads
Diamonds
Hearts
Spades
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Tails

Spades

4. I have 4 cards in my hand labeled A, B C, D. First I pick one, then I pick another, then another.
This one’s a bunch of work but it is interesting that you can easily see that the number of nonsense words
you can spell with 4 different letters is 4 x 3 x 2 x 1 or 4! I stated that in chapter 3 with no explanation
except the hope you have heard it before or that I would wing something during the lesson.
C
D

B
C
D

B
D
B
C

A

C
D

A
A
D

C
D

B

A
C

D
C
D
B
C
B
D
C
D
A
C
A

A

C

B
D

D

A
B
C

5. Draw a tree diagram to represent the sample space of following situation.
Picking two cards. Circle the outcomes in the event A both cards are the same suit
Clubs
Diamonds
Hearts
Spades
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C
D
H
S
C
D
H
S
C
D
H
S
C
D
H
S

Another set of those
1. Draw a tree diagram to represent the sample space of following situation.
Tossing two coins

2. Draw a tree diagram to represent the sample space of following situation two different ways.
Tossing a coin and rolling a dice

3. Draw a tree diagram to represent the sample space of following situation.
Tossing a coin. If I roll a heads then I roll a dice

4. I have 4 cards in my hand labeled A, B C, D. First I pick one, then I pick another, then another.

5. Draw a tree diagram to represent the sample space of following situation.
Tossing three coins. Circle the outcomes in the event A all coins show the same face
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If the choice Spanish/French is a genuine choice situation which is that there are two
alternatives of which you choose exactly one. If you follow people through the diagram you shouldn’t be
losing anybody. The probability you chose Spanish and the probability you chose French add up to one,
100% of the folks you started with. On the second row of branchings you are going to put the
conditional probabilities: P(Pass|Spanish), P(Not pass|Spanish) …. These two also have to add up to one
because otherwise you are going to lose or gain people between the end of the first stage and the end
of the diagram. You should now multiply P(Spanish) x P (Pass|Spanish) and also P(Spanish) x P (No
Pass|Spanish) to find the two values for P(Spanish and Pass) and P(Spanish and not pass). These
probabilities are not the probability a person from the Spanish group passes but the probability that
someone from the whole group (including French takers) ends up in the small group of folks who both
took Spanish and Passed. The same will take place with the French side: P(Pass|French), P(Not
pass|French) are going to be on the branchings and P(French) x P (Pass|French) and also P(French) x P
(No Pass|French) will end up on the far end of the last branchings. There will be four endings then:
P(Spanish and Pass), P(Spanish and not pass), P(French and Pass) and P(French and not pass). These also
should add up to one because these four groups represent all the groups that don’t overlap but you
have to be member of at least one of them.
In this example you should imagine that the question gave you all the probabilities or
proportions and you worked out what would happen to 100 people

Pass
70%

28 people

40 people
French
40%

Not Pass
30%

12 people

100 people

German
60%

Pass
80%

48 people

60 people
Not Pass
20%

12 people
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1. The probability that a car is a sports car is 20%. 40% of the sports cars are speeding while 10% of the
other cars are. Make a tree diagram showing 100 cars.

2. The probability that a randomly selected person has a disease is 5%. If they have the disease there is a
98% chance they test positive. If they don’t have the disease then there is a 10% chance that they test
positive. Start with 10,000 people in the community and find out how many people are either diseased
or not and test positive or not

3. The probability that someone smokes is 10%. The probability they develop a fatal lung condition if
they smoke is 8%. The probability they develop a fatal lung condition if they don’t smoke is 0.5%. Start
with 10,000 and find how many people smoke/don’t smoke and in those categories who has the lung
condition/no lung condition.

My recommendation on tree diagrams is that each decision (French/German), (Pass/Not Pass) is
a separate layer. However as long as you have to go exactly one way you can organize the choices so
that there is just one layer that branches four ways:
Passed French
Pass

Didn't pass French

French
Not Pass

Pass
German

Passed German

Not Pass
Didn't pass German

The version on the right is probably less useful but it’s not wrong because you do have to choose
exactly one pathway
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Here’s the story on some shapes
Black circles
.6

Black stars
.3

Red stars
.1

Draw it as a single branched and a subset tree
black
circles
circles
black stars
black stars
red stars

black
given
star

stars

red
given
star

red stars

Here’s the story on some shapes
Two eyed penguins

One-eyed adult
penguins
.5

.2

One-eyed baby
penguins
.3

Draw it as a single branched and a subset tree
two eyed
penguins
two eyed
penguins
one eyed
adult
penguins

one eyed
baby
penguins

one-eyed
penguins

adult
given
one-eyed

baby
given
one-eyed
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one eyed
adult
penguins

one eyed
baby
penguins

2. Bayes
One of the things about a tree diagram is that it prioritizes one event as the first one. The
branchings show the probability of the second event given the first event. The other way round is not
immediately obvious. If you want to use a tree diagram to determine the probability of being a French
student if you passed you have to imagine being in a room full of all those who passed and looking for
the people who studied French in the first place. Gathering together all the people who passed means
taking two groups from the end of the original diagram and adding them. The passers are P(Spanish) x P
(Pass|Spanish) and P(French) x P (Pass|French) . Now we are in the room full of these people we
realize that we are looking for those who studied French. So that’s the new denominator. This slightly
fancy rule that is the single most complicated thing you are likely to be asked to work out is in its final
and complete version
P(𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐ℎ)×𝑃(𝑃𝑎𝑠𝑠|𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐ℎ)

P(𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐ℎ|𝑃𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑑) = P(𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐ℎ)×𝑃(𝑃𝑎𝑠𝑠|𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐ℎ)+P(𝑆𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑖𝑠ℎ)×𝑃(𝑃𝑎𝑠𝑠|𝑆𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑖𝑠ℎ)
I’m just going to remind you that to appreciate this you do have to realize that the given
reversed does make a difference. The chance a man in jail is innocent is different from the chance an
innocent man is in jail. The chance a person with a disease tests positive is actually different from the
chance a person who tests positive actually has the disease.

1. The probability that a registered voter is a democrat is 60% otherwise they are republican. The
probability that a democrat supports measure A is 70%. The probability that a republican
supports measure A is 20%. What is the chance that a supporter of measure A is a republican?

2. The doctor sends his tests to two different labs. The chance the test goes to lab A is 30%. The
chance that lab A makes a mistake is 5%. The chance that lab B makes a mistake is 2%. What is
the chance that a mistake came from lab A?

3.

20% of students take piano. Of those, 25% get into UC. Of the rest 15% get into UC. What
percent of UC students are piano players?

4. The probability that tree in the forest is an oak is 20% otherwise they are pines. The probability
that an oak tree has beetles is 75%. The probability that a pine tree has beetles is 10%. What is
the chance a tree with beetles is an oak?

5.

25% of people are born rich. If you are born rich the chance you’ll be rich at 50 is 80%. If you
are born poor the chance you will be rich at 50 is 30%. What proportion of wealthy 50-yr-olds
were born rich?
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1. The probability that tree in the forest is an oak is 20% otherwise they are pines. The probability
that an oak tree has beetles is 75%. The probability that a pine tree has beetles is 10%. What is
the chance a tree with beetles is an oak?

2. The probability that a person passes algebra the first time is 70%. If they pass algebra the first
time the chance they finish college is 50%. If they don’t pass algebra the first time the chance
that they finish college is 20%. If a person finishes college, what is the chance that they passed
algebra the first time?

3. The probability that a person believes that the moon landings were faked is 3%. If the person
believes the moon landings were faked the chance they believe that the JFK assassination was
covered up is 90%. If the person doesn’t believe the moon landings were faked the chance they
believe that the JFK assassination was covered up is 30%. If the person believes the JFK
assassination was covered up what is the chance they believe the moon landing was faked?

4.

25% of people are born rich. If you are born rich the chance you’ll be rich at 50 is 80%. If you
are born poor the chance you will be rich at 50 is 30%. What proportion of wealthy 50-yr-olds
were born rich?
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3. Review of rules
In a tree diagram you see several important relationships.
There are four places where probabilities add to one. The probabilities on the original baranchings
multiply by the probabilities on the second layer to give the probabilities at the ends. The group in the
first branching has to be the same as the sum of the probabilities at the end of where that initial
branching ends up.
These rules are easily remembered and can make the arithmetic solution of any tree diagram quite a
breeze.
1. All the letters represent probabilities

What is the relationship between a, b and c?

a

x

What is the relationship between f, g and h?
What are four sets of letters that add to 1

c
y

……. and ……

b

……. and ……
h

……. and ……
f

g

……. …… ……. and ……
j
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k

1. There are two events, A happens first
A and B
Where is P(A) on the diagram?
Where is P(𝐴 ∩ 𝐵)?
Where is P(𝐵|𝐴)?
What do these symbols mean?
How are they related by multiplication?

P(AandB)

2. If P(𝐴 ∩ 𝐵) is .1 and P(𝐴 ∩ ~𝐵) is .2

P(A)
P(Aand
not B)

What is P(A)?
Use 100 people if you need to

3. If P(𝐴 ∩ 𝐵) is .1 and P(𝐴) is .3

P(B|A)

What is P(B|A)?
P(A)

Use 100 people if you need to
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P(A
and B)

4. If P(𝐴 ∩ 𝐵) is .1 and P(𝐴 ∩ ~𝐵) is .3

P(B|A)

P(A
and B)

What is P(B|A)?
P(A
and ~B)

5. If P(𝐴 ∩ 𝐵) is .1 and P(𝐴 ∩ ~𝐵) is .3 and P(~𝐴 ∩ 𝐵) is .2 and
What is P(B)?

P(AandB)

What is P(A or B)?
What is P(neither A nor B)?
P(A
and~B)
P(~A
andB)

6. A and B are independent
P(B|A) is .3
P(B|A)

Which other value is also .3?

P(~B|A)

P(B|~A)
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4. Words to symbols
The difficulties with tree diagrams or rather problems that can be solved by tree diagrams arises
almost always from not really being sure where probabilities being described in the question should be
placed on the diagram and where exactly on the diagram a probability described in words in the
question can be found.
Here’s a summary of some ideas showing versions of probability statements in words and the
symbolic version and the fraction version.
1. The probability that a machine is broken if it was dropped
P(Broken dropped machine|Dropped machine)

𝐵𝑟𝑜𝑘𝑒𝑛 𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑑 𝑚𝑎𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑛𝑒
𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑑 𝑚𝑎𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑛𝑒

Rule is that the ‘if’ or ‘given’ provides information about what extra information is known about the
numerator. Of course everything that’s true about the denominator is also true about the numerator.

2. The probability of a white dog

P(W|D)

𝑊ℎ𝑖𝑡𝑒 𝑑𝑜𝑔𝑠
𝑑𝑜𝑔𝑠

Rule seems to be adjective over noun

3. The probability that a white dog is barking
𝐵𝑎𝑟𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑤ℎ𝑖𝑡𝑒 𝑑𝑜𝑔𝑠
𝑊ℎ𝑖𝑡𝑒 𝑑𝑜𝑔𝑠

P(White Barking Dogs|White Dog)

The verb in the sentence ‘is’ seems to separate the denominator before the verb from the extra
information about the numerator after the verb

4. The probability that a happy person works in an office
P(Happy Office Worker Person|Happy Person)

𝐻𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑦 𝑂𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑒 𝑊𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑟 𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑜𝑛𝑠
𝐻𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑦 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑜𝑛𝑠

The verb in the sentence ‘Works’ seems to separate the denominator before the verb from the extra
information about the numerator after the verb
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1. The proportion of white dogs is 30%.
We’re talking about
A)

white dogs
dogs

B)

dogs
white dogs

C)

white dogs
white things

2. The proportion of white dogs that bark is 30%.
We’re talking about
A)

white dogs
barking dogs

B)

white barking dogs
dogs

C)

white barking dogs
white dogs

3. The proportion of dogs that are white and bark is 30%.
We’re talking about
A)

white dog
barking dogs

B)

barking dogs
white dogs

C)

white barking dogs
dogs

4. 40% of the racers who won medals, won gold medals
We’re talking about
A)

gold medal winners
racers

B)

gold medal winners
medal winners

C)

medal winners
gold medal winners

5. 70% of the carpenters were full-time journeymen carpenters
We’re talking about
A)

full  time journeymen carpenters
journeymen carpenters

B)

full  time journeymen carpenters
carpenters

6. The chance of a sunny day if it’s July
We’re talking about
A)

sunny days
July days

B)

sunny July days
July days
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C)

sunny July days
sunny days

7. The probability of a quick sale given the home being sold is a condo
We’re talking about
A)

all quick sales
all condo sales

B)

quick condo sales
all condo sales

C)

all quick condo sales
all quick sales

Another set of those
1. The proportion of sleepy students is 30%.
We’re talking about
A)

sleepy students
students

B)

sleepy people
sleepy students

C)

sleepy people
students

2. The proportion of sleepy students that wrote papers is 30%.
We’re talking about
A)

students that wrote papers
sleepy students

C)

sleepy students that wrote papers
sleepy students

B)

sleepy students that wrote papers
students

3. The proportion of students that are sleepy and wrote papers is 30%.
We’re talking about
A)

students that wrote papers
sleepy students

C)

sleepy students that wrote papers
sleepy students

B)

sleepy students that wrote papers
students
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4. The chance of a sleepy student if they are a statistics student
We’re talking about
A)

sleepy students
statistics students

B)

sleepy statistics students
statistics students

C)

statistics students
sleepy students

5. The probability of a happy student given the student is a statistics student
We’re talking about
A)

happy students
statistics students

B)

happy statistics students
statistics students
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C)

happy statistics students
happy students

5. Answering probability Questions precisely
The following examples are supposed to test your achievement on the previous set. If you can do precise
reading and get the numbers on the diagram right the application of basic rules should be simple. What
you are trying to avoid is the common error of giving an answer that is the correct answer to a question
slightly different than the one you were asked.

1. The proportion of customers that come at lunchtime and spend more than $20 is 10%. The proportion
of customers who come at lunchtime and spend less than $20 is 15%. The proportion of customers who
come in the evening and spend more than $20 is 45%. What is the proportion of customers who come in
the evening and spend less than $20?

lunchtime

evening

more than
$20

more than
$20

2. The chance that a pet at the pet show is a dog is 40%.
The chance that a pet at the pet show is a prize winning dog is
12%. What is the chance that a dog at the pet show is a prize
winning dog?
won prize
dog

not dog
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3. The chance that a library book is a fiction paperback is 10%. The chance that a library book is a fiction
hardback is 20%. What is the chance that a library book is fiction?

fiction

fiction
paperback

fiction
hardback

not
fiction

4. 25% of the students are basketball players.
35% of the students are some other kind of athlete.
What proportion of athletes are basketball players?

athlete

basketball
players

other
athlete

not
athlete
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z

.15

1.
y

.4
x

.3

2. The proportion of adults who are renters with college degrees is 20%. The proportion of adults who
are renters without college degrees is 35%.
a) What proportion of adults are renters?
b) What proportion are owners (there’s no alternative to being a renter or and owner)?
If the proportion of adults who are owners with college degrees is 27%,
c) What proportion of owners have college degrees?

3. The chance that a voter is a republican military veteran is 7%. The chance that a voter is a democrat
military veteran is 2%. What proportion of voters are veteran? What proportion of veterans are
Republicans?
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1. The chance that a property is a condo of 2 bedrooms or less is 30%. The chance that a property is a
condo of 3 bedrooms or more is 10%. What is the chance that a property is a condo?

2. The chance that a traveler at the airport is male is 60%. The chance that a traveler at the airport is a
sleeping male is 10%. What is the chance that a passenger is sleeping if he is male?

3. 30% of the kids are girls who like pink. 20% of the kids are girls who don’t like pink. What is the
chance a kid likes pink if they are a girl?

4. The chance that a student is studying French and Spanish is 10%. The chance that a student is
studying French but not Spanish is 20%. The chance that a student is studying Spanish but not French is
15%
What is the chance that a student is studying one or other or both of these languages?
What is the chance that a student is studying neither language?

5. The chance that an animal in the pet shop is a tabby cat is 5%. The chance that an animal in the pet
shop is a cat of another color is 15%. What is the chance that an animal in the pet shop is a cat?

6. The chance that a story on the news is about politics is 40%. The chance that a story on the new is a
political story about Trump is 35%. What is the chance that a political story is about Trump?

7. 15% of the advertisements are for full time restaurant jobs. 10% of the advertisements are for part
time restaurant jobs. What proportion of the restaurant jobs are part time?

8. The chance that a car is a red sports car is 10%. The chance that a car is a sports car of some other
color is 5%. The chance that a car is a red car which is not a sports car is 15%
What is the chance that a car is either a sports car a red car or a red sports car?
What is the chance that a car is a car which is neither a sports car nor red?
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The following ambitious examples are intended to upgrade your skills so you can work comfortably with
trees that branch three ways or have three levels. Do not panic if you find these hard. Your grasp of the
questions in the previous section is much more important to your success.
1.There’s a competition for a flag. The pattern is a circle on a rectangular background.
There are three available colors: red white and blue.
a) How many possible combinations are there?

If each color is randomly chosen with equal probability
b) What is the chance that the circle matches the rectangle?

c) What is the chance that at least one of the circle
and background is red?

d) and e)
Redo the problem for part b and c if the colors are
Independently, randomly chosen with P(red) = .5 P(white) = .3 P(blue) = .2.

2. Alice, Beatrice and Charlotte have each entered a painting into an art competition. There are two
prizes: one for style and the other for technique
a) how many different ways are there to award the prizes to the three girls?

The art teacher really hadn’t clue and didn’t honestly know which painting if any had any style or
technique so he awards the prizes randomly
b) what is the chance the same girl gets both prizes

c) what is the chance that Charlotte gets at least one prize

d) and e)
Redo the problem for part b and c if the prizes are randomly assigned
With P(Alice) = .6 P(Beatrice) = .2 and P(Charlotte)
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1.A students has grades in two subjects. She might get an A B or C in any one.
a) How many possible combinations are there?

If each grade is equally likely and they are independent
b) What is the chance that she gets the same grade in both subjects?

c) What is the chance that she gets at least one A?

d) and e)
Redo the problem for part b and c if the grades are
Independently, but with probability P(A) = .5, P(B) = .3 P(C) = .1

1. There are 3 buses in the morning
The first one has a 25% chance of being full
The second one has a 40% chance of being full
The third one has a 80% chance of being red
Assuming they are independent
a) What is the chance they will all be full?
b) What is the chance that none of them will be full?
c) What is the chance that exactly one of them will be full?
d) What is the chance that at least one will be full?
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1. There are 3 traffic lights on the street.
The first one has a 50% chance of being red
The second one has a 30% chance of being red
The third one has a 20% chance of being red
a) What is the chance they will all be red?
b) What is the chance that none of them will be red?
c) What is the chance that exactly one of them will be red?
d) What is the chance that at least one will be red?

2. The student has three difficult tests to take
There is a 70% chance he’ll pass the first one
There’s a 60% chance he’ll pass the second one
There’s a 40% chance he’ll pass the third one
a) What is the chance that he’ll pass all the tests?
b) What is the chance that he’ll fail all the tests?
c) What is the chance that he’ll pass exactly one?
d) What is the chance that he’ll pass at least one?
e) what is the chance that he’ll fail at least one?
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Use this tree of values.

0

The first branching is event A
The second branching is event B

0

1

Questions
1. Show the distribution if
P(0) = .5 for both A and B
2. Show the distribution if
1

P(0) = .4 for both A and B

0

3. Show the distribution if
P(0) = .1 for both A and B

1

4. Show the distribution if
P(0) = .5 for A and P(0) = .3 for B….. A and B are independent
5. Show the distribution if
P(0) = .2 for A and P(0) = .6 for B….. A and B are independent
6. Show the distribution if
P(0) = .2 for A and P(0) = .6 for B if A happens and P(0) = .3 for B if A doesn’t happens
7. Show the distribution if
P(0) = .4 for A and P(0) = .5 for B if A happens and P(0) = .8 for B if A doesn’t happens

0
1

8. P(0) =.2 P(1) = .2 and P(2) = .6 for both A and B

0

9. P(0) =.3 P(1) = .4 and P(2) = .2 for both A and B

1

2

0
1
2

10. P(0) =.1 P(1) = .6 and P(2) = .3 for both A and B
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2
0
1
2

Chapter 8 Combination of random Variables
1. Adding random variables
We mentioned a while ago in chapter one even that adding two values randomly selected from
a variable is not the same as just taking one variable and doubling it. The difference we can now talk
about a little more clearly because we have some appropriate vocabulary. The consequence of having
two different values is that the standard deviation of the sum of two different values is definitely less
than the standard deviation of all the individual ones doubled.
There’s lots of easy ways to see the following rule: If you add one value from each of two
variables with in one case 𝜇𝑥 , 𝜎𝑥 and the other case 𝜇𝑦 , 𝜎𝑦 . You get a set of values with
𝜇𝑥+𝑦 = 𝜇𝑥 + 𝜇𝑦 ,

𝜎𝑥+𝑦 = √𝜎𝑥 2 + 𝜎𝑦 2

Literally the easiest way to see this is an example like two distributions are one ‘X’ just the choice of -5
and 5, the other ‘Y’ the choice of -3 and 3. All the different possibilities of adding two values are -8, -2, 2
and 8.

-5
-8
-2

-3
3

5
2
8

The standard deviation of the last set is made more convenient by the fact that the means of all
three of these distributions is 0. That means that all the 𝑥 − 𝜇 values in the standard deviation formulas
are just the values themselves. The standard deviation of -5 or 5 is exactly 5 and the standard deviation
of -3 and 3 is exactly 3. The standard deviation of the combination is √
2

(−8)2 +(−2)2 +22 +82
4

= √34. It’s not

2

a coincidence that 34 is 5 + 3 . There are many opportunities to see this rule in action: that standard
deviations for variables that are the results of other variables added are the original standard deviations
added ‘Pythagorean style’. Square the original standard deviations, add them and square root the result.
An important detail here is that the variables must be added independently. Not independently
would mean that perhaps high values of one variable ‘go with’ high values of the other and low values
with low values. That would mean in the example above that the 5’s go with the 3’s and the -5’s go with
the -3’s and all the results would be either 8 or -8. The standard deviation of the result of adding in this
non-independent way would be just exactly 8, in other words, it is actually possible that 𝜎𝑥+𝑦 = 𝜎𝑥 + 𝜎𝑦
but you shouldn’t try and learn about this possibility, it’s just one example of what can happen when the
values are added non-independently and the rule outside of independence could be a whole of lot of
different rules. Each case could be different so don’t try to learn about that. The important thing to
know is the rule for independence
𝜎𝑥+𝑦 = √𝜎𝑥 2 + 𝜎𝑦 2
Or a version which is this one squared
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𝜎𝑥+𝑦 2 = 𝜎𝑥 2 + 𝜎𝑦 2
The name of 𝜎 2 is ‘variance’. A name for this rule is ‘variances add’.
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3
6

1
4
7

2
5
8

5
8
11

1. a) Here are two variables added independently. Make a dotplot of the grey numbers

Example:
Lemons are N(150, 30) and oranges are N(200, 50) what is the distribution for an independently chosen
lemon and an orange?
What is the chance the orange and the lemon together weigh less than 280?
One Lemon plus one orange should be about 350. This is an example of the ‘common sense’ rule that the
mean sum is the sum of the means. A typical ‘lemon+orange’ is a typical lemon plus a typical orange. If
you like 𝜇𝑥+𝑦 = 𝜇𝑥 + 𝜇𝑦
𝜎𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑜𝑛+𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 = √𝜎𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑜𝑛 2 + 𝜎𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 2 = √302 + 502 = 58.3
A combination of 280 as described in the question would have a z-score of

280−350
=-1.2
58.3

𝑃(𝑧 < −1.2) ≈ 11%

2. A bucket of cement is N(20, 3) and a shovel is N(10, 2). What is the distribution of an independently
chosen bucket and a shovel?
What is the chance the bucket and shovel together weigh more than 35?

3. I’m taking a walk that is a random journey of N(80, 7) and another of N(90, 15). What is the
distribution for the total walk?
What is the chance the journey is more than 185?
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4. A vet puts a cat and a dog at the same time on a scale. The cat is N(18, 4) and the dog is N(25, 6).
What is the distribution of the weights of ‘a cat and a dog’?

What is the chance the cat and the dog together weigh less than 30?

5. An apple is N(9, 3) an orange is N(11,4). What is the chance that the total weight of an
independently chosen apple and an orange is more than 25?

6. My on-line business makes N(500,100) and my store makes N(400, 60). What is the chance I
make less than $700 today? What are you assuming?

7. In my trans-Pacific balloon flight I’m expecting the trip from California to Hawaii to take
N(200,40) hours and the second part onwards to Japan to take N(240, 50). What is the
probability that the whole trip takes more than 500 hours?

8. The hotel expects N(200, 40) guests for the tourist season and N(300, 60) for the business
convention. What is the chance they get more than 600 guests altogether?
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2. Normal distribution for totals
That means that if you added a whole bunch of values from the same distribution you would
have a standard deviation that’s
𝜎𝑥+𝑥+𝑥+𝑥+𝑥… = √𝜎𝑥 2 + 𝜎𝑥 2 + 𝜎𝑥 2 + 𝜎𝑥 2 + 𝜎𝑥 2 + ⋯
That would be √𝑛𝜎𝑥 2 = √𝑛 × 𝜎𝑥
Although honestly that’s more proof than is typical for this book where I’m more about getting
you a feeling for what’s right than having you follow the pathways through the complicated algebra that
really proves this. I’m pretty sure I can prove
𝜎𝑥+𝑦 = √𝜎𝑥 2 + 𝜎𝑦 2
With a bunch of algebra but I have no desire to tangle with that to be honest and I much prefer another
way of thinking about it altogether. It seems to be that adding multiple versions of a random variable is
actually most importantly ‘like’ a random walk. So we have I hope memory of some compelling
experiences that say taking multiple steps this way or that all randomly every which way is going to take
you about √𝑛 steps away from where you expected to be.
𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑑 𝑑𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑛 𝑥 ′ 𝑠 𝑎𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑑 𝑢𝑝 = √𝑛 × 𝜎𝑥
…. Is a consequence of the Pythagorean adding principle for random addition but it is for me, more
importantly, an example of a random walk.

1. If I have a bag of 10 apples and the apples are N(8,2). What is the chance that the bag weighs
over 85 ounces?

2. People weigh N(160, 40). What is the chance that 20 people weigh less than 3000lbs?

3. A rafter for a house weighs N(7, 1.5) what is the chance that thirty rafters weigh over 220
pounds?
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4. Every day a business makes N(500, 100). What is the chance a random sample of 7 days makes
more than 3800?

5. The songs last N(200, 20) seconds. What is the chance that 8 randomly selected songs back-toback last less than 1550 seconds?

6. The fish weigh N(10, 2) what is the chance that thirty fish weigh over 320 pounds?

7. Each day I go N(20, 8) miles. What is the chance that I go less than 160 miles in ten days,
assuming those ten days are equivalent to a random sample?
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1. A railroad has three types of wagons; a 10-ton wagon, a 30-ton wagon and a 90 ton wagon.
Find the mean and standard deviation.
X
P(x)

10
½

30
1/3

90
1/6

a) What would be the mean and standard deviation for a sample of 5 all added up like a train?
b) What would be the mean and standard deviation for a sample of 10 all added up like a train?

2. Here’s the different values for the possible fines for traffic offences and the associated probabilities.
Find the mean and standard deviation.
X
P(x)

100
.4

200
.3

400
.2

1200
.1

a) What would be the mean and standard deviation for a sample of 30 all added up like a total for the
day?
b) What would be the mean and standard deviation for a sample of 200 all added up like a total for the
day?

3. Here’s the different values for the possible costs of various dentists procedures. Find the mean and
standard deviation.

Find the mean and standard deviation of
X
P(x)

100
.5

200
.3

300
.1

600
.1

a) What would be the mean and standard deviation for a sample of 20 all added up like the total for the
day?
b) What would be the mean and standard deviation for a sample of 300 all added up like the total for
the day?
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4. Find the mean and standard deviation of numbers of kids in families
X
P(x)

0
.3

1
.1

2
.2

3
.2

4
.1

5
.1

a) What would be the mean and standard deviation for a sample of 6 all added up like the total for an
apartment building?
b) What would be the mean and standard deviation for a sample of 40 all added up like the total for an
apartment building?
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4. Distributions of sample means
If we know that the standard deviation of a total is √𝑛 × 𝜎𝑥 that means we now for example
how the various bags of potatoes in the grocery store are going to vary, if we know what the consistent
number of potatoes are in each bag.
When you have groups the total is actually the second most likely number that we report. Total
could be important if we’re talking about people in an elevator or fishes in a net or total value of sales or
taxes. More typical if we study a group for a numerical variable is that we report the average. Before I go
for a formula, however, I do want to establish that we might have some experience or imagination
about some math processes involving variables. For me as a teacher I often look at the mean scores for
classes who all took the same test. Sometimes I write tests where the mean score is about 80. That
doesn’t mean everybody scores 80 at all. Maybe somebody scored 97 or even 100. Somebody else may
have bombed it pretty badly and got 50. The individual scores could be sort of all over the place.
However if I think that my period 4 is weaker this year and period 6 has a lot of really competent
students it doesn’t mean that the mean of period 6 is going to be more than the mean of period 4 by 20
or 30 points. The mean of classes is actually really consistent and if the mean of one class beats the
mean of the other by even 5 points that’s a big deal and means that strong class is really strong or that
weak class is super-weak. The takeaway that should be a gut-feeling that can reinforce your ability to
recognize and apply correct precise procedures is that means vary a lot less than individual results.
So now the formula: We know that if a whole distribution is multiplied or divided by the same
number then the standard deviation is also multiplied or divided by that number. Also that the way to
create means is to divide the total by n. Together those ideas imply that the standard deviation of the
𝜎
means is the standard deviation of the totals √𝑛 × 𝜎𝑥 ÷ 𝑛 = 𝑛𝑥
√

The difference between standard deviations of totals and standard deviations of means is the
position of the √𝑛 – it’s on top for totals and on bottom for means. An important realization is that both
standard deviations contain the factor √𝑛. It’s a great moment to get a grip on the big idea that the √𝑛
is going to appear in every formula for a standard deviation based on a situation that has an n. This
because they are all versions of a random walk.
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1. Every day the business makes N(500, 80)
a) What is the chance that one days take is over 600?
b) What is the chance that the average of 2 days is over 600?
c) What is the chance that the average of 20 days is over 600?

2. The apples are N(8,2).
a) What is the chance that one apple is over 8.5?
b) What is the chance that the average of 12 apples is over 8.5?
c) What is the chance that the average of 20 apples is over 8.5?

3. The test scores are N(70, 8)
a) What is the chance that one test score is less than 65?
b) What is the chance that the average of five is less than 65?
c) What is the chance that the average of 30 is less than 65?

4. The measurement of the temperatures in the oven is N(200, 30)
a) What is the chance that one measurement is less than 190?
b) What is the chance that the average of 10 measurements is less than 190?
c) What is the chance that the average of 50 measurements is less than 190?

5. The number of passengers on the bus is N(50, 10)
a) What is the chance that one bus has 56?
b) What is the chance that the average of 3 buses is more than 56?
c) What is the chance that the average of 20 buses is more than 56?
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1. Here’s a random variable representing the salaries of a large group of employees at a company in
thousands of dollars
X
P(x)

20
.4

24
.1

28
.2

30
.3

The mean is 25.5 and standard deviation is 3.8.
What is the mean and standard deviation for the sample mean when the sample size is 40?
What is the chance that the sample mean would be over 27?

2. Here’s the different values for the possible fines for traffic offences and the associated probabilities.
X
P(x)

100
.4

200
.3

400
.2

1200
.1

The mean is 300 and standard deviation is 319
What is the mean and standard deviation for the sample mean when the sample size is 120?
What is the chance that the sample mean would be over 350?

3. Here’s the different values for the possible costs of various dentists procedures. Find the mean and
standard deviation.

x
P(x)

100
.5

200
.3

300
.1

600
.1

The mean is 200 and standard deviation is 148
What is the mean and standard deviation for the sample mean when the sample size is 50?
What is the chance that the sample mean would be over 240?
4. Here’s the various values for the weights of trucks on a train
x
P(x)

30
.5

40
.3

60
.1

90
.1

The mean is 42 and standard deviation is 18.3
What is the mean and standard deviation for the sample mean when the sample size is 60?
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What is the chance that the sample mean would be over 46?

5. Here’s the results for winnings in a game
x
P(x)

3
.25

4
.25

6
.2

10
.3

The mean is 5.95 and standard deviation is 2.8
What is the mean and standard deviation for the sample mean when the sample size is 400?
What is the chance that the sample mean would be over 6.1?
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5. Decisions
The existence of this known math allows us to revisit some familiar logic in decision making. We will find
data results suspicious if they are the ‘wrong side’ of some decision making boundary.

1. I’ve been told some oranges are N(11, 3). Maybe they are. Maybe they aren’t. I’ve decided that
if they appear to be less than 9, I’ll reject them. 9 is my decision boundary.
a) What is the chance if I pick one orange and see if it’s less than 9 that I’ll reject the barrel even though
the barrel is ok?

b) What is the chance that if I pick 10 oranges and see if together they are less than 90 that I’ll reject the
barrel?

2. I’ve decided to think my students are better this year if they get more than 82 on a test that is
N(75, 6).
a) What is the chance that one randomly selected person got more than 82?

b) What is the chance I’ll pick 50 students and they got more than 410 together?

3. I’ve decided to buy a business if it seems to make more than $500 a day. What is the chance I’ll
accidentally buy a business that makes only $400 a day with a standard deviation of $55..

a) If I use a sample of one day using a decision boundary of $500?

b) If I use a sample of 20
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6. Conditions for normal distributions n>30
We have thought about combining random variables from the point of view of what’s the mean
and what’s the standard deviation. The third standard thing to talk about when anybody asks you
‘What’s going on with this distribution?’ is you should talk about shape. Shapes of distributions can be
skewed left (a few small values) or skewed right or symmetrical or bimodal (has two centers). You might
be expected to observe clusters or gaps. The only moment when this discussion gets really precise is we
need to know when the distribution we are working with has the shape we call ‘normal’.
A profoundly important aspect about the distribution of sample means that affects the rest of
the course is that when sample sizes are large the distributions of sample totals and means are normal
or nearly enough to normal that we use normal math. The best way to appreciate this possibly surprising
statement is to experience it.
I would like you to imagine rolling three dice at once again as we did in chapter one. One dice is
not a normal distribution. It is a discrete random uniform distribution. Discrete because only some
values are possible and uniform means each value is equally likely. However you should easily notice
that if you roll 3 dice and add them up it’s very hard to get 3 or 18 although those values are possible it’s
way more likely that you’ll get some number like 10 or 11. It’s about numbers of ways as in the
discussion we had about why 3 heads out of 5 is more likely than one. You can get 10 on three dice a
whole bunch of ways: 1, 3, 6…..2, 4, 4…. 1, 5, 4 there must be a lot. Once you realize that results bunch
in the middle after several trials you must already believe that the once uniform distribution has
changed shape as you make totals or means.
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In a previous situation we derived the rule ‘variances add’.
𝜇𝑥+𝑦 = 𝜇𝑥 + 𝜇𝑦
𝜎𝑥+𝑦 = √𝜎𝑥 2 + 𝜎𝑦 2
What if the original data points are not added but subtracted?
𝜇𝑥−𝑦 = 𝜇𝑥 − 𝜇𝑦
𝜎𝑥−𝑦 = √𝜎𝑥 2 + 𝜎𝑦 2
This rule is often perplexing to those who are seeing the math as symbolic patterns detached from
reality. However it can be appreciated as logical if you consider that whether you add or subtract the
random variables you are going to increase the ‘chaos’ in the system.

1. Policemen are N(72,4). Policewomen are N(67,3). What is the chance that one man and one woman
are randomly assigned to be partners the woman is taller than her partner?

2. Cats are N(20, 5) while dogs are N(30,7). What is the chance that a randomly selected cat will be
heavier than a randomly selected dog?

3. In January the daily average temperature in Shanghai is N(40, 20) while the temperature in LA is N(75,
10). What is the probability that a randomly selected January day would be warmer in Shanghai?

4. The travel times for pa to get home from work are N(45, 8). The times for ma who comes from
another direction where the traffic is independent are N(35, 7). What is the chance it will take ma more
time to get home?

5. The washers made by machine A are N(16, 2) in diameter while those made by machine B are N(13, 3)
. What is the chance that one made by machine B would be bigger?
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Use a rounded value from N(12, 4) as your
x-value and
that value + rounded N(13, 3) as your y-value
round(randNorm(12,4))
Ans + (round(randNorm(13,3)
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Some Review Questions
Congratulations you are now more than half way through the course, I think. At any rate the rest is less
pages although there should be a fair amount of test prep to be done in April that doesn’t really show
up as book pages. Let’s say we hope to be at the first semester final. Here are some basic questions that
see if you have a handle on the basic concepts so far
1. What are these all examples of :
A) √𝑛𝑝(1 − 𝑝)

B) √∑(𝑥 − 𝜇)2 𝑝

D) 𝜎√𝑛

E)

C) √∑

𝜎
√𝑛

(𝑥−𝜇)2
𝑛

F) √𝜎𝑥 2 + 𝜎𝑦 2

Which one is
a) Standard deviation for binomial
b) Basic standard deviation formula
c ) Standard deviation for totals
d) Standard deviation for means
e) Basic standard deviation formula for random variable
f) Standard deviation of two random variables added or subtracted
in
favor

In favor

20

Against
democrats

Democrats

against

30

Republicans

republicans

in
favor

2. Put the information from the tree to the chart.
What is the chance that a voter in favor is a democrat?
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against

25

45

3. What is the definition of independence?
a) 𝑃(𝐴|𝐵) = 𝑃(𝐵|𝐴)
b) 𝑃(𝐵|𝐴) = 𝑃(𝐵|~𝐴)

4. How do you assign 80 people randomly to a treatment group and a control group
Step 1: give everybody ………
Step 2: Use a …………………… to get…………….
Step 3: The people with ……………………….. get ………………………

5. What are the appropriate measures for center and spread for these two diagrams. Show them on the
diagrams
Mark the z-score of -1 and the 75th %ile
What do z-score and percentile measure?

6. What function converts z-scores to percents? What converts percentile to z-scores?

40%
20%

20%
10%

1

2

6

10%
7

8

7. Where is the median of this distribution? Is the mean bigger or smaller than the median?
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8. What does standard deviation measure? What is another way of measuring this?

9. I multiply every value in a distribution by three. What changes (there are two correct answers?
a) standard deviation
b) mean
c) z-scores
d) percentiles

10. For this course the only distribution where we have a precise relationship between the z-scores and
percentiles is……..

11. The trucks on a train have a mean of 30 and a standard deviation of 8. What would be the mean and
standard deviation of a train of 64 trucks?

12. Why is asking 20 people if they voted for Trump an example of a binomial situation?

13. Which of these is the appropriate style for binomial questions like ‘what is the chance of at least x
successes out of n trials?’
a) 1 – bcdf

b) bpdf

c) bcdf

14. What would be the value of a ticket for a lottery where you have a 30% chance of winning $10?

15. Player one has a 80% chance of winning $6 and Player two has a 5% chance of winning $40. Who is
going to be better after a long series of games?
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Chapter 9 Confidence Interval for a Proportion
1. Sampling distribution for sample proportions
Something I’m a little surprised that I didn’t get to yet is the concept of sampling distribution.
We’ve almost got this already but I’m doing it formally now. A sampling distribution is a set of values set
out as a dotplot or some other graphic or described as a probability density function. The only
requirement is that all the dots on the dotplot or all the possible results defined by the function have to
be results from samples. Sampling distribution.
.. it would be rather weird to actually make a distribution of sample statistics. It means I did a sample,
you did a sample, many people each did their own sample, got one number each and we put all that
together in a distribution where each dot is a person doing a fair amount of work just for that one dot.
However we think a lot about sampling distributions even if we don’t actually make them very often.
Theoretically I could make a sampling distribution of any value from a sample including sample
means, sample medians, sample ranges, sample IQRs, sample standard deviations, sample proportions…
or any other statistic we have met or will meet in the future. All you have to do is get a bunch of
different samples find the statistics from all the different samples and get your picture of the situation
either as graphics or math formulas. You can even do sampling distributions for the results of math on
multiple statistics. You can do the difference of sample proportions from different populations. You
could sample a group in England and a group from the US and get the difference of the proportions of
people who support the death penalty. Do that a lot of times and you have a sampling distribution of
sample differences of populations. I know that’s a mouthful but check out that you know what that is
and why the words are an accurate description of what a person might like to do. You could take a lot of
samples and calculate for each one the mean divided by the standard deviation or the maximum divided
by the mean or the mean divided by the median. The world is big. But you only need to know in detail
about a few specific sampling distributions.
We have mentioned, I am sure, that there is a difference between a sample and the population
it comes from. This distinction is so important that we have different symbols for the same thing
depending on if it comes from a sample or not. If you had access to information about the weight of all
the potatoes that ever were, are or will be and you calculated the mean that would be a true mean,
population mean or the symbol 𝜇. In the case of potatoes that’s not a very realistic idea. Nobody knows
what the true mean weight of a potato is though we might take a guess at it by calculating the mean of a
sample of potatoes. That mean of a sample varies from one sample to another. What I think of as my
best guess as to the mean of a potato would depend on exactly which potatoes I pick. This sample mean
is symbolized by 𝑥̅ . It’s a variable which we know whereas 𝜇 is not a variable and we most likely do not
know it, although sometimes we know 𝜇. If you were studying the average salary for people who work
for a corporation you might be able to find 𝜇. You would have to ask everybody but that’s not a crazy
idea it would just be work. The word for result from a sample is ‘statistic’ and the word for the truth you
are trying to estimate with that statistic is ‘parameter’.
The same thing, the distinction between population value and sample result, happens in the
world of proportions. There’s a true proportion of US voters who support Trump that we find out in an
election. It’s one number: the true proportion symbolized as p. Before the election people try to figure
out p by asking a limited number of US voters what their vote will be. The proportion from the sample is
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a variable with a variability that depends on the number of people you ask. However many people you
ask it’s pretty clear that if you and I asked the same number of people I may get a different proportion
of people saying yes and actually neither one of me or you has to get it right although we should both be
somewhat close and the single most likely answer will be the truth. The symbol for a sample proportion
is 𝑝̂ read ‘p-hat’.
Because sample results depend on exactly what sample you randomly selected sample results
vary. This math does presume you did it right and you selected your sample randomly otherwise it
doesn’t work. When things vary you get a standard deviation…
Here is a summary of some super important results you should know but actually you are given
on the AP just in case. You should know them.

Symbol for population results

Symbol for sample result

𝜇

𝑥̅

P

𝑝̂

Formula for standard deviation
of sample result
𝜎
⁄ 𝑛
√

𝑝(1 − 𝑝)
√
𝑛
The formula in the last cell of the grid above is new-ish. You should recognize the formula as
similar to
√𝑛𝑝(1 − 𝑝)
Which is the formula for the standard deviation of a binomial distribution. It’s the way that the
different numbers of people who say yes vary when a bunch of different groups of the same size are
sked the question ‘would you vote for Trump?’ Because the proportion of people who would say yes to
the question is this number divided by n, the standard of deviation of the number of people who would
say yes to would you vote Trump expressed as a proportion is √𝑛𝑝(1 − 𝑝) ÷ 𝑛 =
basically the same formula with the n on the bottom √

√𝑛𝑝(1−𝑝)
that’s
𝑛

𝑝(1−𝑝)
.
𝑛

1. 25% of the chickens are white. What is the chance that more than 30% of a sample of 300 would be
white?
The mean of the sample proportions is the true proportion
The standard deviation of the sample proportions is provided by the formula: √

𝑝(1−𝑝)
𝑛

The x –value in the z-score formula is the value you’re interested in: .30
Make a z-score and find a percentage
2. 80% of the customers believe that tide makes their clothes whiter. What is the chance that a sample
of 500 would have a proportion of less than 70%.
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2. Confidence Interval for a proportion
Now we will turn ourselves to a big piece of 2nd semester business called the confidence interval.
In a confidence interval we have a sample result. We’re going to start with confidence intervals for
proportions so this result is a 𝑝̂ . Since we know 𝑝̂ is a variable number we shouldn’t think that is the
truth. So what should we do? Should I publish my results about who’s going to vote for Trump and say,
‘by the way I know this is not the truth but I hope it’s close.’ No: what people do is they say, ‘Trump’s
support is 40%’ and the margin of error for this survey is 3% or some other number. Responsible
reporting of a statistic includes some indication of how different the statistic can reasonably be
expected to differ from the truth. The margin of error is a little bit of wiggle room that we add to the
sample result and subtract from the sample result to give an idea of a range of values where we think
the truth might be, because we are admitting that the sample result and the true proportion for the
whole population probably aren’t the same number.
I would like you to try this to demonstrate to yourself that margin of error is a thing. I went to
news.google.com and searched for margin of error in the search bar. I got an article about an election
where 47% of the poll supported the Democrat and 49% supported the republican. It said that the
margin of error is 5% so the result is ‘within the margin of error’. That implies that while it looks like the
Republican is up a bit that’s not a reliable advantage. Doing the math on the situation provides the
answer that the advantage of 2% is just from today’s poll and is probably not the truth exactly.
According to the poll people there should be a wiggle room of about 5% on the work they did and that it
wouldn’t be surprising if actually the republican has a 7% advantage among the whole population or on
the other although the republican looks to be up in the polls it could be that his advantage is 2% - 5% or
-3%. That means it could be that the democrat is the one leading a little bit in the population although
the republican is leading in the sample. So when it says the result is within the margin of error that’s
another way of saying there is no reliable conclusion that can be made about the result. By contrast: if a
candidate has 57% with a margin of error of 4%, that’s a good reason to think he’s going to win.
The truth is not absolutely guaranteed to be within the margin of error of a survey but the fine
print of the survey should say ‘We are 95%... or 99%... or 90%’ (these are the common values) ‘sure that
the truth is in the range 𝑝̂ ± 𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟. The same study could be reported with a 90% interval
or a 99% interval, it is your choice as researcher. I wonder if it makes sense to you that an interval
reported as 99% will be wider than one reported as 90%. The margin of error would be bigger. What the
90% actually means is this:
If me, you and a bunch of other people all did this study, (on the proportion of voters supporting
Trump or whatever) then we will all make different confidence intervals (because we each talked to
different people I presume) and because any work in statistics using an incomplete set of information is
a gamble, we expect about 90% or 99% of the intervals we all make that are likely to be all different to
actually contain the truth. That confidence level percentage of intervals will succeed in actually
containing the truth.
The size of the ‘wiggle room’ we add and subtract from the sample result will depend on how
sure we wish to be that the truth is in the range given by this calculation and also by our sense of how
much statistics do vary from each other. That’s the standard deviation for the statistic.
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On the AP exam formula sheet it gives you the basic structure of the confidence interval
𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐 ± 𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 × 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑑 𝑑𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐
So I guess you don’t have to know it though I certainly think you should!
The two back parts are the margin of error. The margin of error has two parts. 𝑧 ∗ × √

𝑝̂(1−𝑝̂)
.
𝑛

The

critical score is the z-score that contains the appropriate percentage of the normal distribution. If you
used a z-score of 1 then you would be making a 68% confidence interval. This structure works for more
than just a proportion, but if you are doing for a proportion then it’s
𝑝̂ (1 − 𝑝̂ )
𝑝̂ ± 𝑧 ∗ × √
𝑛
I hope all that long introduction has not prepared you for some massive blow of a complicated
thing you now have to do. It’s not that way at all: like everything in this book it’s not hard to do the thing
you’re asked to do, it’s hard to know exactly what it is you’re doing and why. And the AP constantly asks
you questions that don’t ask you to do something but shows you something and asks you to explain the
meaning of what it is that has been done. So let’s complete the picture with some useful z-scores.
What are the z-scores?:
Typical z-scores are
For 90% 1.645
For 95% 1.960
For 99% 2.576
These numbers go in the z-score spot while the numbers from the question 𝑝̂ and n go in the
places they’re supposed to go and the practical doing of it is not hard at all. You could memorize the
classic critical scores but you should also know how to look them up. They are at the bottom of a table
called the ‘t-table’ given to you at the back of the AP Test

1. 36 out of 80 (45%) of randomly selected dentists say they recommend Colgate toothpaste. What
is a 99% confidence interval for the true proportions of dentists who feel this way?
Title

Do the math (show work)
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Interpret your interval

Is it plausible that the true proportion is 30%?

The z-score you need for 90% is 1.645, 95% is 1.96 and for 99% it’s 2.58

1. In a study of 600 randomly selected seniors between the ages of 65 and 90, 80% said they felt
safe driving. Construct a 90% confidence interval for the true proportion of all 65 to 90 year olds
who feel safe as drivers.

2. The salesman reported that in a random sample of 150 leads he made 60 sales. That’s 40%.
What is the 95% confidence for his true sales rate?

3. In a random sample of 7000 bolts 3% were defective. What is a 95% confidence interval for the
true rate of defective bolts?

4. In a random sample of 60 flights by a national airline 70% were late. What is a 99% confidence
interval for the true proportion of flights that are late?

5. In a survey of 200 randomly selected coffee shop employees 23% of them had college degrees.
What is the 95% confidence interval for the true proportion of baristas with degrees?
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3. Margin of Error
The single most likely question that asks you to know enough about this process to do it
‘backwards’ is the margin of error question. It makes sense that someone about to do a study about
proportions: let’s say you want to know the proportion of people who eat cereal for breakfast. There’s
going to be a trade off between how much accuracy you want in your result and how much money you
want to spend. You could get more accuracy by asking more people but that would cost more money.
You might start by deciding how accurate you want your results: how big or small you want your margin
of error and conclude from that how many people you will have to ask and therefore how much money
you’ll end up spending. In this case you’ll solve
𝑝̂ (1 − 𝑝̂ )
𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 = 𝑧 ∗ × √
𝑛

1. Use the following formula

margin of error  z

p1  p 
n

to find n if p =.25 and confidence level is 90% if the margin of error is supposed to be 3%

2. Use the margin of error formula for a proportion to find the sample size for a 90% confidence
interval where you want to know what proportion of insurance customers who made a claim
related to their auto policy in the last year. You think it might be about 5% and you wish to have
a margin of error of 1%.

3. How would this change if you really had no clue about what the proportion of customers making
claims is? You would assume p = 50%. Redo the work with p=50%

4. How large a sample should be used if the margin of error for a 95% interval for a proportion
estimated at 10% is to be 1%
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5. How large a sample should be used if the margin of error for a 99% interval for a proportion is to
be 2% (if no estimated proportion is given use 50%)

1. I want a 95% Confidence interval to have a margin of error of 2%. I suspect that p̂ is going to be
about .15. What should be my sample size? The z for 95% is 1.96
2. I want a 95% Confidence interval to have a margin of error of 4%. I suspect that p̂ is going to be
about .35. What should be my sample size? The z for 95% is 1.96
3. I want a 95% Confidence interval to have a margin of error of 1%. I suspect that p̂ is going to be
about .15. What should be my sample size? The z for 95% is 1.96

4. I’ve done a study using 400 participants. I would like to redo it to get a confidence interval that
is half the width? How many participants should I use?
5. I’ve done a study using 100 participants. I would like to redo it to get a confidence interval that
is one third the width? How many participants should I use?
6. I have done a study and constructed a 95% confidence interval. If I redo the work and make a
99% confidence interval, how much bigger will the 99% interval be?
7. I have done a study and constructed a 95% confidence interval. If I redo the work and make a
99% confidence interval, how much bigger will the 99% interval be?

𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 = 𝑧 ∗ √

𝑝̂(1−𝑝̂)
𝑛

What is the consequence for the margin of error if the confidence level goes up?
What is the consequence for the margin of error if the sample size goes up?
What is the consequence for the margin of error if the sample size is multiplied by 4?
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What is the consequence for the margin of error if the sample size is multiplied by 9?
What makes an interval wider
a) Increase confidence level?
b) decrease confidence level?
c) increase sample size?
d) decrease sample size?

4. Conditions

The 1-sample z-confidence interval for a proportion can be done under certain conditions. By
using z-scores we are declaring that the distribution is normal. Actually the proportion of yeses and noes
we have here is a binomial situation not a normal so we have to check the distribution is approximately
normal by making sure there are at least 10 yeses and 10 noes. Secondly we have to realize that
selecting from a limited population is not quite binomial and we make sure that the situation is almost
binomial by making sure that the sample is less than 10% of the population. These conditions are
summarized as
𝑛𝑝 > 10 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑛(1 − 𝑝) > 10
𝑛<

1
𝑁
10

Are the conditions met for these situations:
Two of them are OK.
Two of them fail the almost binomial condition.
Two of them fail the almost normal condition
1. I would like to do a z-confidence interval for a proportion using a simple random sample of all
California High School students responding to the question: “do you expect to attend a 4-yr
college?”. P = .4, n= 500.

2. I would like do a z-confidence interval for a proportion using a simple random sample of trees in
the park. We measured the proportion of trees with flowers. p = .2, n= 60, N = 200.
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3. I would like do a z-confidence interval for a proportion using a random sample of basketball
players. We measured the proportion of players with felony arrests. p = .03, n= 280, N = 5000.

4. I would like do a z-confidence interval for a proportion using a simple random sample of
businesses in LA county. We measured the proportion of businesses owners reporting “a better
years than last year”. p = .7, n= 200.

5. I would like do a z-confidence interval for a proportion using a simple random sample of stars in
the universe. We measured the proportion of stars younger than 4 billion years. p = .1, n= 40.

6. I would like to make a one-sample z-confidence interval for a proportion using a simple random
sample of games won by the Clippers. p = .4, n= 30. N= 100.

7. What’s wrong with the following situations in which I’m thinking of making a confidence interval for a
proportion?
a) I’m going to take a random sample of 100 fish from a lake where I think there are 400 fish and 20%
have mercury poisoning.

b) I’ve asked 800 randomly selected people from my town and 1% said yes to the question “Did space
aliens build the pyramids?” Should I make a confidence interval for the true proportion of people who
believe this nonsense?

c) I’m going to do a study on the intelligence of birds so I catch 50 wild ones and discover that 20 of
them can solve a maze. Should I report a confidence interval for the true proportion of birds who can
solve a maze?

8. I’m going to pick 10 cards from a regular deck and count the number of aces. Why is this situation not
binomial?
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9. I’m going to pick a sample of 30 from a population of 1000 where 500 people are democrats and 500
are republicans. If I pick the first 29 and they’re all republicans, what is the chance the next on is a
republican?

10. There’s a population of 20000 people in a small town. I asked 500 of them if the approved of the
new trash pick up schedule. 150 of them say ‘yes’. I have some formulas I’m going to use with the
number n in them. Which is the number n?
A) 20000

B) 500

C) 150

5. Meaning of Confidence Intervals
The AP is not just interested in your ability to do mechanical math procedures. You will be
constantly challenged to correctly interpret what you are doing. You have to read questions very
carefully. Particularly you should distinguish between things stated as facts in the question and things
stated in the question as someone’s opinion. There are many confidence intervals one truth.

1. If I make a 90% confidence interval about candies the 90% means:
a) The truth will be in 90% of all possible intervals constructed from all possible samples
b) The sample result will be in 90% of all possible intervals constructed from all possible samples
c) 90% of all the candies are pink

2. I would like you to compare the wording of these two questions
Question number one says the true proportion of voters in favor of the amendment is 20% but the
confidence interval is 25%-30%
Question number two says that Senator Smith said, “The true proportion of voters in favor of the
amendment is 20%” but the confidence interval is 25%-30%
One multiple choice answer is ‘the best mathematical judgment is that the truth is not 20%’
This could be the right answer to
A) both questions
B) question one but not question two
C) question two but not question one
D) neither question
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3. A question says that the scientist said, “The true proportion of seeds that germinate is 60%” but the
confidence interval I got is 55%-58%
The best conclusion is
A) I don’t want to commit to whether or not the 60% is true
B) The 60% is definitely not true
C) My best mathematical judgment is that the 60% is not true but there’s a possibility that the best
mathematical judgment will turn out to be incorrect, even though that would be bad luck.

4. Which of these statements is true
I The truth is always in the confidence interval
II The sample result is always in the confidence interval
A) both of them

C) II but not I

B) I but not II

D) neither

5. I got a sample of 200 plants and found that 23% of the corn plants had weevils. What is the meaning
of this?
A) 23% is going to be in 95% of all intervals.
B) the truth is going to be in 95% of all intervals.
C) 95% of the plants have weevils.

6. I made a 95% confidence interval for the true proportion of UC students who take out more than
$10,000 in student loans and got .4 to .5. What does this mean? Choose two
A) At any moment the truth of how many students owe these loans actually is somewhere.
B) The truth can randomly be all kinds of values at once.
C) The true proportion of students who take out more than $10,000 in student loans is between .4 and
.5 about 95% of the time
D) The truth is in any of the many possible different confidence interval made by this method about 95%
of the time.
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7. What is the relation between the truth and the confidence interval?
A) The truth is a lot of different truths that sometimes land in the confidence interval
B) The confidence intervals are a lot of different intervals that sometimes contain the truth

8. Which is in the confidence interval: sample result or population truth?
a) All confidence intervals have sample, most have population
b) All confidence intervals have population, most have sample
c) All confidence intervals have both

9. The true proportion of pink candies is 20%. In my simple random sample I only got 15 out of 120. This
gives me a 90% confidence interval of 7% to 17%. How should I react? Two of these are definitely
correct
a) There’s no problem here. The truth is 20% and the interval is 7 to 17% so what?
b) There is a problem here: the truth is not in the confidence interval so I must have done it wrong
c) There is a problem here: the truth is not in the confidence interval so the truth must be wrong
d) The question says the truth is 20% so ‘the truth is wrong’ is not really an option. If the question said
‘someone said “the truth is 20%” an appropriate response to this confidence interval would be “maybe
the truth is not what the person says”
d) There is something odd going on here: the truth is not in the confidence interval. The most likely
explanation is bad luck. It is unlikely but possible that I would construct a confidence without the truth
in it. That seems to be what happened.

10. I would like to introduce you to the calculator shortcuts in the STAT/TEST menu. ‘A’ is the 1-propZInt,
in other words what we have been doing here.
Do this 1 prop z-int on calculator
I took a random sample of 200 teachers and found 86 who found the content of staff development
useful. Find a 99% confidence interval for the true proportion of all teachers who find the staff
development useful
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Chapter 10. 1-sample t-interval for a mean and other intervals
A person who has a decent grip on the formula for the confidence for a proportion might
wonder if it is possible to convert this formula
𝑝̂ (1 − 𝑝̂ )
𝑝̂ ± 𝑧 ∗ × √
𝑛
To something about a mean. That person might come up with the idea of maybe
𝑥̅ ± 𝑧 ∗ ×

𝜎𝑥
⁄
√𝑛

This formula is not entirely correct but it’s fun to play with. It has 𝑥̅ , a symbol for a sample result
in a statistic spot and a standard deviation for a statistic where you would expect that.
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Circle
When ((ipad) is tapped)
Clear
Check Once If (((Self) Clone Index) = (1))
Create a Clone of This Object)
End
End
When (object is cloned)
Set Position to x (Last Touch X) y (Last Touch Y)
Increase (Sigmax) by ((Self) X Position)
Increase (Sigmaxsq) by (((Self) X Position)^(2))
End
Triangle
When (game starts)
Repeat Forever
Set (N) to ((Total Objects) – (2))
Set (Mean) to (round((Sigmax)÷(N))
Set (Std dev) to (√(((Sigmxsq)÷((N)) –((Mean)^(2)))
Set Text to (Mean) color (black)
Set Position to x (Mean) y (200)
Check Once If ((Total Objects) >(30))
Draw a Trail color (purple) width (10)
Move Forward ((1.64) x (Std dev) ÷ (√(N))
Move Forward ((-3.28) x (Std dev) ÷(√(N))
Move Forward ((1.64) x (Std dev) ÷ (√(N))
End
End
End
End
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𝑥̅ ± 𝑧 ∗ ×

𝜎𝑥
⁄
√𝑛

The bad news is the value 𝜎𝑥 . This is the version of standard deviation that is the true standard
deviation. It’s a number like 𝜇 that is not generally known. So you won’t be able to fill in that spot unless
you have measured all the members of the set and calculated the standard deviation of all the
members. If you’re in a position to do that then it won’t make any sense to make a confidence interval
because confidence intervals are made by people who don’t know the 𝜇 that you need to make the 𝜎. In
other words this is like a recipe for cake that has cake as one of the ingredients.
So let’s be realistic about what we will have while trying to make a confidence interval for a
mean. If you are taking a sample and working out a standard deviation for a sample that’s an s not a 𝜎.
So we should certainly make it
𝑥̅ ± 𝑧 ∗ ×

𝑠𝑥
⁄
√𝑛

But now we have replaced something with a less accurate version of itself and that should
create uncertainty.

PROGRAM:MEAN
:randNorm(10,2,3)→L1
mean is 2nd STAT (LIST)/MATH/3

:mean(L1) →X
:ZInterval 2, X, 3, .9

PROGRAM:MEAN

(version 2)

:randNorm(10,2,3)→L1
:mean(L1) →X
:stdDev(L1) →Y

stdDev is 2nd STAT (LIST)/MATH/7

:ZInterval Y, X, 3, .9
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A man named Gosset was making beer for the company called Guinness in Ireland when he
noticed that his samples of beer were giving him inaccurate results. Sadly I can’t tell you the details of
his problem but he committed some considerable amount of time to working out some numbers to
substitute in for the z numbers when you are making a confidence interval for a mean. These numbers
are slightly bigger than z’s to account for the possibility that your s is potentially too small. He called the
numbers t-statistics. They can be found on a table given to you in the AP Statistics exam. You look up a
row called degrees of freedom. Here’s an annoying, but in my experience, memorable detail that you
will be fine with: the degree of freedom is not the sample size but sample size minus 1, n-1. Let’s do one
of those.
1. The percent of students taking at least one AP class at four randomly selected LA area high schools is
21.4, 21.8, 14.2 and 27.1. Sample mean and standard deviations are 21.1 and 5.3. Make a 90%
confidence interval.
Title 1 sample t-confidence interval for a mean

Conditions
SRS – stated in question
n<30 If n is less than 30 you have to show a dotplot or some other graphic

15

20

25

It is reasonable to assume the population is at least approximately normal

Math
𝑥̅ ± 𝑡 ∗

𝑠
√𝑛

= 21.1 ± 2.353

5.3
√4

= 14.9 to 27.3

Sample size of 4 means df = 3

Conclusion
I am 90% confident that the true mean of AP participation rates at LA schools is between 14.9 and 27.3
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1. The score improvements made by seven students who took a prep course in between two
attempts at the SAT were 20, 10 , -5 , 8 , 7, -2 and 25. Find a 95% confidence interval for the
mean improvement due to the course. x  9 s  10.8

2. The pay of twelve retail workers per hour are 10.0, 10.0, 8.4, 10.8, 10.9, 9.6, 10.1, 9.6, 10.6, 9.3,
9.9, 9.5. The x and standard deviation (s) are 9.9 and .7, find a 95% t-confidence interval for the
true mean.

3. 8 measurements of the distance to pluto in astronomical units are 20.6, 22.1, 19.5, 18.7, 20.9,
22.1, 21.2, 20.9. The x and standard deviation (s) are 20.9 and 1.2, find a 95% t-confidence
interval for the true mean.

4. The test scores of 7 army marksmen on a test of their abilities were 81, 91, 73, 84, 79, 65, 97.
The x and standard deviation (s) are 81.4 and 10.9, find a 99% t-confidence interval for the true
mean.

5. Six bird eggs have the following weights 7.9, 7.1, 7.4, 7.5, 7.7, 8.3. The x and standard deviation
(s) are 7.65 and .42, find a 90% t-confidence interval for the true mean weight.
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Some general Questions about Confidence Intervals so far
1. What do we use for intervals for proportions: z-scores or t-scores?

2. What do we use for intervals for means: z-scores or t-scores?

3. What is the difference between 𝜇 and 𝑥̿ ?

4. What is the difference between 𝜎 and s?

5. Here is the old fashioned and obsolete formula for a confidence interval for a mean:
𝑥̿ ± 𝑧 ∗

𝜎
√𝑛

Change two letters to make it modern

6. Here’s a question from first semester: ‘There’s a normal distribution of oranges that are N(10, 3).
What is the probability that the average of 10 oranges is more than 11?’ Should I worry that maybe I
should be using t-scores? Why not?

7. What is the appropriate t-score for a 90% confidence interval for a sample mean when the sample
size is 10?

8. What is the relationship between sample size and degrees of freedom?

9. What is the formula for a 1 sample z-confidence interval for a proportion?

10. Use the T-interval in the STATS/TEST to calculate the 90% confidence interval for a mean is 80 the
standard deviation (s) is 10 and the sample size is 6?
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11. T scores are used
a) all the time
b) For any question about means
c) for any question about means where the standard deviation (𝜎) is unknown

12. The confidence interval structure is stat ± z/t * standard error
Write two different one sample standard errors you know

Write two different statistics you know

13. Why is it sometimes z sometimes t?
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4. Other intervals
Here’s what you get on the AP exam

It’s a little annoying that it’s up to you to realize that you need s not a 𝜎, but you can see that they give
you the structure and the bits to put in the standard deviation spot. You have to know your symbols:
that sample mean is 𝑥̅ and sample proportion is 𝑝̂ and you have to know that means needs t and
proportions use z.
They also give you this:

Which makes you realize there are at least two other similar formulas out there, for two-sample
versions of what we have already done.
What is the two sample situation? Supposing you are testing to see if one medicine is more
effective than another. You give this medicine to this group and give that medicine to that group and
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you know how many people were in those groups of course. Let’s say 40% of this group go better and
60% of that group got better. The value 20% is the difference 𝑝
̂1 − 𝑝
̂2 and it’s a statistic, a result from a
sample. Since you didn’t test all the people in the world this is a statistic and it should be reported
carefully like this
𝑝
̂(1
−𝑝
̂)
𝑝
̂(1
−𝑝
̂)
1
1
2
2
𝑝
̂1 − 𝑝
̂2 ± 𝑧 ∗ √
+
𝑛1
𝑛2
You notice that the object at the back is the standard deviation of the statistic reported in the
table. Again because it’s given to you I guess you don’t have to memorize it but I think you should at
̂(1−𝑝
̂)
̂(1−𝑝
̂)
𝑝
𝑝
1
1
+ 2𝑛 2
𝑛1
2

least notice that √

is what you would get if you took√

̂(1−𝑝
̂)
𝑝
1
1
𝑛1

̂(1−𝑝
̂)
𝑝
2
2
𝑛2

and √

and

added them Pythagorean style, squaring them, which takes of the square root, adding them and square
rooting the answer you got from the addition.
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1. In 2010 a survey of 100 randomly selected doctors showed that 40% supported Obama’s
program for universal healthcare coverage. In 2012 a similar survey of 150 doctors showed that
50% supported this initiative. Find a 95% confidence interval for the difference in proportions
between 2010 and 2012?

2. In the great northern forest 20% of 500 squirrels were grey and in the great southern forest 35%
of 700 squirrels were grey. Find a 99% confidence interval for the difference in proportions of
grey squirrels in the two forests.

3. Teacher A’s class passed at the rate of 60% (n=30) while teacher B’s pass rate was 55% (n=30).
Make a 90% confidence interval for the true difference of proportions.

4. Factory A produced 14 defective products out of 91 while Factory B produced 12 out of 144.
Find a 90% confidence interval for the difference of proportions of defective product in the two
factories.

5.

I am running two versions of an ad for some beauty product using two different models. For
model A there were 300 views of the ad and 7% sales. For model B there were 400 views and 3%
sales. What is a 95% confidence interval for the true difference in proportions of the two ads
rate of sales?
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Let’s say your two groups of patients don’t report just yes or no to the question but a number.
That means you will have two independent 𝑥̅ ‘s to compare and you’ll be doing:
𝑠1 2 𝑠2 2
𝑥̅1 − 𝑥̅2 ± 𝑡 ∗ √
+
𝑛1
𝑛2
What is the df? It’s n-1 if you have 1 sample. If you have 2-samples it could be ‘the smallest of the two
n’s – 1’ or even (𝑛1 − 1) + (𝑛2 − 1). That’s called ‘pooled’. I would say ‘never pool’ but I recommend
you know what pooling is even if you never do it. It is an old-fashioned technique that requires you to
check that the standard deviations of your two samples are approximately the same and then gives you
a slightly lower p-value because of that. It could be theoretically more correct than the ‘the smallest of
the two n’s – 1’ method I’m recommending but I’m recommending the simplest if you are going to do
something already slightly artificial in the 21st century method which is to do all this it by hand. Actually
if you are doing the whole thing on the calculator (yes there is a way) then it gives you a ‘not pooled’
option that is neither ‘pooled’ nor the way I’m suggesting but a third method that uses a df between the
other two. This last is definitely the best really but it’s a mad amount of work to calculate the df and I
would say ‘get into all that if you are headed for a statistics degree in college’.

1. The size of red hens’ eggs for a random sample of 6 were: 13.6, 16.0, 12.9, 13.5, 16.5, 20.2. x =15.5, s
= 2.7. A random sample of 6 black hens’ eggs were 12.1, 11. 5, 16.6, 8.7, 7.9, 8.4. x =10.9, s = 3.3. Find a
90% confidence interval for the difference of means.

2. The LSAT results for 9 randomly selected Law school applicants for school A were 508, 543, 542, 661,
550, 638, 558, 545, 527, ( x =564, s = 51).
The LSAT results for 9 randomly selected Law school applicants for school B were 646, 584, 542, 591,
571, 567, 512, 551, 635, ( x =577, s = 41).
Find a 95% confidence interval for the difference of means.

3. Seven randomly selected widgets made by machine A have weights of 9.6, 12.5, 10.2, 8.9, 6.9, 8.2 and
7.6. Sample mean is 9.1 and sample std deviation is 1.87. Six randomly selected widgets made by
machine B have weights of 18.1, 24.0, 14.1, 15.6, 20.4, 16.2. Sample mean is 18.1 and sample std
deviation is 3.63. Construct and interpret a 90% confidence interval for the difference in weights of
widgets made by the two machines
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1. 6 randomly selected LA county schools had drop-out rates of 7.8%, 9.4%, 5.7% 8.4%, 8.2% and
9.6%. Sample mean and standard deviation are 8.2 and 1.38. 7 randomly selected schools in
rural Oregon had the following drop-out rates: 9.3%, 10.9%, 6.6%, 8.8%, 10.5%, 10.2%, 10.5%.
Use this data and that of question two to find a 95% confidence interval for difference of mean
dropout rates between urban Californian and rural Oregonian schools.

2. The yearly mortgage sales of five randomly selected agents of a major mortgage broker in
northern California totaled (in millions per year) 1.6, 4.1, 5.6, 6.7 and 10.7. Sample mean is 5.74
and s = 3.36. The yearly mortgage sales of six randomly selected agents of a major mortgage
broker in southern California totaled (in millions per year) 5.8, 6.3, 7.7 , 9.1, 9.8 and 10.2.
Sample mean is 8.15 and s = 1.84. Find a 90% confidence interval for the difference in the
means.

3. Six randomly selected tomatoes each from six tomato plants in the sun weighed 15, 27, 17, 21,
21, 21, while six randomly selected tomatoes each from six tomato plants in the shade weighed
16, 19, 18, 18, 19, 11. Find a 90% confidence interval for the difference of means. Tomatoes in
the sun: x  20.3 s  4.1 Tomatoes in the shade: x  16.8 s  3.1

You can make a little program to mass produce t-intervals for differences of means using the program
function in your calculator
Input the following
PROGRAM: TINT
:randNorm(4,0.7,5)→ L1
:randNorm(5,0.8,4)→ L2
:2-SampTInt L2 , L1 , .9
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The next series of questions reviews some old material that is relevant to the math of a 2-sample tinterval for difference of means

1. Policemen are N(72,4). Policewomen are N(67,3). What is the chance that one man and one woman
are randomly assigned to be partners the woman is taller than her partner?

2. Cats are N(20, 5) while dogs are N(30,7). What is the chance that a randomly selected cat will be
heavier than a randomly selected dog?

3. I have a distribution for x which is N(50, 5)
What is the distribution of the sample means from sample size 8

I have a distribution for x which is N(30, 7)
What is the distribution of the variable x - y

What would be the distribution of the difference of sample means of 10 of each x and y

4. Here is the formula for a 1-sample t-interval: 𝑥̅ ± 𝑡 ∗

𝑠
√𝑛

Write the two sample interval:

5. Lightbulbs type A last an average of 1000 hrs with 𝜎 = 80. Lightbulbs type B lasted 1050 hrs with 𝜎 =
120. What is the chance that 23 lightbulbs of type A have an average longer than 31 light bulbs of type B
Use the value 1050 – 1000 for 𝜇
𝜎2

𝜎2

1

2

And the value √𝑛1 + 𝑛2 for the standard deviation
Make a z-score for the value 0 and calculate the probability.
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6. Matched pairs
If you think about the confidence intervals the AP might ask you to do there’s number
1: 1-sample z-interval for a proportion
2: 2-sample z-interval for difference of proportions
3: 1-sample t-interval for a mean
4: 2-sample t-interval for difference of means
My last one is number 4 and a half. It’s not really different it’s a process that is in between a
one-sample and a two sample procedure but only for means. It’s a one sample disguised as a two
sample.

Here’s a typical example for this situation: you want to test two running shoes to see if runners
run faster in one type than in the other. You could randomly assign runners to two groups, one wearing
type A and one wearing type B. Then conduct your race and do a two-sample t-interval for difference of
means. Or…. You could have each runner wear both shoes and see what the difference is in the speed
wearing each shoe is for each runner. In the first design there are going to be two sets of numbers one
from each group. In the second design each person, having worn both pairs of shoes will report you just
one number, the difference in speeds for the shoes for them. After subtracting one speed from the
other for each person, you will have one set of numbers, the differences and you do a 1-sample tinterval for the mean of differences. Let’s compare the titles of the two procedures.
First one (two different groups): 2 sample t-interval for difference of means
Second one (matched pairs): 1 sample t-interval for mean of differences
‘Difference of means’ signifies that you average first and then subtract
‘Mean of differences’ signifies that you subtract first and then average the results of the
subtractions
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Case1
newDrug
120
oldDrug
110
Difference

Case2
125
113

Case3
150
140

Case4
156
150

Case5
170
164

Case6
190
180

Case7
201
170

Case8
203
187

Case9
240
227

1. A bunch of patients take two different drugs to control their sodium. Here are their results.
Put the values for the new drug in List one and the values for the old drug in List two.
Use STAT/TEST 2-Samp Tint to find a 90% confidence interval for the true difference of how a patient
does on the new drug versus how a patient does on the old drug. Set the menu to ‘DATA’ so the
calculator does all the math.
Does the confidence interval support the idea that there really is a difference between the two drugs?

Wait a minute! I just realized these are not two lists of different patients. It’s the same 9 people who
took the new and the old drug. I’m going to re-imagine my data as answers to the question “How much
better did each person do on the new drug
Make List three be List one minus List two.
Now do a STAT/TEST Tinterval on List three
Does the confidence interval support the idea that there really is a difference between the two drugs?

2. A bunch of different concrete beam cross-sections are set at two different temps and their strength
measured
150C
120C

Case1
53
59

Case2
61
68

Case3
83
90

Case4
85
84

Case5
91
97

Case6
100
108

Case7
101
103

Put the values for the hot-set beams in List one and the values for the cold-set beams in List two.
Use STAT/TEST 2-Samp Tint to find a 90% confidence interval for the true difference of how strong a
beam is at the high temperature versus the low temperature. Set the menu to ‘DATA’ so the calculator
does all the math.
Does the confidence interval support the idea that there really is a difference between the two
temperatures?
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Wait a minute! I just realized these are not two lists of different beams. It’s the same 9designs being
tested at the two different temperatures. I’m going to re-imagine my data as answers to the question
“How much better did each design do at the different temperatures?”
Make List three be List one minus List two.
Now do a STAT/TEST Tinterval on List three
Does the confidence interval support the idea that there really is a difference between the two
temperatures?

3. A bunch of different runners run around the track wearing two different kinds of shoe and their times
are measured
Nike
Target

Case1
30
33

Case2
34
35

Case3
40
40

Case4
41
40

Case5
50
54

Put the values for the Nikes in List one and the values for the Targets in List two.
Use STAT/TEST 2-Samp Tint to find a 90% confidence interval for the true difference of how a runner
does in the Nikes versus how a runner does in the Targets. Set the menu to ‘DATA’ so the calculator
does all the math.
Does the confidence interval support the idea that there really is a difference between the two shoes?

Wait a minute! I just realized these are not two lists of different runners. It’s the same 9 people who ran
in the Nikes and the Targets. I’m going to re-imagine my data as answers to the question “How much
better did each runner do in the Nikes
Make List three be List one minus List two.
Now do a STAT/TEST Tinterval on List three
Does the confidence interval support the idea that there really is a difference between the two shoes?
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4. Let’s check something from the latest question.
What is the mean of List one?
What is the mean of List two?
What is the mean of List three?
Is the difference of the means of list one and two the same as the mean of the differences.

5. Here are five scores on a French test for students going through a cram program on French. Each
student has a before and after test. Make a 1-sample t-interval for the mean of differences.
Bill
Colleen
Before
12
13
After
15
14
Difference
3
1
The mean and s of differences is 1.6 and 1.67

Dana
15
17
2

Eric
17
20
3

Fanny
14
13
-1

6. Six randomly selected tomatoes each from six tomato plants in the sun weighed 15, 27, 17, 21, 21, 21,
while six randomly selected tomatoes each from six tomato plants in the shade weighed 16, 19, 18, 18,
19, 11. Find a 90% confidence interval for the difference of means. Tomatoes in the sun:

x  20.3 s  4.1 Tomatoes in the shade: x  16.8 s  3.1
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Here’s a bunch of general check for understanding questions
1. Which is the worst mistake
A) saying ‘proportion’ when I should be saying ‘mean’ or vice versa
B) saying ‘sample’ when I should be saying ‘population’ or vice versa
C) they are both disastrous mistakes

2. The expression

3.

𝑠
√𝑛

𝑠
√𝑛

is an example of a standard …….

is the (one of those) for a mean.. what is the version for a proportion. Find it on the next two

pages.

4. Use the formula sheet on the next two pages to find the generic formula for a confidence interval

5. ̂𝑝 is the symbol for a statistic for a sample proportion, what is the statistic for a difference of means?

6. What is the standard error for a difference of sample means?

7. Which confidence intervals use z? which use t?

8. Find the standard error for a difference of sample proportions on the next page.

𝑠2

𝑠2

1

2

9. This is the confidence interval for difference of means: 𝑥̅12 − 𝑥̅22 ± 𝑡 ∗ √𝑛1 + 𝑛2
What would be the confidence interval for a difference of proportions?

10. Matched pairs is
A) Always a good idea. Even if there’s no connection between data points in a two sample set, you
should line them up from smallest to largest and do matched pairs.
B) A good idea if there’s some genuine real life connection between a value in the first set and a value in
the second set
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11. Which is best
A) a narrow confidence interval
B) a wide confidence interval

12. If you take a larger sample what does it do to the confidence interval?

13. If I am making a 2-sample t-confidence interval for the difference of means and the sample sizes are
20 and 30, what is the appropriate degrees of freedom?

Here’s a few good ideas from the formula sheet

Use them (if you need to) to create formulas for
1. The two sample t-confidence interval for a difference of means
2. The two sample z-confidence interval for a difference of proportions
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Write two formulas:
for the 1-sample z-confidence interval for a proportion
and for the 1-sample t-confidence interval for a mean
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Chapter 11 Linear Regression
1. Data for x, y Co-ordinate Planes
Sometimes you might have two values from one person that are two types of the same thing:
your cholesterol on the drug or without the drug. Your speed with these running shoes those running
shoes. In that case you subtract them and do matched pairs work as we have just seen. However
sometimes you can imagine two values that come from the same person that it doesn’t make any sense
to subtract. Your height and your weight both belong to you but that doesn’t mean that your weight –
height is an intelligent thing to do. If the two values from the same person are both the same sort of
number you can subtract them, they are both different versions of x but if one is mph and the other kg
that’s really an x and a y.

1. Here is a graph recording the strength (x) and the speed (y) of participants in a sort of hunger games
survival contest. I think speed and strength are both vital to success in this contest. I’m not sure which is
more important, but I’m pretty sure that someone who has both more strength and more speed than
another contestant is going to beat at least that contestant. Choose several contestants for me to bet on
who have the possibility of being the person who has the best chance to win.

2. Oops I realize that’s not what the y-axis represents: it’s not speed but ‘reaction time’. That means
instead of high score being a good thing, it’s a bad thang. How does that change the individuals you
would recommend as likely to win?
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Star
When ((ipad) is tapped
Check Once If ((Self) Clone Index) = (1)
Create a Clone of This Object
End
End
When (object is cloned)
Set Position to x (Last Touch X) y (Last Touch)
Set Invisibility percent ((((Self) Y Position) ÷ (Height))x (100)
Set Speed to ((Self) X Position)
Repeat Forever
Turn degrees (10)
End
End
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So when there are paired results from our subjects observed or experimented upon and those
results are not ‘subtractable’. We don’t subtract them but we plot them on a co-ordinate plane and
make relationships of the type 𝑦 = 𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒 𝑥 + 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑝𝑡
So to some extent this is going to revive your algebra understanding of lines. Do you remember
that slope is the change in y per unit x? The intercept is the value for y when x is 0. The difference is that
in statistics we are understanding that things vary. So if the temperature of the water depends on the
time the heater has been on, the relationship predicted by 𝑦 = 𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒 𝑥 + 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑝𝑡 may not actually
be what describes every moment exactly. There’s an alteration in notation that we get used to in
statistics and it is that the equation is written 𝑦̂ = 𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒 𝑥 + 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑝𝑡. That 𝑦̂ actually has nothing to
do with 𝑝̂ the just both were invented at a time when there weren’t that many options for things to do
with a mechanical typewriter keyboard. 𝑦̂ read ‘y-hat’ has the meaning ‘predicted value for x’ because in
the real world outside algebra 1 the result from a rule that describes a relationship might not be exactly
what is predicted.
Since nearly all AP questions are real world questions I would like to suggest to you as an
optional stylistic idea I recommend which is to basically never use ‘x’ and ‘y’, but say what x and y are. If
x is the wind going into a windmill and y is the power coming out of it say:
𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟
̂ = 𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒 ∙ 𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑 + 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑝𝑡
It’s also true as a matter of style that it is more common in statistics to switch the traditional
order of slope and intercept so you are more likely to see
𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟
̂ = 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑝𝑡 + 𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒 ∙ 𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑
Obviously these two latest equations are equivalent.
In statistics we admit that a linear relationship describes how x and y go together in a way that
may be a little or even a lot approximate. The pairs of x’s and y’s that are on the graph may be in a
straight line or they may be kind of all over the place. Either way we try to put a line through them. The
linear equation that goes through a scatterplot of x’s and y’s is called the regression line or line of best
fit. When it makes a prediction we are interested in whether it gets that right or not. If you subtract the
predicted value from the actual value (so you do 𝑦 − 𝑦̂) that’s an important value called the residual.
The residual tells you how much the prediction missed the reality by and is (you might guess) at least a
part of evaluating the predictive power of the line. Does the line do a good job? You might think that the
purpose of the regression line, the sense in which it is the line of best fit was to make the sum of the
residuals a minimum but that’s because you forgot you’re in statistics… the purpose of the regression
line is to make the sum of the squares of the residuals as small as possible. The 𝑦̂ -value on the line is a
bit like a moving 𝜇 and the residuals are therefore a bit like a bunch of (𝑥 − 𝜇)′𝑠 with a lot of different
𝜇’s. The act of squaring all the residuals is supposed to remind you of squaring the distances from the
mean when calculating the standard deviation. It reminds me of that anyway.
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2. Using your Calculator
You can imagine that that is a somewhat tricky mathematical business: to come up with a
reasonable decision as to what exactly is the best line through a bunch of random seeming points and
difficult it is. However in the 21st century we have tools for that. You can input all your x-values in List 1,
all your y- values in list 2 and press STATS/CALC LinReg and you will get an output that says ‘
y=ax + b
a=
b=
The calculator does all the hard work for you and shows you in a few buttons what the best line
is to relate x and y.
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1. Here is a table of water used for irrigation and crop yield

water
Yield

30
630

33
680

36
720

39
710

42
780

45
820

48
810

Put the x-values in List 1
Put the y-values in List 2
Use Zoom/Stat to see the points
Sketch it
Use Stat/Calc/LinReg to find the slope (a) and the intercept b
Use the a and b numbers to put the equation in ‘y=’
Use Zoom/Stat to see the points and the line. Add the line to your sketch. Write r
Predict the yield for water use of 38
2. Here is a table of time spent on homework per week and GPA
Homework 1
GPA
2.2

2
2.6

3.5
3.0

5
3.4

5.5
3.5

7
4

12
3.8

Put the x-values in List 1
Put the y-values in List 2
Use Zoom/Stat to see the points
Sketch it
Use Stat/Calc/LinReg to fine the slope (a) and the intercept b
Use the a and b numbers to put the equation in ‘y=’
Use Zoom/Stat to see the points and the line. Add the line to your sketch. Write r
Predict the GPA for homework of 4.2
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3. Computer Outputs
In the 21st century there are also specialized tools for doing statistics in the form of computer
analyses that show you the equation. A format used by the AP statistics exam to represent a generic
computer output looks like this:

Regression Analysis: income (dollars) versus yrs of education
(Or ‘response variable is income’)
Predictor
Constant
Yrs of education

Coef
10000
2000

SE Coef
3000
200

S = 3400

R-sq = 78%

R-sq(adj) = 79%

T
3.3
25

P
0.002?
0

There is a column called predictor and that contains two words beneath it: constant which
introduces the number after it as the y-intercept, which is another name for the constant. Beneath the
word constant is the x-variable. I would suggest you plug that whole word in the x-spot. Next to the
words describing the x-variable you see the number which is the slope.
The equation here is
𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒
̂ = $10000 + $2000 × 𝑦𝑟𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
The generic definition of slope is change in predicted y per unit x.
$2000 is the change in predicted income per year of education
The generic definition of intercept is predicted y when x is zero.
$10000 is the predicted income for zero education
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Regression Analysis: income (dollars) versus yrs of education
(Or ‘response variable is income’)
Predictor
Constant
Yrs of education

Coef
10000
2000

SE Coef
3000
200

S = 3400

R-sq = 78%

R-sq(adj) = 79%

T
3.3
25

P
0.002?
0

Analysis of variance
Write the equation of the regression line
Define the slope and intercept

Regression Analysis: temperature ⁰C versus height above sea level (1000ft)
Predictor
Constant
Height
S=4

Coef
15
-2
R-sq = 85%

SE Coef
2
0.3

T
7.5
17

P
0
0

R-sq(adj) = 89%

Analysis of variance

Write the equation of the regression line. Define the slope and intercept

Regression Analysis: height (inches) versus water (liters per week)
Predictor
Constant
Water
S = 0.7

Coef
6
0.5
R-sq = 88%

SE Coef
1
0.05
R-sq(adj) = 90%

Analysis of variance

Write the equation of the regression line
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T
6
10

P
0.0004
0.0002

Regression Analysis: bacteria (millions per liter) versus acidity (pH)
Predictor
Constant
acidity
S = 0.7

Coef
23
5
R-sq = 75%

SE Coef
3
0.1

T
8
50

P
0
0

R-sq(adj) = 78%

Analysis of variance

Write the equation of the regression line. Define the slope and y-intercept.

R, the coefficient of correlation.
It’s possible your calculator is set up properly already, but just in case it isn’t: choose 2nd 0 which
is catalog and use the navigation buttons to go down to DiagnosticOn, press Enter to get this function on
the home screen and Enter again to get to done. Now if you put x’s in List 1 and y’s in List 2 and do
STAT/CALC/LinReg again you will see something called r and r2. R is a number that is a measurement of
how good of a straight line you have got. It’s different from the slope (although the slope and r have a
tendency to go up and down together). Try not to confuse r and slope. R has the same sign as the slope
and varies between -1 and +1. It measures the strength of a line so that 0 is a scatter of points that’s just
a mess. +1 is an arrangement of points that’s a perfect straight line with a positive slope and -1 a perfect
straight line with a negative slope.
Since all we are dealing with here is the strength of a straight line relationship it’s easy to forget
that it is still necessary to state that the relationship is linear if you are explaining the meaning of r. So r=
.7 should be described as evidence that there is a moderate positive linear relationship between x and y.
Interestingly, the value r=0 means that the line is no use whatsoever in predicting y from x. That can
mean more than one thing. R=0 can mean the points are a mess or that they are a flat straight line. In
flat straight lines all the y-values are the same. If all the y-values are the same then the x-value was no
help in knowing what the y-value was. That’s the deep reason why r is 0 for a straight flat line.
Sometimes r will be 0 also for a relationship like a parabola where y first goes down with x and then
turns around and goes back up again. R (which is trying to define which way the relationship goes) might
get confused by this and become 0. Remember r as we’re using it so far is only going to measure the
strength of the linear relationship.
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The number r, correlation, measures the extent to which points make the pattern of a straight line

Perfect correlation data points in a straight line is r =1 (positive association)

r is 1 (or nearly 1)

r is 1 (or nearly 1)
r is 1 (or nearly 1)

or r = positive decimal, r = negative decimal, r =-1 (negative association)

r is between 0
and 1

r is between 0 and -1
r is -1 (or nearly 1)
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r can be 0 three distinct ways

r is 0 (chaos)

r is 0 , a definite
non-linear pattern

r is 0 a straight
line but flat

It’s not that important exactly what it is but r the correlation is the average product of the z-scores



z x z yˆ
n
You understand a lot about r if you realize that the three patterns below would have the same r

– they are a straight line to the same extent
r is not the slope although it is positive when slope is positive and negative when slope is negative

r is not changed by switching the data points from the form (x, y) to the form (y,x).
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Changing units (from feet to inches etc.) will not change r nor any other linear transformation of the x or
y variables such as adding a number to either one or multiplying all the x’s or y’s by any number – an
exception is multiplying one variable by a negative number which will make the r the same value but the
opposite sign.

What is the order of the following diagrams
from least r to largest r
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4. Residuals and residual plots
The residual is the difference between any data point and the prediction made for the y-value by
plugging the x variable in the regression line. y  yˆ
The sum of the residuals is zero
A random pattern in the residuals is the reason we know that a linear model is good (big r’s do not
necessarily mean that). And the only good answer to this question.

The residual is the distance between the point and
the point on the line that shows the same x and the
prediction for y

(x, y)

(x, y)

(x, y)

(x, y)

If there is a curve in the original scatterplot it will
be even more visible in the residual plot, a pattern
in the residual plot is a good sign that a line is not
the best model

(x, y)

(x, y)

If there are sufficient data points to make this worthwhile it should also be that the distances of the
points from the line, the residuals are distributed normally. The standard deviation of the residuals is
called S.
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70
60
50

Make a plot showing the residuals

6

7

7

8

8

9

9

10

10

11

11

32
28

20

24

2

4

-4

-2

0

4

16

5

6

40

4

5

12

3

4

30

2

3

8

1

2

20
10

10

5

0

-5

-10
1

1

3

4

5

6

7

Make a plot showing the residuals

2

8

9

10

11

12

13
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The point of a residual plot is to assess whether or not the linear model you are proposing is a good idea

Sketch the residual plot for this scatterplot:
Is the line a good model? Why?

What kind of day was the day in bold?

energy
usage
of the
town

1. If the least squares regression line is yˆ  10  3x

high
temperature of
Oregon day in
January

And the residual for the value with x = 5 is -2. What was the actual y-value?

2. If the least squares regression line is yˆ  15  2 x
And the residual for the value with x = 3 is 4. What was the actual y-value?

R-sq
You could think of any y-value from your set as something explained by the x-value except for
the residual. The residual is the part not explained by the x. Let’s say you have something explained by
two things: a good example might be I’m studying the speed of cars in which there are only two things
different that separate one car from another. In this over-simplified planet all cars are identical except
some are heavier and some have more powerful engines, both of which are factors that influence speed.
I plot x as car weight as x and speed as y. Some cars have different speeds even though they have the
same weight. For car A the speed is lower than predicted from the line and for car B the speed is higher.
The differences between the prediction and the reality will be the residuals. The residuals are because of
the power of the engine. The car with the positive residual has an engine that’s more powerful than
average and the car with the negative residual has a weaker engine that average. If you want to say
what is the proportion of the variance of the speed that is because of the weight you would subtract the
sum of the residuals2 from the total squares around the mean for the speed, then divide it by the total
for the speed. That is a match for r2. I would like you try this trick for getting r2 and then we’re going to
forget about fully understanding this part and just get to the one question about all of this that the AP
exam asks all the time!
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I’m writing that like there’s hope some readers got that but you can try it and find out after
some thought that the meaning of r2 is strongly related to the idea that variances add. What exactly
makes this work is the closest thing in this course that makes me go ‘Never mind why, just know this.’ It
is the definition of r2 as the proportion of the variance in y explained by x. This definition of r2 should be
known. You should know that it’s not a definition of r. An odd fact about r and r2 is they have different
names. r is named the correlation coefficient and r2 is named the coefficient of determination.

Population A

weight
loss

Population B

weight
loss

exercise
exercise

1. These two scatterplots with their regression lines shows the experiences of two groups of volunteers.
Each member of group recorded the amount of exercise they did while trying to lose weight. The
researchers are aware that the other factor in weight loss is diet.
Which people in each group had better than expected weight loss for their group?
One of the populations was a bunch of nuns who live in a nunnery and ate very similar diets. The other
was a bunch of people living in Paris where there are a wide range of dietary options. Which one is
which?
For which group could you say the proportion of variation in weight loss predicted by the exercise was
greater?
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For the sake of thoroughness we are going to try to make r2 by hand but realistically it’s not an
AP type of question at all.

is

The value r2 is the

𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑠𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑟𝑒 𝑎𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 𝑦̅−𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑠𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑟𝑒 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑢𝑎𝑙
𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑠𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑟𝑒 𝑎𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 𝑦̅
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Circle
When (game starts)
Repeat times (40)
Create a Clone of This Object
End
When (object is cloned)
Set Size percent (40)
Turn degrees (90)
Set Position to x (200) y (500)
Repeat Forever
Set Size percent (((Self) Y Position) ÷ (8))
Move Forward ((random(-1) to (1)) x (8)
Check If Else ((Go) = (0)
Increase (X) by (1)
Else
Increase (Residuals) by (1)
End
End
End
When ((ipad) is tapped)
Set (Go) to (1)
Set Position to x ((Self) Y Position) y ((Self) Y Position)
End
Triangle
When (game starts)
Repeat Forever
Set Text to (((X)^(2))÷(((Residuals)^(2))+ ((X)^(2)))
End
End
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More realistic is that the AP will ask you what r2 means.
It is the proportion of the change in y explained or predicted by x
1. Here is a table of square footage and house prices ($1000)

Sq ft
Price

1200
400

1300
420

1400
450

1450
600

1550
550

1800
570

2000
650

FInd the regression line, state r² and the meaning of r²

2. Here is a table of size of tumor (cm³) and life expectancy (days) of the mouse
Size
months

2
7

3.5
4

5
3

7
5

7.2
2

9
1

125
37

156
41

FInd the regression line, state r²

3. Here is a table of carbon content (mg/g) and steel strength (N)
Carbon
strength

27
11

83
19

91
22

104
34

FInd the regression line, state r²

4. Here is a table of blood thinning medication (mg/liter) and heart rate (beats per minute)
medication
Heart rate

2.3
80

4.7
72

9.1
73

11.2
68

FInd the regression line, state r²
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14.0
60

16
55

In game there are two scores. For swimming the players get N(50, 10) and for the marksmanship
the players get N(60, 15). Their overall scores are N(110, √325). What proportion of the variation in
total scores is explained by the swimming and the marksmanship. Is it..
A) swimming is

10

= 55%

√325
100

B) swimming is 325= 31%

marksmanship is

15

= 83%

√325

or
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marksmanship is 325= 69%

Here is a scatterplot showing the speed of a buggy (y) versus the weight of the horse pulling it (y). The
equation is 𝑦̂ = 𝑥 + 2 and r2 is about .65 indicating that the weight of the horse is a pretty good
predictor of the speed of the buggy. However the existence of residuals suggests that there is at least
one other factor involved in whether or not the buggy goes fast. For each point there are two other
pieces of information given. A = the age of the horse and B = the weight of the buggy. Which one seems
to be the ‘other factor’. Make your decision based on plotting the new variables A and B as two graphs
plotting A or B as x and the residuals as the y
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6. Putting together the regression Line
Now after we have talked a little about a strategy for getting r and have described how it relates
to what kind of line is appropriate as line of best fit, we are now ready to tie up the loose ends and be
precise about how the line is built from the r and some other easy ingredients
𝑠

The slope is 𝑟 𝑠𝑦 which reminds me very much of the algebra one definition of slope as
𝑥

𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑒
𝑟𝑢𝑛

except rise is the spread-out-ness of the y’s and the run is the spread-out-ness of the x’s. Whether you
get a slope or how much of one you get depends on whether the points line up so r is in there as well. I
didn’t prove this formula seriously at all but I hope I made it make some sort of sense and be
memorable. You might be interested to know you get this formula on page one of the AP formulas.
A fact that is a little tricky to prove but sort of intuitively entirely reasonable is that the line of
best fit always goes through the middle of the points exactly if you define the middle as the (x, y ) point
that has the mean of the x’s and the mean of the y’s. The line of bet fit always goes through (𝑥̅ , 𝑦̅). That
means that if the equation is
𝑦̂ = 𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒 𝑥 + 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑝𝑡
Then it is true that
𝑦̅ = 𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒 𝑥̅ + 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑝𝑡
If you were told or worked out from the formula what is the slope and you have the means of x
and y you can now complete the job of figuring out the equation for yourself. Although you may still
prefer to have the calculator do it for you. Almost all the time the AP gives you the equation but a
multiple choice question may challenge you to know where things come from. As ususal it’s meanings of
things that is the focus of the AP not mathematically calculating things. Prioritize being able to define
slope, explain what r is and work with the equation given you.
1. The relationship between power (y) and the windspeed (x) for a windmill is going to be based on
the following statistics. Make the line of best fit

s y  10

y  100

s x  20

x  300

r  0.8

2. The relationship between median house price in $10,000 (y) and years since 1980 (x) is going to
be based on the following statistics. Make the line of best fit

s y  16

y  20

s x  10

x  15

r  0.75
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3. The relationship between cholesterol (y) and amount of drug (x) is going to be based on the
following statistics. Make the line of best fit

s y  200
s x  30

y  65
x  10

r  0.6

4. The relationship between strength (y) and age (x) for a sample of people is going to be based on
the following statistics. Make the line of best fit

s y  240
s x  14

y  310
x  40

r  0.7

7. Outliers
In statistics you will have noticed that there are some ways of measuring things that can easily
go off the charts because of one weird value. Mean is like that while Median is not… which is something
good about Medians. Standard deviation calculations often make you realize that a big standard
deviation is big really because of one crazy high or low value. R is like that. We often observe a
scatterplot carefully looking for outliers. An outlier in x that’s nowhere near the line will have the
𝑠𝑦

tendency to destroy the slope 𝑟 𝑠 That’s because if the point doesn’t be near the line then r will
𝑥

collapse, and to add to the damage the 𝑠𝑥 , that’s the denominator, just got bigger further reducing r. On
the other hand an outlier in y, something that has some crazy y-value but maybe an ordinary x-value will
𝑠

probably not change the slope 𝑟 𝑠𝑦 all that much. R will go down but 𝑠𝑦 will go up and those two effects
𝑥

might even cancel out. Because changing the slope is considered a big deal those outliers in x that
change the slope are considered to be more important than outliers in y. Outliers in x that change slope
are called ‘influential points’ There is a third special point whose effects you should be aware of. This is a
point far away from(𝑥̅ , 𝑦̅) but it is on or nearly on the line. This point will be a powerful confirmation of
the fact that the line is doing a good job. The prediction worked! I challenge you to get this at the
highest level of understanding that says if the line suddenly does a good job predicting on a brand new
point the value of r will go up.
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Point B is:(Choose however many are appropriate)

Collection 1
5.0

An outlier in y

4.0

y

An outlier in x

An influential point

Scatter Plot

B

3.0
2.0

Point B has a (high/low) residual

1.0

If I remove B from the dataset
The slope will (go up/go down/stay about the same)

1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5
x
y = 0.697x + 0.91; r^2 = 0.11

The correlation coefficient will (go up/go down/stay about the same)

Point C is:(Circle however many are appropriate)
Scatter Plot

Collection 1

An outlier in x

C

5.0

An outlier in y
y

4.0

An influential point

3.0
2.0

Point C has a (high/low) residual

1.0

If I remove C from the dataset

1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5
x
y = 0.719x + 0.48; r^2 = 0.95

The slope will (go up/go down/stay about the same)

The correlation coefficient will (go up/go down/stay about the same)

Point D is:(Circle however many are appropriate)
Scatter Plot

Collection 1

An outlier in x
5.0

An outlier in y

4.0

y

An influential point

D

3.0

Point D has a (high/low) residual

2.0

If I remove D from the dataset

1.0
1

2

3

The slope will (go up/go down/stay about the same)
y = 0.161x + 2.0; r^2 = 0.12

The correlation coefficient will (go up/go down/stay about the same)
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4
x

5

1. Make a point that would
a) leave the slope the same but increase r
b) leave the slope the same but decrease r
c) destroy slope and r

For each graph put the points in List one and two. Put the line on the graph and state r

(1, 1)

(1,1)

(1,3)

(1,3)

(2,3)

(2,3)

(6,7)

(6,7)
(2.5, 11)
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1, 1)

(1,1)

(1,3)

(1,3)

(2,3)

(2,3)

(6,7)

(6,7)

(10,11)

(11, 1)

8. Confidence interval for a slope
Next to the number representing the slope in the computer printout that often goes with a
regression question we find a column with SE of coeff at the top. That SE is an abbreviation of Standard
Error. Elsewhere the AP describes this as the standard deviation of the statistic. Standard Error is
however a good term for that since standard deviation of a statistic means how wobbly is our
understanding of the value of the statistic.
We can use the basic confidence interval idea to create a
𝑧
𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐 ± × 𝑠𝑡𝑑 𝑑𝑒𝑣 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐
𝑡
We use df = n -2 here for reasons that in fact I I do not completely understand, but the
necessary practical advice is:
Use df = n – 2 when there is an ‘x’ and a ‘y’, subtract one ‘for the x’ and one ‘for the y’. Works
for me.
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coeff

se coeff

T

P

constant
x-var

0.512987 0.269174 1.905783 0.076379

1. Make a 90% confidence interval for the slope

10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
0

2

4

6

8

4

6

8

10

20
18
16
14
12
10

coeff
constant
x-var

se coeff

T

8

P

6

2.6

0.46188 5.629165 0.005544

4
2
0

2. Make a 90% confidence interval for the slope

0
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2

10

3. A regression analysis is done to explore the relationship of price versus age in cars. The coefficient of
the slope is 600. There are 12 data points in the set. The standard error of the slope is 50. Find a 90%
confidence interval for the true slopes.

4. A study compared the temperature of the water (y) to the time spent in the pot on the stove. The
scatterplot made from 7 measurements showed a sample slope of 10 degrees per minute. The standard
error of the slope was 0.8. Find a 95% confidence interval for the true slope.

5. A study compared the weight of 20 newborn babies to their length. The sample slope was 0.5 lbs per
inch. The standard error is 0.02. Find a 90% confidence interval for the true slope.

6. A study compared the amount spent by a customer to the time spent in the store. The sample slope
was $0.7 per minute. The standard error of the slope was 0.05 and the number of customers was 25.
Find a 99% confidence interval for the true slope.

7. A regression analysis is done to explore the relationship of height versus age in trees. The coefficient
of the slope is 5. There are 30 data points in the set. The standard error of the slope is 3. Find a 99%
confidence interval for the true slope
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A Quick Review of the Four most common Questions

1. The following analysis is the results of research on the average state math score for different
districts compared to the dollar amount spent by districts on those students
Regression Analysis: State math test score versus $1000 of money spent per student
Predictor
Constant
$ spent
S = 50

Coef
200
30
R-sq = 63%

SE Coef
30
8

T
6.6
3.75

P
0.00
0.00

R-sq(adj) = 59%

Analysis of variance

a) Write the equation of the regression line

yˆ  y  int  slope x but using words

b) What do the slope and intercept parameters mean in this context?
Slope is change in y per unit x

y-intercept is the predicted value of y for x = 0

c) If the state spends $5000 per student and gets scores of 369 how much better than predicted is
that?
Use x = 5 to find ŷ 
Find y  yˆ 

d) What does r-sq mean?
R-sq is the proportion of the variation in y, explained by the variation in x
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2. Someone researched how tall the plants grew based on the water they got
Regression Analysis: height (inches) versus water (liters per week)
Predictor
Constant
Water
S = 0.7

Coef
6
0.5
R-sq = 88%

SE Coef
1
0.05

T
6
10

P
0.0004
0.0002

R-sq(adj) = 90%

Analysis of variance

a) Write the equation of the regression line
b) What do the slope and intercept parameters mean in this context?
c) If a 9 inch plant got 4 liters of water how much taller is it than expected?
d) What does r-sq mean?

3. The following analysis is the results of research on the strength of steel beam compared to the
temperature at which it was molded.
Regression Analysis: strength (newtons) versus temperature (degrees C)
Predictor
Constant
Temperature
S = 40

Coef
800
-.5
R-sq = 75%

SE Coef
70
0.06

T
11
8

P
0
0

R-sq(adj) = 73%

Analysis of variance

a) Write the equation of the regression line
b) What do the slope and intercept parameters mean in this context?
c) If a beam had strength of 280 molded at 1000C how much weaker is it than expected?
d) What does r-sq mean?
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9. Non-linear Regression
For the most part we are at least on the very edge of the curriculum here. But something that’s
interesting to contemplate is ‘How hard would it be to take our insights from linear regression and deal
with a relationship that’s non-linear?’ Do we start over except it’s more difficult this time? Not at all. We
adapt to non-linear circumstances without really touching the apparatus of regression. We work to
transform a non-linear relationship into a linear one and then proceed as we have learned to deal with
lines. A classic is to approach relationships that are exponential: that is 𝑦 = 𝑎 × 𝑏 𝑥 by first taking the
logarithm of the y’s
By first (2, 1)
(3, 8)
(4, 16)
(5, 32)
(5, 128)
(6, 64)
(8, 256)

Make a list that is the y-log of the values above, divided by log(2), to rewrite the y’s as whatever power
of 2 they are
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1. Calculate the linear regression for the following data points
0.5

7.94

0.7

11.7

1.2

31

1.4

45.7

1.6

67.5

Make a scatterplot
Predict the value for 3
Now calculate the exponential regression state equation and r
Predict the value for 3
Enter logs of list 2 in list 3 and calculate the linear regression for List 1 and list 3

2. Calculate the linear regression for the following data points
1

4.2

2

12.6

2.5

21.8

2.6

24.4

2.8

30.3

Make a scatterplot
Predict the value for 4
Now calculate the exponential regression state equation and r
Predict the value for 4
Enter logs of list 2 in list 3 and calculate the linear regression for List 1 and list 3
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3. Calculate the linear regression for the following data points

1

9.7

2 18.9
2.2

20

3.1 42.4
5

146

Make a scatterplot
Predict the value for 4
Now calculate the exponential regression state equation and r
Predict the value for 4
Enter logs of list 2 in list 3 and calculate the linear regression for List 1 and list 3
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Chapter 12 Significance Testing

1. Two Sample Test for Difference of Means
There are two drugs for reducing cholesterol. There are two samples of 15 people each taking one of the
drugs and the standard deviation is 8 for each drug.
The researchers simulate what would happen if the two drugs are the same and someone recorded the
difference of sample means 100 times.
Then they tried the actual drugs. What would you think if the sample difference was the value at
A

B

C

D

Your choice of response is
1. There’s no reason to believe one drug is better than the other
2. The best mathematical judgment is that one drug is better than the other

There are two situation that are normal for scientists and researchers of all kinds using statistics
procedures. One is that you are the first person to ever study something. You should collect your data,
decide what your data type is and construct the appropriate confidence interval. The other possibility is
that you are not the first person to study a subject: someone or some process, an at-least- somewhatcredible authority has made a claim already, or there is some default idea out there, that the value you
are trying to find is some particular value. This somewhat credible authority could be a politician
claiming that the true proportion of voters that like him is 80% or a seller of something claiming that the
true mean weight of that thing is 10kg. When tossing something that may or not be a fair coin we are
going to use the default idea (as an ‘authority’) that the proportion of heads should be 50%. When
testing two drugs we are going to use as an ‘authority’ (the word ‘authority’ here doesn’t work too well I
admit, but it occupies the same place in the calculations as these authorities) the default idea that there
is no difference between them.
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What the authority says is called the null hypothesis and the process of deciding if we agree or
not with the null is called a hypothesis test or simply test. There are many types of test depending on
whether you have, as in confidence intervals, one proportion, two proportions, one mean, two means,
or a set of differences… and those are just the ones covered in this chapter. So when you present a
process which is a test, as with a confidence interval you do a title, some conditions, math and
conclusion. The novelty in a test is you have a formal presentation of the null hypothesis H0, that thing
which the somewhat credible authority has said, and the alternate hypothesis Ha, which is a statement
of how you wish to disagree with the null. For example you might start your test with the following titles
and statement of the dispute:
2-sample t-test for difference of means
𝐻0 ; 𝜇𝑁𝑒𝑤 𝑑𝑟𝑢𝑔 = 𝜇𝑂𝑙𝑑 𝑑𝑟𝑢𝑔
𝐻𝑎 ; 𝜇𝑁𝑒𝑤 𝑑𝑟𝑢𝑔 > 𝜇𝑁𝑒𝑤 𝑑𝑟𝑢𝑔
This would be appropriate if you were testing two drugs to see if the reduction of cholesterol
levels of your patients on one were basically the same as the levels on the other. As the researcher you
probably would want to see that the new drug does better than the old drug. It is typical that the idea
that you wish is in the alternative hypothesis while the idea you hope to convincingly disagree with is in
the 𝐻0 .
So you have done some data collection and you have collected a sample result, 𝑥̅𝑛𝑒𝑤 − 𝑥̅𝑜𝑙𝑑 .
You’ll notice that the null and alternatives are not identical in notation to the data you collected. Your
data will be 𝑥̅ ’s and 𝑝̂ ’s while your hypotheses will be notated in 𝜇’s and p’s. Notice that your alternative
hypothesis is rather vague, it’s always an inequality. What you are saying is not that you are going to
replace the null with some precise idea of your own but you are going to use your data to disagree with
the previous authority or fail to disagree with whoever that is. Here’s some other nulls and alternatives
with titles
1-sample z-test for a proportion
𝐻0 ; 𝑝𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡 = .02
𝐻𝑎 ; 𝑝𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡 > .02
1 sample t-test for a mean
𝐻0 ; 𝜇𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑜 = 200𝑔
𝐻𝑎 ; 𝜇𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑜 ≠ 200𝑔
See how there’s a title including the word test and the title also states how many sample of
what kind of data it is. Then there is a very definite statement of an exact value with the sign ‘=’ in the
𝐻0 ;
When you present a test, you should do your hypotheses to set up your fight, then check
conditions. Conditions are the same as in a confidence interval. There is the requirement in the AP exam
that you check that there has been an SRS process in the collection of the sample measured if it’s an
observational study or in the assignment of subjects to treatments if there has been an experiment. If
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there has been a two-sample process then there should have been two independent random samples.
Your subjects should not have been the same people wearing both running shoes or something like that
because that’s matched pairs. We’ll cover the matched pairs test in a bit.
There is also the ‘big number’ condition that must be stated. That is to show that we are allowed
to use normal-distribution-based math. We know from long experience, hopefully, that distributions of
sample proportions that are really binomial are basically normal as long as there are at least 10 yeses
and 10 noes in your study. We also know that distributions of sample means are approximately normal
so long as the sample size is bigger than 30, no matter what the original distribution is.
Here’s some examples of conditions stated correctly
The patients were assigned to treatments by SRS (stated in question)
Stating the big number condition is met for a procedure about means when the sample size is 110
𝑛 > 30
110>30
Stating the big number condition is met for a procedure about means when the sample size is 100 and
the p in the null hypothesis is p
𝑛𝑝 > 10

𝑛(1 − 𝑝) > 10

100 × .4 > 10

100 × .6 > 10

You will see more of these as we focus on individual procedures.
Now there’s some math. I’m going to give up trying to teach you the whole thing at once at this
point and focus on the 2-sample test on differences. It’s an interesting place to start because it’s actually
one of the hardest and it’s all downhill once you get this one. The next part, the math, attempts to
answer the question, ‘does my data provide a reason to get into a fight with the person who said that
(the null hypothesis).’ My data is presumably not going to mirror the null hypothesis exactly and most
likely wouldn’t, not even if the null hypothesis were absolutely true. I got a sample result and sample
results don’t exactly match truths most of the time. Let’s say my 70 volunteers on the new drug got an
improvement of 15 mg/l on average (s= 7 mg/l) while my 60 volunteers on the old drug got an
improvement of 10 mg/l on average (s= 5 mg/l). What we should be trying to decide (before we spend a
million dollars marketing the new drug as better) is whether that relatively better improvement could
have happened by accident, because we understand that the outcomes for patients are going to vary.
Could it be that the difference we are observing (15-10) is just chance, that if we come back tomorrow
and do the whole experiment again it could be that patients assigned to the old drug do better because
actually the drugs are essentially equally effective or do we have a math-based reason to say that 5mg/l
advantage is big enough that it really means something.
How meaningful is the 5 mg/l difference? A big deal..not a big deal? It depends on standard
deviations of statistics or standard errors. Standard error means how different are different sample
results going to be different from the truth, just by chance in a non-meaningful way. The AP exam gives
you this formula..
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𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐 =

𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐 − 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟
𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑑 𝑑𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐

The statistic is your experimental or observational result. It is going be 𝑥̅ ’s and 𝑝̂ ’s. In the
parameter spot we will see 𝜇’s and p’s, or in the case of difference tests, the value 0. The parameter
spot is occupied by the most boring answer to what is the value, whether that is ‘what the other guy
said’ or the value ‘0’ the boring answer that there is no difference.
So for a two-sample test for difference of means it’s
𝑡=

𝑥̅𝑛𝑒𝑤 −𝑥̅𝑜𝑙𝑑 −0
2
2 𝑠
𝑠
√ 𝑛𝑒𝑤 + 𝑜𝑙𝑑
𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑤

𝑛𝑜𝑙𝑑

You might notice that this denominator is straight out of page three of the AP formula sheet

What does this do? It takes your result and standardizes it. That means it’s now going to be a
number that measures how many standard errors away from what the other guy said you are. If you are
lot of standard errors away it means maybe it’s not an error at all… maybe something’s up and your
result is so different from what the other guy said that you should get in a fight with him. I hope you’ve
noticed that this is as highly reminiscent of the discussion we had at the beginning of the course. It was
my purpose at that time to get across the idea that reasonable decision making exists from sample
results. It’s risky but something we must do or we will fail to make decisions at all. Now we’re doing the
formal version of that. If you feel you understood chapter one then I think you already got the concept
of what’s happening here. This is just the formal version.
So the calculation of the test statistic sets you up for converting that into a decision-making pvalue. If you have a z-statistic from doing some sort of work with proportions then you have a ncdf
process to do to represent 𝑃(𝑧 > ⋯ ) = ⋯ (that’s how should write it not ‘ncdf’. ) Or if it’s about means
it’s 𝑃(𝑡 > ⋯ ) = ⋯ and then tcdf. Before I get to the work on how to do tcdf..
There is going to be a moment when you resolve which way the sign here goes. It should match
the alternative hypothesis and the alternative hypothesis should be a representation of what you
actually think. If you think the mean you’ve been told (let’s say 10kg) is something that should really be
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lower this inequality is < the test statistic is almost inevitably a negative number. If you think the mean
you’ve been told (let’s say 10kg) is something that should really be higher those inequalities become >.
Sometimes the inequality is ≠ this is the less common but certainly possible situation that your
disagreement with the authority is simply the suspicion they are wrong and you haven’t decided which
way they are: you could have two drugs which you think might be different but you haven’t decided
which one is maybe better. You could have a coin that you think is unfair and doesn’t come up heads
50% of the time but you haven’t decided if you believe that unfairness is that there are more heads than
50% or less heads than 50%. The consequence with that is you will do 𝑃(𝑧 𝑜𝑟 𝑡 > 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒) = ⋯ if it’s
positive and 𝑃(𝑧 𝑜𝑟 𝑡 < 𝑛𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒) if it’s negative. This will give you the probability of this result or
something more extreme in one direction if the null is true. Now to get the actual p-value you double it
because when you started you didn’t know that you were looking for a particularly big or small number
so when I say ‘this potato is like all the others that are crazy in this way..which is my p-value’ my crazy
potato is considered to be a member of the club of potatoes that are either crazy big or crazy small.
A digression about the direction of alternative hypothesis signs just interrupted me as I was
going to explain how to turn t-scores into p-values. The function tcdf is in your 2nd vars menu and it is
number 4. The first two inputs are like ncdf but I would recommend using 100 and -100 where you
would put 10 and -10 in ncdf. It probably doesn’t make a difference but it’s a little safer. So P(t<…) is
tcdf(-100, that t-score you got, degrees of freedom). Ncdf doesn’t have df or rather has df of infinity so
thinking about df is peculiar to means. The df issue is the same as it was when we were talking about
confidence intervals. We are going to use df = smallest of the two sample sizes minus 1. If you wish to do
P(t>…) you do tcdf(your t-score, 100, df).
A tremendously small detail here to finish off this discussion is to mention that I said…’If you
think the mean you’ve been told (let’s say 10kg) is something that should really be lower this inequality
is < the test statistic is almost inevitably a ‘– ’ So what if your alternative is < and your test statistic is
positive. That means you are doing something foolish.. you are trying to show that the mean is less than
some value (say 10) with an experimental value that’s actually more than 10 (say 12). That would be a
silly thing to do so I hope you understood that point but if not you can presume that almost inevitably
when finishing up the math you will do 𝑃(𝑧 𝑜𝑟 𝑡 < 𝑎 𝑛𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒) or 𝑃(𝑧 𝑜𝑟 𝑡 > 𝑎 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒) . If you find
yourself doing something else I’m sorry to say it’s more likely you just messed up than that’s truly what
you should be doing. Definitely check your work.
How to conclude your test. At the end there are three steps. Compare p-value to alpha.
Say ‘I reject H0’ or ‘I fail to reject H0’ and then say ‘There is (in)sufficient evidence to conclude whatever it
says in Ha’. We should have known from chapter one… a long time I know, that your ability to make a
decision is not just ‘how strong is the evidence’ but ‘how strong does the evidence have to be for you to
get into a fight with the previously credible authority’. That second value is 𝛼. Alpha big means you are
easy to persuade the authority is wrong that you will switch sides if some evidence comes along that
happens by chance only 10% of the time. A decision-maker who makes all his decisions at 10% is a little
too enthusiastic to call other people liars according to most people in most situations. More common is
a decision level of 5% where something that happens 1/20 times if the authority is correct is ‘weird’
enough to cause us to reject that authority. A person who’s alpha or significance level is 1%, needs a lot
of evidence, something really unusual (measured by p-value) to reject the authority and believe the
alternative.
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So here’s what you actually say. There’s two sets of three statements
1. 𝑝 < 𝛼 or 𝑝 > 𝛼
This is a straight comparison of two numbers. You chose your alpha or were told it by the question and
you see if the p-value you got out of the ncdf or tcdf is more or less than that
2. I reject H0 or I fail to reject H0
You say 'I reject H0’ if 𝑝 < 𝛼 or you say ‘I fail to reject H0’ if 𝑝 > 𝛼. Once you’ve decided the p and 𝛼
relationship you don’t have to re-decide what to say next the connections are locked down and
automatic.
3. There is sufficient evidence to conclude what ever it says in H0. Or There is sufficient evidence to
conclude what ever it says in H0
Again, there’s no fresh decision here. 𝑝 < 𝛼 leads to 'I reject H0’ leads to ‘There is sufficient evidence to
conclude…’ is a set that all go together. It’s either that or the other set.
𝑝 > 𝛼 leads to 'I fail to reject H0’ leads to ‘There is insufficient evidence to conclude…’
Do remember to say your conclusion in context. If your study has the alternative: ‘mean result on the
new drug is greater than mean result on the old drug’, say all that. Don’t just say this mean is bigger
than that mean.
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1. Six randomly selected basketball players played a game in basketball shoes A. They scored 4, 8, 8, 10,
14 and 16. Mean was 10 and s was 4.4. Seven randomly selected basketball players played in shoes B.
They scored 7, 9, 10, 10, 11, 13, and 15. The mean was 10.7 and s was 2.6. Test at the 5% level to see if
there’s a difference between the shoes.

2 sample t-test for difference of means

H 0 :  A  B

H a :  A   B , or  A   B
Significance level   5%
a) SRS

n  30
b) or

It is reasonable to assume that the population is at least approximately normal

dotplots

t

xA  xB  0
s2 A s2B

nA
nB

Pt  or  .....  [p-value]

df = smallest n-1

p   I reject H 0 There is sufficient evidence to conclude that H a
p   I fail to reject H 0 There is insufficient evidence to conclude that H a
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1. The size of red hens’ eggs for a random sample of 6 were: 13.6, 16.0, 12.9, 13.5, 16.5, 20.2. x =15.5, s
= 2.7. A random sample of 6 black hens’ eggs were 12.1, 11. 5, 16.6, 8.7, 7.9, 8.4. x =10.9, s = 3.3. Test
to see if the best mathematical judgment is that there is a difference in the population means of red and
black hens’ eggs.

2. The LSAT results for 9 randomly selected Law school applicants for school A were 508, 543, 542, 661,
550, 638, 558, 545, 527, ( x =564, s = 51).
The LSAT results for 9 randomly selected Law school applicants for school B were 646, 584, 542, 591,
571, 567, 512, 551, 635, ( x =577, s = 41).
Test to see if we should conclude the mean LSAT score of all applicants for school B is higher.

3. Seven widgets made by machine A have weights of 15, 12.5, 10.2, 8.9, 6.9, 8.2 and 7.6. ̅̅̅
(𝑥 = 9.9, 𝑠 =
̅̅̅
2.9) Six widgets made by machine B have weights of 18.1, 9.6, 14.1, 15.6, 20.4, 16.2. (𝑥 = 15.7, 𝑠 = 3.7)
Should we conclude that the machines make different mean widgets?
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The farmer wants to find out if it is reasonable to believe that the apples from his red apple tree are the
same as the apples from his green apple tree. He is going to pick 10 apples from each tree and has
measured the standard deviation to be 2 for each tree.
You can simulate picking such sets of apples from trees that are really the same with
Mean(randNorm(10, 2, 10)) – mean(randNorm(10, 2, 10))
Do it twenty times

What would be your reaction if he then went to the trees, got a sample of 10 from each and found the
difference of means was 0.2?
What if it was 1.9?
Where is the boundary half way between your first and second data point?

General Questions about Significance Testing

1. Why does the null hypothesis use 𝜇 not 𝑥̅ ?

2. Does the null hypothesis always have ‘=’

3. How do I decide whether to use > 𝑜𝑟 ≠ in the alternate hypothesis?

4. How do I decide whether to give dotplots?

statistic−parameter

5. Here is the basic formula for the test statistic standard deviation of statistic
What is the way to write difference of means as a statistic?

6. What is the value of the parameter for a test of differences?
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7. What is the standard deviation of the statistic for difference of means?

8. What are the inputs for tcdf?

9. How do you decide the degrees of freedom?

10. When it says P(t>…) is it always ‘>’

11. How do you decide if to double the tcdf to get the p-value?

12. Is alpha always 5%?

13. Does reject go with sufficient or insufficient?
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2. Other tests than difference of means
A good one to follow up with might be one that changes everything. Let’s do a 1-sample (instead
of 2-sample) z-test (instead of t-test) for a proportion (instead of mean). That’s the title.
1-sample z-test for a proportion
Here’s the new hypotheses
𝐻0 ; 𝑝𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑤ℎ𝑎𝑡 𝑖𝑠 𝑖𝑠 = 𝑤ℎ𝑎𝑡 𝑎𝑢𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑠𝑎𝑦𝑠
𝐻𝑎 ; 𝑝𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑤ℎ𝑎𝑡 𝑖𝑠 𝑖𝑠 < 𝑜𝑟 > 𝑜𝑟 ≠ 𝑤ℎ𝑎𝑡 𝑎𝑢𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑠𝑎𝑦𝑠
Here’s conditions
1) collection of data or assignment of treatments is SRS
2) 𝑛𝑝 > 10

𝑛(1 − 𝑝) > 10

Whatever is n × 𝑤ℎ𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑟 𝑖𝑠 𝑝 > 10

Whatever is n × 𝑤ℎ𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑟 𝑖𝑠 (1 − 𝑝) > 10

Here’s Math
𝑧=

𝑝̂ − 𝑝0
√𝑝0 (1 − 𝑝0 )
𝑛

A note on that: 𝑝0 is a cool way to say ‘the proportion mentioned in the H0’
You notice that 𝑝0 shows up in the standard error here. It’s a minor inaccuracy to use 𝑝̂ . The logic is that
the guiding principle of testing is to say ‘if you are right that the true proportion is 𝑝0 … and so on then
the probability of my result in your world is this crazy low value. Somethings wrong!’ The idea is we
believe the H0 authority as long as possible and that includes letting the H0 authority define the
standard error.
𝑃(𝑧 > 𝑜𝑟 < 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑧 − 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒) = 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑝 − 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒
Either 𝑝 < 𝛼. I reject H0. There is sufficient evidence to conclude…
Or 𝑝 > 𝛼. I fail to reject H0. There is insufficient evidence to conclude…

1. In a survey of 100 shoppers, 26 said they had been to Wal-mart in the last six months. Is this
evidence that the proportion is less than 40%?

2. In a survey of 3000 voters, 53% said that they were going to vote for Obama. NBC said his
support was 50%, do we accept that or do we think the support has gone up?
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3. The administration says 60% of students like the lunch but in a survey of 200 students 45% said
they like the lunches. Is this good evidence that the claim is wrong and really it’s less?

4. In a survey of 70 trees in the forest 20% of them were host to the bark-burrowing beetle. Is this
evidence the rate is greater than 15%

5.

A random sample of 200 library patrons showed that 86 had failed to return a book on time in
the last year. Is this good evidence that the ‘failure to return’ rate is higher than 40%? Test at
the 10% level.

6.

The proportion of spoiled ballots in a presidential election is 4%. If a random sample of 300
ballots from a particular congressional district is 48 out of 800, is this a reason to suspect the
ballot box from the district might have been tampered with? Test at the 5% level.
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General Questions
1. The ‘big number’ condition for means is N>30. What are the two parts of the ‘big number’ condition
for proportions

0.35
0.3
0.25
0.2
0.15
0.1
0.05
0

2.

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Series1 0.028 0.131 0.261 0.29 0.194 0.077 0.017 0.002

Use these plots for the binomial (30, .5) and binomial (7, .4) to explain what is the purpose of the ‘big
number’ condition.

3. What is the continuation of the ending sequence p<𝛼

4. What is the continuation of the ending sequence p>𝛼
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8

9

0

0

3. 2-Sample Test for Difference of Proportions
That was, honestly one of the easier ones. How about a two sample procedure for proportions?
Title: 2-sample z-test for difference of proportions
Here’s the hypotheses
𝐻0 ; 𝑝𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑜𝑛𝑒 𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑛𝑔 = 𝑝𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑎𝑛𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟 𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑛𝑔
𝐻𝑎 ; 𝑝𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑜𝑛𝑒 𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑛𝑔 ≠ 𝑝𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑎𝑛𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟 𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑛𝑔
Here’s conditions
1) collection of data or assignment of treatments is SRS for both samples
2) 𝑛1 𝑝1 > 10

𝑛1 (1 − 𝑝1 ) > 10

Whatever is 𝑛1 × 𝑤ℎ𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑟 𝑖𝑠 𝑝1 > 10

Whatever is 𝑛1 × 𝑤ℎ𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑟 𝑖𝑠 (1 − 𝑝1 ) > 10

𝑛2 𝑝2 > 10

𝑛2 (1 − 𝑝2 ) > 10

Whatever is 𝑛2 × 𝑤ℎ𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑟 𝑖𝑠 𝑝2 > 10

Whatever is 𝑛2 × 𝑤ℎ𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑟 𝑖𝑠 (1 − 𝑝2 ) > 10

You’ll notice that’s just the conditions from last time doubled
Here comes the math with an interesting detail to pay attention to. You know how the idea of
the process is to believe the H0, until something crazy happens and you can’t believe it any more? Well,
the thing you’re trying to believe is that there are two proportions that in truth are the same although
the sample proportions may be a little different because of sampling error (samples aren’t always the
truth). So this H0 says the two proportions are equal but one thing you might be expecting is math that
looks like
𝑧=

𝑝̂1 −𝑝̂2−0
̂ (1−𝑝
̂ ) 𝑝
̂ (1−𝑝
̂ )
𝑝
√ 1𝑛 1+ 2𝑛 2
1
2

which would be consistent with the general rule that the standard

error from the back of a confidence interval is the same thing that shows up in the denominator of a
test.
The two proportion z-test for difference of proportions is the one case where that rule doesn’t
quite hold. I’m going to show you a part of page three of the AP formula sheet
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Do you notice how the two-sample procedures have two choices for the standard deviation of
statistic. In the case of the two-sample procedure for means we’re just going to ignore the second
choice because that’s ‘pooled’ and we’re going to make the choice not to pool. In the case of the two
sample procedure it’s undeniably better and not practically difficult to pool for tests and we are
therefore going to use the second formula for standard error.
The formula for the math is therefore: (I don’t know why they use two separate square root
signs in their sheet, it seems simpler and is algebraically the same to use just one)

𝑧=

𝑝̂1 − 𝑝̂2 − 0
1
1
√𝑝𝑐 (1 − 𝑝𝑐 ) ( + )
𝑛1 𝑛2

But what do I mean by 𝑝𝑐 ? This value is the combined proportion. How many folks got better on drug A
out of how many took drug A would be combined with how many folks got better on drug B out of how
many took drug B by creating a fraction made up of all the people who got better, no matter which dug
they took out of all the people in the experiment no matter which drug the took so if
𝑝̂1 =

𝑥1
𝑥2
𝑥1 + 𝑥2
𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑝̂2 = 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝑝𝑐 =
𝑛1
𝑛2
𝑛1 + 𝑛2

Now that business about the standard error was the hard part about two sample z-tests for
difference of proportions. Now you have the usual conclusion:
𝑃(𝑧 > 𝑜𝑟 < 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑧 − 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒) = 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑝 − 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒
Either 𝑝 < 𝛼. I reject H0. There is sufficient evidence to conclude the proportions are different
Or 𝑝 > 𝛼. I fail to reject H0. There is insufficient evidence to conclude the proportions are different
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Don’t forget to conclude in context. If it’s people getting better on different drugs say that or if it’s cats
preferring different cat foods say that.

1. The cable company institutes a new system home wifi using a new modem. After the change 3%
of a random sample of 400 accounts generated phone calls to tech support against a 2% rate
from a sample of 500, before. Is there evidence the new system generates more phone calls to
tech support?

2. This year 70 out of a random sample of 105 students passed the test (that’s .67). Last year it was
65 out of a random sample of 80 (that’s .81). Is there significant evidence that the pass rate has
gone up?

3. In LA, 160 of a SRS of 200 condominiums had earthquake insurance whereas in San Francisco
270 of an SRS of 300 condominiums carried the insurance. Is this significant evidence that the
proportion of earthquake-insured condos is higher in SF?

4. In 2010 a survey of 100 randomly selected doctors showed that 40% supported Obama’s
program for universal healthcare coverage (that’s 40 doctors). In 2012 a similar survey of 150
doctors showed that 50% supported this initiative (that’s 75 doctors). Is this significant evidence
that the support among doctors for this program has increased? The combined proportion is the
quantity of doctors who said yes over all the doctors in both years combined.

5. Before superstorm Sandy 150 out of 320 voters said they felt they recognized a serious threat to
the environment presented by global warming (that’s 47%). After the storm 400 out of 500
voters said they felt that there was such a serious threat (that’s 80%). Is this convincing evidence
that the population felt differently after the storm?
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6. A new medication to treat headaches was given to 80 volunteers of whom 20% said the
experienced improvement (how many people is that?). This was a controlled randomized
experiment where another group of 80 volunteers were given a placebo and 15% of them
reported improvement (how many is that?). Is this convincing evidence that the treatment
group recovered at a different rate?

7. In Fresno, 26% of a random sample of 500 home sales were four or more bedrooms, whereas in
Los Angeles 17% of a random sample of 800 were four or more bedrooms. Is this significant
evidence that the proportion of four-bedroom homes is different in different places?

4. Last one: 1-sample t-test for a mean
𝐻0 ; 𝜇𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑜 = 200𝑔
𝐻𝑎 ; 𝜇𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑜 < 𝑜𝑟 > 𝑜𝑟 ≠ 200𝑔
Conditions
SRS
n>30 or do a dotplot to show that it is reasonable to assume that the distribution is at least
approximately normal.
Math: 𝑡 =

𝑥̅ −𝜇0
√𝑠⁄𝑛

degrees of freedom = n-1
𝑃(𝑡 > 𝑜𝑟 < 𝑦𝑜𝑢𝑟 𝑡𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒) = p-value

If alternative is ≠

𝑃(𝑡 > 𝑜𝑟 < 𝑦𝑜𝑢𝑟 𝑡𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒) × 𝟐 = p-value

Either
𝑝 < 𝛼. I reject H0. There is sufficient evidence to conclude the mean is greater than or less than as Ha
Or 𝑝 > 𝛼. I fail to reject H0. There is insufficient evidence to conclude mean is greater than or less than
as Ha
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1. The price of a bag of standard groceries from 6 randomly selected stores in So Cal are 156, 179, 134,
139, 159, 103. I’m told that the average is $125. Is there reason to think the true mean is more? Here
the sample mean is $145 with s = 26.

2. Certain electronic resistors are made by a factory and advertised as 20 ohms. A random sample of
seven were selected and measured at 23.8, 23.9, 23.3, 20.2, 18.0, 24.9, 21.5. Is this significant evidence
that the true mean of resistors manufactured is greater than 21? The sample mean and standard
deviation are 22.2 and 2.45.

3. Six randomly selected bird eggs have the following weights 7.4, 6.1, 6.7, 7.5, 7.7, 8.2. The x and s are
7.3 and 1.0, Could the true mean be 8?
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Chapter 13 A lot of Details about Testing
1. Lastly of all: Matched Pairs
The 1-sample t-test for mean of differences
In this procedure there is a bunch of matched pairs of data and then the first thing you do is find out the
differences
In this procedure the hypotheses are
𝐻0 ; 𝜇𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑠 = 0
𝐻𝑎 ; 𝜇𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑠 < 𝑜𝑟 > 𝑜𝑟 ≠ 0
Conditions
SRS
n>30 or do a dotplot of the differences to show that it is reasonable to assume that the distribution is at
least approximately normal.
Math: 𝑡 =

𝑥̅𝑑 −0
√𝑠𝑑⁄𝑛

degrees of freedom = n-1
𝑃(𝑡 > 𝑜𝑟 < 𝑦𝑜𝑢𝑟 𝑡𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒) = p-value

If alternative is ≠

𝑃(𝑡 > 𝑜𝑟 < 𝑦𝑜𝑢𝑟 𝑡𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒) × 𝟐 = p-value

Either
𝑝 < 𝛼. I reject H0. There is sufficient evidence to conclude there is a difference between the treatments
Or 𝑝 > 𝛼. I fail to reject H0. There is insufficient evidence to conclude there is a difference between the
treatments

Think of ways to test these ideas as matched pairs. The answer could be that there is no way
Test of two drugs to alleviate allergy symptoms.
Test of two different night vision glasses
Test two techniques for treating heart attack patients
Test two scales intended to weigh apples
Test two machines for crushing apples
Test two types of boot
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Test an educational technique
Test a program for losing weight

1. Here’s the results for 6 runners running in two different types of shoe
In Adidas 47
In Nikes
45
difference 2

49
48
1

53
50
3

55
51
4

52
52
0

56
55
1

mean
52
50.2
1.8

Std dev
3.5
3.4
1.5

If these runners are actually 12 different people I’ll have to do a 2-sample t-test for difference of means
Try that the fast way with the STAT/TEST/4:2-SampTTest
If these runners are actually the same 8 wearing both pairs of shoe then I should do a 1-sample t-test on
a mean of differences
Try that the fast way with the STAT/TEST/2: T-test

2. A bunch of students took a pre-test on a biology unit. Then the studied the chapter and took a posttest afterwards. Here are their scores:

Pre
Post
Post-pre

student student student student student student student
1
1
1
1
1
1
7
Mean
std Dev
10
15
18
19
25
37
47
24.4
13.1
20
28
33
30
32
48
56
35.3
12.4
10
13
15
11
7
11
9
10.9
2.6

Display the students in parallel dotplots showing the pre and post scores
Display the difference on its own dotplot
Calculate the p-value for the 2-sample t-test
Calculate the p-value for the 1-sample t-test on the mean of differences
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3.Here’s two data sets
subject
data set A

a
24

b
28

C
33

d
40

e
48

data set B

22

25

28

40

43

B-A

-2

-3

-5

0

-5

Data set
A
Data set
B
B-A

Mean
31.6

s
9.3

34.6

9.6

-3

2.12

Data set A is the Cholesterol levels of the subjects before they took the drug
Data set B is the Cholesterol levels of the subjects after they took the drug
Does the drug make a difference?

4.
subject
data set A
data set B
B-A

a
28
36

b
26
24

C
30
40

d
40
45

e
55
58

f
62
67

Mean

s

Data set A
Data set B
B-A

Data set A is the test scores on the test before they took the test prep
Data set B is the test scores on the test after they took the test prep
Does the test prep make a difference?

4. Researchers were delighted to find 7 sets of identical twins one of each of which was addicted to
drugs
Set of
twins
data
set A
data
set B
B-A

a

b

c

d

110 100

90

85

115 103

96

Data set A

112

88

85

120 104

99

Data set B

96

e

f

g

Mean

B-A

Data set A is the IQ of the twin who is an addict
Data set B is the IQ of the twin who isn’t
Does addiction make a difference?
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2. Shortcuts
You may suspect that your calculator is set up to do all of these processes by some grand shortcut and
you’re right. The Menu is STAT/TEST. You have to know what you’re doing though and be able to
translate the procedure you intend to do into the highly abbreviated form in the calculator.
There are twelve items in the menu, whereas there are only 8 basic procedures we have looked at in the
last two chapters. Why is that? It is because four of them are old-fashioned procedures that deal with
situations involving means with the approximate method of using z-scores. I wouldn’t recommend that
ever, so Including the four we don’t use here is the list translated into the hapbits of titling that I have
recommended:
1. ZTEST

don’t use

2. TTEST

1-sample t-test for a mean

3. 2-SAMP Z-TEST

don’t use

4. 2-SAMP T-TEST

2-sample t-test for diff of means

5.1-PROP Z-TEST

1-sample z-test for a proportion

6. 2-PROP Z-TEST

2-sample z-test for diff of proportions

7. ZINTERVAL

don’t use

8. TINTERVAL

1-sample t-interval for a mean

9. 2-SAMP ZINT

don’t use

10. 2-SAMP TINT

2-sample t-interval for a diff of means

A. 1-PROP ZINT

1-sample z-interval for a proportion

B 2-PROP ZINT

2-sample z-interval for diff of proportions
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3. Meaning of p-value and other general questions
1. A farmer is considering the possibility that two types of apples are the same (H0) It’s a two-sided test.
The sample means of his apples are different by 6. The p-value is 2%. What is the meaning of the p-value
in this context?

p-value is the probability of this result or something more extreme if the null hypothesis is true.

2. A medical researcher is considering the possibility that two drugs are the same (H0) It’s a two-sided
test. The sample means of his treatment groups are different by 3. The p-value is 20%. What is the
meaning of the p-value in this context?

3. The researcher is considering the possibility that the rental prices in NY and LA are the same (H0). It’s a
one-sided test, as we are only interested in the possibility that LA is more expensive. The difference in
the sample means is that LA is $50 a month more expensive. The p-value is 4%. What is the meaning of
the p-value in this context?

4. The researcher is considering the possibility that the average strength of pacific and atlantic
hurricanes are the same (H0). It’s a one-sided test, as we are only interested in the possibility that pacific
hurricanes are stronger. The difference in the sample means is that pacific hurricanes are 25 mph
stronger. The p-value is 24%. What is the meaning of the p-value in this context?

5. The government says that unemployment is 8%. I did a 1-sample z-test for a proportion. I got a
random sample and a p-hat of 9% which had a p-value of 3% from a one-sided ‘greater than’ test. What
is the meaning of the p-value?
Rewrite this sentence: ‘p-value is the probability of a result this extreme or more so if the null is true’

6. The manufacturer says 60% of his lightbulbs last over 1000 hours. I did a 1-sample z-test for a
proportion. I got a random sample and a p-hat of 56% which had a p-value of 13% from a one-sided ‘less
than’ test.
Rewrite this sentence: ‘p-value is the probability of a result this extreme or more so if the null is true’
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4.Type 2 error
1. Your blood is supposed to contain 10 mg/l of statoglobulin (σ = 3) but if it’s 15 it means you’re sick. I
plan to do a 5% test with a random sample of 6. What is the chance of making a type 2 error?
Find the boundary with 𝜇0 + 1.645

𝜎
√𝑛

Find the z-score of the boundary on the true curve
𝑧=

𝑏𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑦−𝜇𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒
𝜎
⁄ 𝑛
√

Use ncdf to find probability

-4

0

-2

-6

-4

2

4

6

0

-2

2

2. The daily sales are reported at $300 with standard deviation $50. I intend to take a random sample of
10 days. What is the chance that I will not notice that it went up if it’s now 340?

3. The milk carton is supposed to contain 20oz. It has standard deviation 2.
I’m going to take a sample of 5. What is the chance I’ll fail to reject in a 5% test if the true mean is 16.5

-6

-4

-4

0

-2

0

-2

2

2

4

4

6

4. The attendance at the concerts is supposed to be 2000 with standard deviation 300. I intend to take a
sample of 15 random concerts. What is the chance I won’t notice that the attendance has declined if it’s
really 1800?
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Type 2 Errors with Proportions
I’m considering the H0 that support for measure A is 40%. My Ha is that it is greater.
I’m going to ask 500 people.
Use the z-score 1.645 to find the ‘decision making boundary for a 5% (one-sided) test.

𝑝0 (1 − 𝑝0 )
𝑝0 + 1.645 × √
𝑛

H0

3.
I’
m
co
.4
What is the chance that if the truth is really 45%
ns
I will make a type 2 error and fail to notice that support is more thanid40%?
er
Make a z-score
in
g
𝑝𝑏𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑦 − 𝑝𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑡ℎ
𝑧=
th
(1
)
𝑝
−
𝑝
𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑡ℎ
e
√ 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑡ℎ
𝑛
H0
th
And use ncdf to get your probability of type 2 error
at
su
p
1. Where is the type 1 error?
p
2. What is the chance of a type 1 error?
or
t
3. Where is the type 2 error?
fo
r
m
4. a) What would happen to the curves if I increased the sample size from 500 to 2000?
e
as
b) What would happen to the type 1 error of the 5% test?
ur
c) What would happen to the probability of a type 2 error if the alternative
is 45%?
e
A
is
5. Going back to the original 500 sample size
4
0
What would happen if the alternative was 50%?
%.
M
y
Ha
is
th
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at
it
is
gr
-4

0

-2

-6

-4

2

-2

0

4

6

Ha

2

.45

2. I’m considering the H0 that proportion of people who have bought a lottery ticket in the last year is
30%. My Ha is that it is less.
I’m going to ask 800 people. Use the z-score -1.28 to find the ‘decision making
boundary for a 10% (one-sided) test.

-6

𝑝0 (1 − 𝑝0 )
𝑝0 − 1.28 × √
𝑛

-4

0

-2

2

4

What is the chance that if the truth is really 27%
I will make a type 2 error and fail to notice that support
is less than 30%?
Make a z-score 𝑧

=

-4

-2

0

2

4

𝑝𝑏𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑦 −𝑝𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑡ℎ
√𝑝𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑡ℎ(1−𝑝𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑡ℎ )
𝑛

And use ncdf to get your probability of type 2 error

3. I’m testing a H0 of 80% to see if the truth is less. Find the decision making boundary for a 5% onesided test with Ha less than. My sample size is 150. What is the probability I will make a type 2 error if
the truth is 70%?

4. I’m testing a H0 of 20% to see if the truth is more. Find the decision making boundary for a 5% onesided test with Ha more than. My sample size is 250. What is the probability I will make a type 2 error if
the truth is 27%?

In the ‘type 2 error’ diagram there’s an area which is type 2 area which is one side of a decisionmaking boundary on the Ha curve. The rest of the curve has a meaning, maybe even a more important
reason. It is the chance that if the alternative is true you will make the correct decision to reject the H0.
That area has a name: the power. It is true that Power + P(type 2 error) = 1
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6

General Questions

1. What is a type 1 error?

2. Which is true?
a) 𝛼 is the same as the probability of a type 1 error
b) 𝛼 is the same as the probability of a type 2 error

3. Which is true?
a) P(type 1) + P (type 2) = 1
b) power + P(type 2) = 1

4. Which is true?
a) When you reject the null hypothesis you could be making a type 1 error.
b) When you reject the null hypothesis you could be making a type 2 error.

5. Five of these are true, two of them are false

A When you reject the null it means you don’t believe the other person
B Even though a sample is large it still has to be a simple random sample.
C The null and alternative hypothesis are stated in terms of  the population parameter not x a sample
statistic.
D When the null hypothesis is rejected it is because it is not true.
E The smaller the P-value the more evidence there is against the null hypothesis
F If the P-value for a test is 0.15, the probability that the null hypothesis is true is 0.15
G When you reject the null hypothesis you could be making a type 1 error.
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6. The point below divides the curve into a part that is 23% to the right and 77% to the left
What would be the p-value for the alternatives
a) Ha: 𝜇>
b) Ha: 𝜇 ≠
c) Ha: 𝜇 <

4

Why is “c” kind of a silly idea:
to try and use a sample result of 6 to show that the true mean is less than 4?
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6

5. Choosing the right Inequality for Ha

Choose the right inequality for the alternate hypothesis. Each set of three is one each of <, > and ≠
If a company claims that at least 40% of the M&M’s are red. I think it’s less

H 0 : p  .4
Ha :
If a company claims that 40% of the M&M’s are red. I think it’s not

H 0 : p  .4
Ha :
If a company claims that less than 40% of the M&M’s are red. I think it’s more

H 0 : p  .4
Ha :

The government claims no more than 9% are unemployment

H 0 : p  .09
Ha :
The company claims at least 60% patients are showing improvement

H 0 : p  .6
Ha :
The company claims 30% of customers are Spanish speakers

H 0 : p  .3
Ha :
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If a realtor claims he sells 65% of his properties in less than a month.

H 0 : p  .65
Ha :
If a company claims that 4% of the product is defective.

H 0 : p  .04
Ha :
If a company claims that 20% of the flowers are yellow.

H 0 : p  .2
Ha :

If a company claims that 3% of days the river pollution is above safe levels

H 0 : p  .03
Ha :
If test prep school claims that 90% of customers increase their SAT scores 100 pts

H 0 : p  .9
Ha :
If a company claims that 40% of used cars it sells are Fords

H 0 : p  .4
Ha :
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6. Using the AP Resources
Standardized test statistic:

statistic  parameter
standard deviation of statistic

Confidence interval: statistic  critical value  standard deviation of statistic 
Single Sample
Statistic
Sample Mean

Standard Deviation

s
n
pˆ 1  pˆ 
 1   
or
n
n

Sample Proportion

Two Sample
Statistic
Difference of sample means

Standard
2

2

s1
s
 2
n1 n2

pˆ 1 1  pˆ 1  pˆ 2 1  pˆ 2 

n1
n2

Difference of sample proportions

Use the clues to make the formulas for
1) the one sample z-confidence interval for a proportion
2) the one sample t-confidence interval for a mean
3) the two sample z-confidence interval for a difference of proportions
4) the two sample t-confidence interval for a difference of means
5) the one sample z-test for a proportion
6) the one sample t-test for a proportion
7) what about a two sample t-test for difference of means?
You might need to know that the symbol for a sample mean is x ,
the symbol for a sample proportion is p̂ ‘difference’ means subtract
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7. More General Questions
1 When you reject the null it means you don’t believe the other person. T/F?

2 Even though a sample is large it still has to be a simple random sample. T/F?

3 The null and alternative hypothesis are stated in terms of  the population parameter not x a sample
statistic. T/F?

4 When the null hypothesis is rejected it is because it is not true. T/F?

5 The smaller the P-value the more evidence there is against the null hypothesis. T/F?

6 If the P-value for a test is 0.15, the probability that the null hypothesis is true is 0.15. T/F?

7 When you reject the null hypothesis you could be making a type 1 error. T/F?

8. What is the value (99.9% of the time) in the null hypothesis for a two sample t-test for difference of
means?

9. Which causes the smallest p-value: a big t-score or a small t-score?

10. If the null says that ‘there is no difference’ and I fail to reject it… does that mean I think there’s a
difference?

11. If I increase the significance level α, what happens to the chance of a type 1 error: does it go up or
down?
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12. If I say this thing is ‘the probability of a result this extreme if the null hypothesis is true’ what am I
talking about?

13. Write the formula for a 2-sample t-test for a difference of means

14. Which is the best idea
a) if the null is true, a value of p which is less than 0.05 is impossible
b) if the null is true, a value of p which is less than 0.05 is possible but extremely unlikely
c) if the null is true, a value of p which is less than 0.05 is going to happen about 5% of the time

15.
a) if the null is false, the null will always be rejected
b) if the null is false, the null be rejected 95% of the time
c) if the null is false, the null will be rejected a percent that has to be calculated for each alternate truth

16. A 90% confidence interval for a proportion results in the interval .2 to .3.
A 10% test is to be done on the same data to see if the value .19 is rejected or not. Will it be rejected?
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17. Here’s the basic structures for tests and intervals given you on a formula sheet. Fill in the blanks.
Standardized test statistic:

statistic  parameter
standard deviation of statistic

Confidence interval: statistic  critical value  standard deviation of statistic 
You’ll notice that the two different kinds of formula are very closely related. If I give you the test statistic
you can maybe build the related confidence interval and the other way round. Fill in the missing
formulas
Test statistic
One
Sample
Mean

Confidence interval

x
s
n

t

One
Sample
Proportion

Two
Sample
For difference
Of Means

pˆ  z

t

x

1

pˆ 1  pˆ 
n



 x2  0
2

2

s1
s
 2
n1 n2

Two
Sample
For difference
Of Proportions

pˆ 1  pˆ 2  z
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pˆ 1 1  pˆ 1  pˆ 2 1  pˆ 2 

n
n

Chapter 14 Chi-sq Tests
If you have some results from one proportion we have a test for that but only if the fundamental
situation is binomial, has two outcomes. You can test if the proportion of heads on a coin is 50% or some
other value or if the proportion of people who got better is 40%. However there are many situations
where there are more than two outcomes. What is the situation where you have categorical data with
more than two categories: the birds at the lake are not just ducks and geese but ducks geese and swans.
The cars are not just red or blue but red, blue, yellow, green, white, black, or brown.
There may be a something somebody said about this situation: the birds at the lake are 20%
ducks, 30% swans, 50% geese. Now let’s imagine we go down to the lake and randomly select 100 birds.
There’s 22 ducks, 29 swans and 49 geese. Do we say the proportions are not what we were told?
Probably not: there were two too many ducks and one each too few of the swans and geese. That
doesn’t sound like a big deal to me. If I find the authority even slightly credible that gave me those
percentages I am going to fail to get in a fight with them. The slight differences I observed seem likely to
be sampling variation, nothing significant is going on here.
Is there a formal version of this decision making process? Yes: it’s the Chi-sq test for goodness of
fit. Chi is a Greek capital letter, χ. It’s a statistic like your z-statistics or t-statistic that takes a situation
with a lot of uniqueness and details to it and reduces it to a single number that expresses how different
the observation you have made is from the ideal version somebody suggested was the reality.
We title this work: Chi-sq test for goodness of fit
H0: the true proportions of ducks, swans and geese are 20%, 30% and 50%
Ha: the true proportions are not these
Then there is a procedure that is amazing to me that was applied and popularized by the rather
nasty character Karl Pearson in 1900 and after. The fundamental idea is that we can summarize the way
the ducks, swans and geese differ from what we expected as one number and then do a χ2cdf just like
the other cdfs.
The creation of the statistic requires that we come up with actual numbers of ducks, swans and
geese we expected. That’s going to be n (however many birds altogether) times each individual
proportion pducks, pswans, pgeese. N is conveniently 100 here so 20% of 100 is 20, but if n had been 200 n
∙pducks, would have been 40. The expected number of ducks would depend on the number of birds
altogether I hope seems reasonable.
So you should aim to get a series of expected values and perhaps even put them in a box like so:
Observed
Expected
Difference

Ducks
22
20
2

Swans
29
30
-1

Geese
49
50
-1

To summarize the way the whole rows are different we’re going to start by subtracting the O – E
as many times as there are columns. Then we’re going to realize that how big of a deal being off by 1 or
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2 or 5, 10, 50 is would depend on how many I was expecting. So for example if we would have looked at
1000 birds and expected 200 ducks we could tolerate being off by 10 or so without panicking but a miss
of 10 when you only expect 20 would seem much more important. We represent that by creating a
value for a standardized value for how ‘off’ the ducks are by

(22−20)2
20

that’s

(𝑂𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑑−𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑)2
𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑

. Now we

do that for all the birds and add it all together:
𝜒2 = ∑

(𝑂 − 𝐸)2
𝐸

This formula is on the bottom of page 3 of the AP formula sheet.
This formula seems like something special to me. I am very impressed by Mr Pearson even
though I’m sure I wouldn’t have liked him. It compares a result to something we expected and squares
it. That sounds like the process for squaring (𝑥 − 𝜇) or a residual in chapter 10. Then dividing it by the
expected reminds me of other times we divided the squares of something by something like an n. I
haven’t proved this at all but I hope it falls into place as a typical statistics formula that proceeds in a
style that belongs to this course.
We did title, hypotheses and math but skipped conditions. That’s because we can’t do
conditions until we’ve worked out the expected values. Conditions are SRS and the big number
condition is:
all expected values are > 5
The rest of the math is 𝜒 2 𝑐𝑑𝑓, that’s in your 2nd vars menu and takes the 𝜒 2 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐 and some
arbitrarily large number like 1000 and then degrees of freedom. The df is the number of categories – 1.
If you have ducks, swans and geese is 3-1=2. Note that it’s not the number of birds-1 which would be 99
and that’s not the df though a common mistake.
Finally conclude
𝑝 < 𝛼. I reject H0. There is sufficient evidence to conclude the true proportions are not 20% ducks 30%
swans and 50% geese
Or 𝑝 > 𝛼. I fail to reject H0. There is insufficient evidence to conclude the true proportions are not 20%
ducks 30% swans and 50% geese
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The lottery company says 80% of its tickets are losers, 15% are little winners and 5% are bigger winners.
I bought five hundred random tickets and got 410 losers, 80 little winners and 10 bigger winners. Is the
lottery company plausible in its claim?
Title

Hypotheses

H0 :
Ha :

Conditions

Math
Losers



Little winners

Big winners

E  O 2
E

Conclusion
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1’s
13

2’s
9

3’s
12

4’s
15

5’s
5

6’s
5

1. Are you suspicious that the above die is unfair?

Mon
6

Tues
7

Weds
4

Thursday
1

Fri
2

Sat
8

Sun
14

2. A Policeman is checking the incidence of violent crimes in a town. Here is random sample of 42 crimes
sorted by day of the week. Is it likely that some days are more likely to have crime than others?

A’s
12

B’s
18

C’s
24

D’
6

3. An administrator is testing the idea that a teacher gives equal proportions of A’s, B’s, C’s and D’s. Do
you think they could be doing that? This is a random sample of 60 students
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1. The candies are supposed to be 30% pink, 20% red, and the rest white. Could this random sample of
candies reasonably be a sample from such a population
Pink
34

Red
26

White
40

2. UCLA tracks its students one year after graduation It claims 60% have jobs related to their major, 30%
are in further education and the rest some other occupation. Does this random sample of students
provide evidence against this claim?
Major-related job
40

More education
32

other
28

3. A hospital says it releases 45% of its inpatients in one day, 30% in two days to one week and the rest
after longer stays. Does this random sample of patients provide evidence against this claim?
One day
92

2days to 1 week
60

More than one week
48

4. The weekly sales of cars at a used car lot are as follows.
Toyota
19

Ford
33

Honda
18

Chrysler
18

BMW
12

Could this random sample represent a population that is in the ratio 20%, 30%, 15%, 25%, 10%
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2. Chi-sq test for independence
Imagine there are two dice: a regular one and one with three red sides, two yellow sides and one blue
one. You could roll them together and tally the results in the first chart. Whichever color you roll you
have the same chance to end up in the top row or the bottom row. This situation is independence.

Red

yellow

blue

Yes

1,2, 3

1,2,3

1,2,3

No

4,5,6

4, 5, 6

4,5,6

…or it’s possible that there are different rules for each column

Red

yellow

blue

Yes

1,2

1,2,3,4,5 1,2,3

No

3,4,5,6

6

4,5,6

Here the color on the color dice and the number on the number dice are associated.
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Circle
When ((ipad) is tapped)
Check Once If ((Self) Clone Index) = (1))
Create a Clone of This Object
End
End
When (object is cloned)
Set Position to x (Last Touch X) y (Last Touch Y)
Set ((Self) Dice) to (random (1) to (6))
Set ((Self) Color Dice) to (random (1) to (6))
Check Once If ((Self) Color Dice) > (3))
Set Color (red)
Else
Check Once If ((Self) Color Dice) > (1))
Set Color (yellow)
Else
Set Color (blue)
End
End
Check Once If ((Self) Dice) > (3))
Set Size percent (50)
Else
Set Size percent (100)
End
End
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Circle
When ((ipad) is tapped)
Check Once If ((Self) Clone Index) = (1))
Create a Clone of This Object
End
End
When (object is cloned)
Set Position to x (Last Touch X) y (Last Touch Y)
Set ((Self) Dice) to (random (1) to (6))
Set ((Self) Color Dice) to (random (1) to (6))
Check Once If ((Self) Color Dice) > (3))
Set Color (red)
Check Once If ((Self) Dice) > (2))
Set Size percent (50)
Else
Set Size percent (100)
End
Else
Check Once If ((Self) Color Dice) > (1))
Set Color (yellow)
Check Once If ((Self) Dice) > (3))
Set Size percent (50)
Else
Set Size percent (100)
End
Else
Set Color (blue)
Check Once If ((Self) Dice) > (3))
Set Size percent (50)
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Else
Set Size percent (100)

End
End
End

Find the expected values for this set if the categories are independent
𝑏𝑜𝑦𝑠

The expected value of boys who like cats is the proportion of boys: 𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑝𝑒𝑜𝑝𝑙𝑒 multiplied by the
𝑏𝑜𝑦𝑠

𝑏𝑜𝑦𝑠×𝑐𝑎𝑡

number of people who like cats. 𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑝𝑒𝑜𝑝𝑙𝑒 × 𝑝𝑒𝑜𝑝𝑙𝑒 𝑤ℎ𝑜 𝑙𝑖𝑘𝑒 𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑠 or more simply 𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑦𝑏𝑜𝑑𝑦. As a
formula that’s

𝑟𝑜𝑤 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙×𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑛 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
.
𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙

Cats

dogs

Turtles

Boys
Girls
50

pine

80

oak

60
90
150

20

Chestnut

elm

Beetles
No beetles

140
60
40

60

90

Toyota

Honda

Ford

White
Black
Other

10

40
20
30
45

27

18
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The Chi-sq test for goodness of fit is one of two chi-sq tests that are in the AP curriculum. The
other is Chi-sq test for independence. In independence testing every member of the population has two
things that are categorical variables. The student is a boy or a girl and also the student studies prealgebra, algebra or geometry. The cars are Toyotas, Hondas or Fords and are red, white or blue. This
situation can be summarized in a chart like this
Red
White
Blue

Toyota
10
70
30

Honda
30
70
10

Ford
30
50
30

It looks a bit like all cars are mostly white but for other colors Hondas favor red rather than blue
and Toyotas tend to be blue rather than red. Fords on the other hand are more likely to some sort of
color other than white. However I’m going to wonder if I should really believe that all those
observations mean something and could be taken to be general rules about the relationships of color
and car type, or consider the idea that this is just the appearance of a relationship that is a consequence
of the fact that I took a particular sample and didn’t look at the whole population. Maybe the whole
population of cars is one where there is no particular preference for colors with certain manufacturers.
Here’s the hypotheses for that
H0: The car type and color are independent
Note we begin in the null with the more boring option: that there’s nothing going on here and
any apparent relationship is an illusion created by the sampling process and not really there. This
relationship has to be stated like this in words and you may find yourself with a decision about how to
name your variables. Red, white and blue: ‘color’ works for me. Hens, horse and cows might be
‘barnyard animals’. You might have to think up a name for the type of things that these are categories
of.
Ha: the car type and color are associated
The words independent and associated are of course opposites so it’s possible to say ‘not
independent’ here but I like associated because it has a positive meaning that I easily get. ‘Not
independent’ is kind of obscure what it means. Don’t you think?
We are going to think for a while as though we are going to calculate a chi-sq statistic for this
situation using the classic formula
𝜒2 = ∑

(𝑂 − 𝐸)2
𝐸

Truth is however that this is going to be a lot of busy-work to do the whole thing by hand and I
am going to show you how you would do and then skip to the procedure on the calculator.
The core idea for ‘how you would do it if you did it by hand’ is that the expected value of white
Toyotas is the proportion of white cars:

𝑤ℎ𝑖𝑡𝑒 𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑠
𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑠

multiplied by the number of Toyotas.
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𝑤ℎ𝑖𝑡𝑒 𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑠
𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑠

×

𝑇𝑜𝑦𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑠 or more simply

𝑤ℎ𝑖𝑡𝑒 𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑠×𝑇𝑜𝑦𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑠
.
𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑠

As a formula that’s

𝑟𝑜𝑤 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙×𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑛 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
.
𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙

However I’m going

to show you in a second how to do it on the calculator.
Now you have all the Expecteds you can do the formula and get a χ2. Then you will ask yourself
what’s the degrees of freedom. The df is 4 here for a 3 x 3 grid. Why is that? It’s
(how many rows - 1)x(how many columns – 1)
I’m sorry I’m not going to try and explain the why of that.
If you calculate the χ2cdf as before with the inputs χ2, 1000 and df you will have a p-value and
conclude
𝑝 < 𝛼. I reject H0. There is sufficient evidence to conclude the categories car type and color are
associated
Or 𝑝 > 𝛼. I fail to reject H0. There is insufficient evidence to conclude the categories car type and color
are associated
Please don’t blow it at the end and get it backwards. The conclusion, as always, should be in
terms of the alternative which is usually your idea the exciting thing that makes you feel like your study
really came up with something. For an independence test the answer ‘it’s independent’ is the boring
answer. ‘The categories are associated’ is much more interesting.
Well that’s the end of the how to except that I didn’t actually tell you the answer. As I’m writing
this I still haven’t actually done the math. Let me get my TI-84 calculator for a second.
So I’ve hit 2nd x-1, which is MATRIX. I went over to EDIT and pressed ENTER. Now with the
navigation buttons you can arrange to have the [A] matrix the same size as your grid of values and put
the numbers from the grid into the matrix. If you’ve done that you’re ready to go to the STATS/TEST
menu and scroll down to χ2-Test which is ‘C’ on my calculator. You may have an old calculator that
doesn’t have χ2 GOF-Test. That’s probably a good thing since I never use GOF anyway. When you enter
the χ2-Test it should show that the Observed is set to [A] and the Expected to [B]. I would suggest
making them that if they aren’t already. Then calculate. Turns out the χ2 statistics for the cars is about
27 and the p-value is 1.926 x 10-5 and the df it told me was 4 which I knew already.
Your plan for answering a Chi-sq Test for independence question is then
Title: Chi-sq Test for independence
H0: categories independent
Ha: categories associated
Leave a gap for conditions
Show expected. Where’s that?
Remember we went into 2nd x-1, which is MATRIX and went over to EDIT. Now go down and pretend to
EDIT [B]. You will see all the expecteds here and copy them into your answer. Now go back and fill in the
conditions because at this point you should be able to honestly say ‘All expecteds > 5’. That’s why you
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needed to know what the expecteds are. Then for the rest of the question you just need to quote the
output of your calculator, say
χ2 = whatever it is
P(χ2>that value) = whatever the p-value is that your calculator says
Then the last two lines, again that’s
𝑝 < 𝛼. I reject H0. There is sufficient evidence to conclude the categories car type and color are
associated
Or 𝑝 > 𝛼. I fail to reject H0. There is insufficient evidence to conclude the categories car type and color
are associated
That’s the last test!
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Here’s some data on liking One Direction based on class level collected from random samples:
Yes
No

Freshmen
20
10

Sophomore
30
10

Junior
30
20

Senior
20
10

Is this evidence that some grade levels like One direction more than others?

An ornithologist collected a random sample of data about birds hanging out in various locations
In the forest
By the lake

bluebird
10
20

pinkbird
20
50

greenbird
30
10

Is there evidence that the birds are selecting favorite hangouts based on species?

Here is some data on doctors and the survival of a random sample of their patients
Patients who lived
Patients who died

Dr Scalpel
50
10

Dr Bones
80
8

Dr Cutthroat
70
10

Is there evidence that the doctors’ survival rates are meaningfully different

Here is some data on employment and major taken from a random sample of graduates
Employed in field
Not employed in field

Arts
10
20

Medicine
50
20

Engineering
60
10

Is there evidence that your employability will be related to your choice of major
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Pines
40
65

Beetles
No beetles

Oaks
16
30

Birch
25
40

1. Test at the 5% level to see if there is an association between type of tree and presence of beetles in
this simple random sample.

2. A customer survey company asked a random sample of owners of four brands of car about their
satisfaction and got the following results
Thrilled
Satisfied
Grumpy

Ford
20
14
10

Toyota
30
25
22

Honda
40
30
15

BMW
35
31
10

Test at the 5% level to see if there is an association between type of car and customer satisfaction.
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Appendix

Preparing for the exam by knowing what is on it

As the AP exam approaches you should probably check out apcentral.collegeboard.org. Under AP
Courses and Exams, go to Statistics and go to “The Exam” section of this page. Here you’ll find all the
past exams’ free response questions with sample answers. You could just start anywhere and check out
random questions but that could end up sending you into a panic. Lots of questions are kind of oddball
and studying that particular question is not going to practice your skills unless you are already pretty on
top of it. More useful, especially at the beginning, would be for you to check this sample that I have
organized by topic. I picked questions I thought were more classic.

1. Collecting data
a) Sample bias

2014 #4 attendees at the reunion
2008 # 2 year round school survey

b) Cluster sampling

2011 #3 carpets

c) Stratified sampling

2010B #2

2. Data display
a) boxplots

2004 #1 gas mileage
2008 #1 cereal
2010B #1 rivers XYZ

b) dotplots

2007 #1 strawberries

b) cumulative plot

2006B #1 realtors

c) stemplot

2007B #1 economics quiz

d) scatterplots

2012 #1 sewing machines

e) histogram

2009 #1 gender/job

3. Experimental design particularly blocking
2007B #3 window boxes
2007 #2 dogs on chondroitin
4. Mean vs median
2016 #1 restaurant tips
5. Regression
2003B #1 work study outlier
2005 #3 gas consumption on railroad
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2011 #5 windmills
2006 #2 dish soap
2005B #5 Paul’s pulse
2007B #4 fathers and daughters
6. Independence
2003B #2 age/income
2010B #5 news from internet
7. Probability
a) Basic

2008 #3 Crystal and Josephine
2014 #2 non-replacement, women at convention

b) Geometric

2011B #3 Sam’s upgrades
2016 #4 Rockets

c) Trees

2009B #2 ELISA

8. Expected Value
2004 #4 antibiotics
2003B #5 skunk
2005B #2 concert tickets
9. Sample means and binomials
2009 #2 tires
2007 #3 Bigtown fish
2006B #3 golf balls
2003 #3 Men’s shirts
2013 #3 Eggs
10. Matched pairs
2005B #4 tomato plants
2007 #4 E coli
2006B #4 Dexterity
2014 #5 used cars
11. p-value core
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2009B #5 fill bottles
2013 #5 mediation in retirement
12. type 1 and type 2
2003 #2 lawyers class action
2013 #5 meditation in retirement
13. inference
a) 1-prop z-int 2016 #5 question about environment
b) 2-props test 2015 #4 aspirin and cancer
c) 2 samp t-test 2011 #4 cholesterol
d) 2 samp t-interval 2009 #4 fire station

14. Chi-sq
2016 #2 Cereal ads
2008 #5 Moose
2003 #5 presidents knowledge
15. Question 6
2009B #6 ration of proportions
2013 #6 moving average
2010 #6 ranking statistic
2009 #6 mean/median
2005B #6 distribution of maximum
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